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ABSTRACT
De Maesschalck, Cis Guy M. PhD, Purdue University, December 2016. Design, Anal-
ysis, Optimization and Control of Rotor Tip Flows. Major Professor: Guillermo
Paniagua, School of Mechanical Engineering.
Developments in turbomachinery focus on efficiency and reliability enhancements,
while reducing the production costs. In spite of the many noteworthy experimental
and numerical investigations over the past decades, the turbine tip design presents nu-
merous challenges to the engine manufacturers, and remains the primary factor defin-
ing the machine durability for the periodic removal of the turbine components during
overhaul. Due to the hot gases coming from the upstream combustion chamber, the
turbine blades are subjected to temperatures far above the metal creep temperature,
combined with severe thermal stresses induced within the blade material. Inadequate
designs cause early tip burnouts leading to considerable performance degradations,
or even a catastrophic turbine failure. Moreover, the leakage spillage, nowadays of-
ten exceeding the transonic regime, generates large aerodynamic penalties which are
responsible for about one third of the turbine losses. In this view, the current doc-
toral research exploits the potential through the modification and optimization of the
blade tip shape as a means to control the tip leakage flow aerodynamics and manage
the heat load distribution over the blade profile to improve the turbine efficiency and
durability.
Three main design strategies for unshrouded turbine blade tips were analyzed and
optimized: tight running clearances, blade tip contouring and the use of complex
squealer-like geometries. The altered overtip flow physics and heat transfer charac-
teristics were simulated for tight gap sizes as low as 0.5% down to 0.1% of the blade
height, occurring during engine transients and soon to be expected due to recent de-
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velopments in active clearance control strategies. The potential of fully 3D contoured
blade top surfaces, allowing to adapt the profile locally to the changing flow conditions
throughout the camberline, is quantified. First adopting a quasi-3D approach and
subsequently using a full 3D optimization. For the industrial rub-safe squealer pro-
files featuring cavities separated by upstanding rims, a topology-like multi-objective
3D optimization strategy is used to identify so far undiscovered, optimal blade tip
profiles. Furthermore, the additional potential of the widely adopted shroud coolant
injection just upstream of the rotor blade is examined. Specifically, the possibility of
combining the beneficial effect of the purge flow in the overtip region while minimiz-
ing the detrimental influence on the upper passage vortex is explored. Eventually,
a high-speed rotating turbine facility at the von Karman Institute was redesigned,
allowing simultaneous testing of multiple distinct blade (tip) profiles mounted in sep-
arate sectors around the rotor annulus. Important considerations related with the
balancing and precise clearance design are highlighted, arising from the complexity
of such rainbow-rotor configuration. Moreover, approaches are described to integrate
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes simulations to a priori estimate the errors induced
by the finite spatial sampling and inherent limited sensor bandwidth.
This research effort provided new insights into the overtip flow topology and
aerothermal characteristics, identified new design strategies to create future turbines
with enhanced aerodynamic efficiencies and reduced thermal loads, and paved the




1.1 Turbine Tip Leakage Flows and Design strategies
Developments in turbomachinery focus on efficiency and reliability enhancements,
while reducing the production costs (through weight reduction and the use of standard
materials), Fig. 1.1. In spite of the many noteworthy experimental and numerical
investigations over the past decades [6–8], the turbine tip design continues to present
numerous challenges to the engine manufacturers, and remains the primary factor
defining the machine durability for the periodic removal of the turbine components
during overhaul [9]. Due to the hot gases coming from the upstream combustion
chamber, the turbine blades are subjected to temperatures far above the metal creep
temperature. The induced tip leakage flows in shroudless turbine configurations are
the source of significant heat loads onto the rotor components and give rise to severe
thermal stresses inside the blade material [10]. Inadequate designs cause early tip
burnouts leading to a considerable performance degradation, or even to a catastrophic
turbine failure. Moreover, the leakage spillage generates large aerodynamic penalties
which are responsible for about one third of the turbine losses [11] and enhances
significantly the non-uniformities in the rotor exit flow field ingested by the following
stage.
Over the years, several distinct tip design strategies have been proposed to mit-
igate the detrimental effects of the tip flow on the overall turbine performance and
durability [12,13]. While shrouded configurations (Fig. 1.2) generally achieve higher
efficiencies, most engine manufacturers adopt shroudless designs for their high-pressure
turbine stages due to the reduced mechanical loads and complexity to cool down the
casing [14]. Typical industrial unshrouded solutions comprise the use of tight run-
This Chapter contains small parts adopted from De Maesschalck et al. [1–5]
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Figure 1.1: The high pressure turbine design challenges.
ning plain tips, squealer type designs or more sophisticated partial shroud (winglet)
configurations (Fig. 1.2).
Early studies on flat tip designs in a low speed environment [15,16] have revealed
the conventional subsonic overtip flow topology. When the fluid enters the gap region
near the pressure side, a separation bubble and vena contracta are created. After
reattaching onto the blade tip and enhancing locally the heat transfer [17], the flow
mixes and eventually leaves the tip gap at the suction side to form the leakage vortex
further downstream. An elaborate review of the aerodynamics and heat transfer
aspects in such conditions is presented by Bunker [18]. Due to its subsonic nature,
the losses are mainly massflow driven. Hence, smaller running clearances, a reduction
in the discharge coefficient or a lowered driving pressure beneficially affects the overall
efficiency. While one tries to maximize the blade loading and the discharge coefficient
3






Figure 1.2: Examples of the commonly adopted turbine tip design strategies.
is mainly determined by the entrance geometry, it is especially the rotor gap size
which plays a major role and continues to decrease due to the recent developments
towards an accurate control of the clearance levels and effective strategies during
engine transients (e.g. active clearance control, rub-in techniques [19], etc) [20,21].
In this view, (partial) squealer configurations have been proposed which adopt
upstanding rims to squeeze and guide the leakage flow [22]. One of the first numer-
ical studies comparing flat tip designs and a squealer configuration was carried out
by Ameri et al. [23]. Squealer geometries are nowadays the most prevalent design,
additionally allowing to rub the casing in transient conditions [9]. Several experimen-
tal investigations both in low speed [24–26] as well as in a high-speed environment
(Key and Arts [27]) demonstrated the benefits of such rim-type geometries on the
aerodynamic efficiency. Additionally, experimental studies by Nasir et al. [25] and
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Kwak et al. [28] and the elaborate numerical investigation by Krishnababu et al. [29]
state reduced heat transfer levels compared to a flat tip.
In order to diminish the leakage massflow even further, a winglet type shape could
be used to reduce the pressure difference across the tip gap [30–34]. The aerothermal
performance of a more complex winglet shape, originally proposed by Harvey and
Ramsden [35], was studied by Harvey et al. [36] and O’Dowd et al. [37]. Their
investigations pointed out that such design allows to achieve an aerodynamic efficiency
similar to a shrouded configuration with two fins. However, the approach results in
an average heat load about three times higher compared to a flat tip geometry.
In the quest for higher power densities and weight reductions, engine manufactur-
ers tend to continuously increase the turbine blade loadings and rotational speeds.
Hence, in high-speed turbines, flow velocities exceeding the transonic regime charac-
terize the rotor tip leakage flow, which drastically modifies the aerothermal structures
within the overtip region. Although the existence of supersonic flows was already
suggested in 1988 by Moore and Tilton [15] and afterwards experimentally identified
through water table experiments [38, 39], only recent investigations were capable of
revealing in detail the complex supersonic flow phenomena. The combined experimen-
tal and numerical work performed by Zhang et al. [40,41], the URANS investigation
of Shyam et al. [42] and DNS computations from Wheeler and Sandberg [43–45] accu-
rately describe the high speed nature of heavily loaded blades. Shocks are originated
within the tip gap channel at the flow reattachment line near the pressure side (Fig.
1.1, bottom). These shock structures propagate throughout the passage, reflect on
the casing and rotor blade tip and give rise to parallel zones of high heat transfer [46].
Due to the supersonic character of the flow in the majority of the overtip region, the
fluid is effectively choked, setting a limiter on the leakage mass flow rate [47]. The
loss generation is therefore decoupled from the blade load which permits to further
increase the work extraction at the tip section while maintaining similar aerodynamic
performances.
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However, considerable aerodynamic losses are associated with the supersonic na-
ture of the flow inside the tip gap channel as well as throughout the downstream
mixing. Moreover, strong variations of the heat transfer levels can give rise to high
thermal stresses inside the rotor airfoil. Conventional geometries, which were shown
to perform superior in subsonic regimes, might not always give satisfactory results
under high-speed conditions [48]. Transonic overtip flows demand innovative rotor
tip designs at the behest of enhanced engine reliability and further performance im-
provement [49].
Therefore, the use of contoured blade tip designs has been recently proposed to
force the passage to remain choked while large flow accelerations are exploited to
minimize the heat flux. Shyam and Ameri [50] suggested a diverging pathway for
the tip flow which might reduce the shock strength and consequently lower the heat
transfer fluctuations. More recently, Zhang and He [51] proposed to locally accelerate
the flow in the front part of the blade through a convergent-divergent flowpath to
significantly reduce the overall heat transfer [52].
Moreover, recent studies have emphasized the key importance of the shear force
induced by relative motion of the casing [53], the significant influence of the mod-
eled inflow boundary conditions [54], as well as the manufacturing tolerances and
blade shape degradation during engine service [55] on the overall blade performance
and leakage flow aerothermodynamics. Combined with the transonic nature of the
overtip flow and the severe thermal loads onto the vulnerable tip section, this makes




The current doctoral research exploits the potential that lies in the modification
and optimization of the blade tip shape as a means to control the tip leakage flow
aerodynamics and manage the heat load distribution over the blade profile to improve
the turbine efficiency and durability. An overview of the project is presented in Fig.
1.3.
The research is divided into 5 main objectives. The first three objectives focus
on analyzing and optimizing three main strategies for the design of unshrouded tur-
bine blade tips (1,2,3), while the fourth objective aims to control and enhance the
overtip flow characteristics in an indirect way, through the use of unsteady shroud
coolant injection (4). Eventually, the last objective comprises the redesign of a ro-
tating turbine facility at the von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics, allowing
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Figure 1.3: PhD Project Overview.
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Exploitation of Tight Clearance Flows (1). As the aerodynamic deficit at-
tributed to the tip leakage flow is responsible for about one third of the total turbine
losses, engine manufacturers adopt many strategies to reduce the gap between the
stationary and rotating turbine parts as much as possible. In this view, most of the
previous studies focus on clearances above 1% of the blade span as adopted in the
vast majority of the engines currently flying. However, during engine transients and
due to recent developments towards a precise control of the clearance levels, further
(significant) reductions of the gap size are expected in future generation engines [20].
Nevertheless, to the researcher’s knowledge, no publications exist, addressing the
altered physics of the overtip flows for such tight clearances below 0.5% of the tur-
bine passage height. Therefore, the current objective aims to bridge this gap and
accurately characterize the changes in both the aerodynamic as well as heat transfer
aspects in these tight operating regimes. Via 3D numerical simulations over a wide
range of gap heights, the aerothermal consequences in the overtip region as well as in
the downstream flow field are identified.
Potential Quantification of Blade Tip Contouring (2). Conventional blade
tip designs often adopt the same type of geometry across the whole blade camberline.
However, the flow conditions can differ significantly along the rotor chord. While the
front region is often less loaded and adopts a large blade thickness, the aft sections
are typically thin and heavily loaded. Moreover, recent studies indicate a reversed
flow topology near the leading edge of the blade and the existence of high supersonic
overtip flows near the trailing edge. Therefore, as the existing tip geometries are not
adequately designed for these altered flow topologies, a significant potential lies in the
appropriate tip shaping, specifically adapted to each flow condition along the blade
profile.
This objective targets to investigate such shaping and to quantify the potential for
a simultaneous increase of aerodynamic efficiency while minimizing the heat transfer
onto the blade top surface. First through a multi-objective quasi-3D shape optimiza-
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tion and subsequent 3D verification, and eventually through a full 3D optimization,
incorporating arbitrary carving of the tip surface.
Optimization of Industrial Rub-Safe Squealer-like Profiles (3). The widely
adopted method of squealer-like geometries, featuring cavities separated by upstand-
ing rims, have proven to significantly increase the aerodynamic efficiency and reduce
the chances of a catastrophic event due to any accidental rubbing of the blade against
the stationary shroud.
However, many of the currently investigated and industrially implemented designs
remain limited to relatively simple rim configurations, e.g. a single (un)interrupted
rim all over the blade tip profile, etc. Furthermore, classical tip optimization strategies
are typically constrained to a specific type of geometry, narrowing the spread of shape
topologies considered during the design phase significantly. This leaves a whole design
space of yet unexplored types of blade tip shapes with potentially (considerably)
enhanced aerothermal performances.
Additionally, the actual geometry during engine operation can differ significantly
from the envisioned designed profile. Manufacturing inaccuracies, combined with the
harsh turbine environment lead to relevant geometrical variations. Hence, in order
to realize a proper assessment of the turbine aerodynamics, thermal loads and conse-
quent component durability, an estimation of the performance uncertainties caused by
the geometrical variability is indispensable. Moreover, to the best of the researcher’s
knowledge, no rigorous study on the combined geometrical effects of a squealer tip
has been conducted, using non-intrusive uncertainty quantification methodologies.
In this view, to cover these important issues related to the investigation of squealer-
like tip shapes, the main target of this objective is to twofold. Firstly, the quantifica-
tion of the influence of geometrical uncertainties on the performance of a conventional
squealer tip design. Secondly, to execute a full 3D multi-objective optimization, cov-
ering every possible rim-cavity layout using a topology-like optimization strategy to
identify, so far undiscovered, optimal blade tip profiles.
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Design of Tip Flow Control through Casing Cooling (4). The injection of
coolant from the shroud, just upstream of the rotor blades, is commonly implemented
in many engines nowadays. This purge flow does not only prevent the hot gases to be
ingested outwards to less durable components but additionally ensures to cool down
a part of the downstream blade tip. Moreover, this axial gap allows the application
of active clearance control strategies (e.g. through the active cooling of the outer
casing surface), permitting the modification of the shroud radius independently from
the upstream and downstream stator ensembles.
However, this purge flow enlarges artificially the incoming boundary layer to the
rotor row. In the tip region the effect can be beneficial due to the enhanced ‘re-
versed’ flow in the front part of the blade and the reduced overall amount of required
purge flow to cool the tip features. In the main passage on the contrary, this in-
creased boundary layer can give rise to an enlarged upper passage vortex, decreasing
significantly the overall efficiency.
The goal of the current part of the research is to explore the possibility of com-
bining the beneficial effect of the purge flow in the overtip region while minimizing
the detrimental influence on the upper passage vortex. This is achieved through a
variation and optimization of the geometrical purge slot characteristics as well as the
(circumferential) purge ejection profile, in a realistic engine environment.
Conceptual Design for Advanced Experimental Tip Flow Research (5).
The high-speed rotating turbine facility at the von Karman Institute for Fluid Dy-
namics is redesigned to allow for simultaneous testing of multiple distinct blade (tip)
profiles mounted in separate sectors around the rotor annulus. Important considera-
tions related with the balancing and precise clearance design are highlighted, arising
from the complexity of the multi-sector, multi-clearance Rainbow Rotor approach.
Additionally, methodologies are developed to integrate Reynolds-Averaged Navier-
Stokes simulations to a priori estimate the measurement errors induced by the finite
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spatial sampling and inherent limited sensor bandwidth for space-resolved and time-
resolved turbine aerothermal measurements.
This part of the research paves the way for a future, elaborate experimental vali-
dation of the superior tip geometries in a rotating turbine facility, at engine-matched
conditions.
1.3 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 describes the CFD methods and optimization platform which has
been used for the numerical simulations throughout the thesis as well as a thorough
aerothermal validation of the adopted algorithms. Chapter 3 is entirely dedicated to
the exploitation of tight clearance flows while Chapter 4 quantifies the potential of
blade tip contouring through a quasi-3D optimization and a full 3D verification. The
full 3D multi-objective optimization of both carved tip profiles and industrial rub-
safe designs is described in Chapter 5, targeting enhanced aerodynamic efficiency
and reduced tip heat loads. Chapter 6 presents the results of a detailed numerical
analysis of the performance robustness of a conventional squealer-type profile due to
geometrical variations arising from the manufacturing tolerances and engine oper-
ation. Chapter 7 presents the scaling of a high pressure turbine stage from a lab
environment up to real engine conditions and subsequently the analysis and optimiza-
tion of the purge flow, aiming to control and enhance the overtip flow characteristics
in an indirect way. Chapter 8 describes the experimental redesign of the rotating
turbine facility. Considerations related with the balancing and precise clearance de-
sign of the rainbow-rotor approach are described, and methodologies are proposed
to adopt CFD simulations to estimate the measurement errors induced by the finite
spatial sampling and inherent limited sensor bandwidth. Eventually, the results of
this PhD research are summarized and the main conclusions are outlined in Chapter
9.
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CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS AND VALIDATION
This section provides additional background on the numerical methods adopted through-
out this doctoral thesis.
The first part (2.1) describes the unstructured and structured grid generation, the
employed CFD solvers and the postprocessing tools. Section 2.2 presents the results
of a thorough aerothermal validation of the used numerical tools and the last part of
this chapter (2.3) summarizes the key optimization strategies.
2.1 CFD Methods
2.1.1 Grid Generation
This thesis uses both structured and unstructured meshes for the simulation of
the turbomachinery components, depending on the complexity of the geometrical
features. Specifically, structured multi-block meshes were used in chapter 3 and 7
while chapters 4, 5 and 6 required the flexibility of unstructured grids.
All structured meshes are generated using Numeca AutoGrid5TM, a particularly
powerful and automated grid generator, specifically tailored for turbomachinery ap-
plications. The mesh is created through a specification of the meridional flow path
characteristics and the 2D mesh topology on spanwise surfaces. For the latter blade-
to-blade mesh, the default O4H multi-block structure is adopted. This topology con-
sists of five blocks: an O-mesh surrounding the blade (skin mesh) and four H-blocks
upstream and downstream as well as on the pressure and suction side. The mesh
inside the tip gap uses a butterfly topology and employs a non-matching boundary to
connect the larger amount of cells contained along the suction side as opposed to the
This Chapter contains small parts adopted from De Maesschalck et al. [1–5]
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pressure side. Where necessary, additional mesh alterations are performed through
Numeca IGGTM.
Numeca HexpressTM created all unstructured grids for this dissertation. Hexpress
is capable of generating body-fitted fully hexahedral unstructured meshes on complex
arbitrary geometries. After loading the CAD geometry, the grid generation starts
with the creation of an initial mesh, uniformly discretizing the entire computational
domain. Subsequently, the mesh size is refined based on adaptation levels specified
for certain volumes, surfaces or curves, dividing the block size in every dimension with
a factor of two. Eventually, the mesh is snapped onto the surfaces, optimized and a
high-quality boundary layer is inserted through its advanced smoothing capabilities.
Hexpress can be automatized to run in batch through python scripts which has been
used for the implementation of the optimization routines.
For each distinct project within this manuscript, grid independence studies have
been performed to verify the mesh resolution.
2.1.2 Solver
The development of high-fidelity CFD methods has made significant progress in
the last decades, supported by the ever-growing availability of computational power,
throughout the entire range from the conventional cost-effective RANS simulations
via more accurate Large Eddy Simulations (LES) up to Direct Numerical Simu-
lations (DNS), implemented with higher order schemes and hybrid combinations
thereof [56, 57]. However, due to the high Reynolds numbers and the excessive re-
quired computational resources for the more scale resolving CFD techniques, the
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes solvers still remain the workhorse for the majority
of design problems in the turbomachinery industry. Therefore, as the work described
in the current doctoral thesis was eventually based on roughly 2000 three-dimensional
simulations, the RANS method was employed to assess the aerothermal performance
of the turbine components.
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The solver Numeca FINE/TurboTM is adopted for all structured numerical simu-
lations while for the cases meshed with unstructured grids, Numeca FINE/OpenTM
is used. Both density based, finite volume CFD solvers have been validated in sec-
tion 2.2 and are successfully used by several research groups to model the aerothermal
flows in turbomachinery components and more general aerospace applications [58–63].
While both solvers are inherently different, the majority of the numerical strate-
gies and schemes are identical and gives rise to particularly resembling results when
solved using a similar grid resolution (cfr. section 2.2). For more information about
the precise implementation and description of the solvers, the reader is referred to ref-
erences [64] for FINE/Open and [65] for FINE/Turbo. However, some indispensable
details about the adopted numerical techniques are outlined below.
Turbulence Modeling. Two different turbulence models were used throughout
this thesis dissertation: the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras [66] and Menter’s two-
equation k-ω SST turbulence model [67].
Both models rely on a first order closure based on the Boussinesq hypothesis that
the Reynolds Stresses can be modeled through a linear constitutive relationship with
the mean flow strain, using the concept of the turbulent eddy viscosity µt. The
turbulent heat diffusion term is modeled through an introduction of the turbulent
thermal conductivity κt, calculated from the eddy viscosity via the turbulent Prandtl
number Prt.
The Spalart-Allmaras model [66] is based on the resolution of an extra transport
equation for the turbulent eddy viscosity and is implemented employing the improve-
ments by Ashford and Powell [68]. This model was only used for the projects which
showed to require additional robustness of the numerical scheme (e.g. chapter 6). The
additional modifications to the production term related with the system rotation and
streamline curvature proposed by Shur and Spalart [69] and Shur et al. [70] are not
used. However, the standard Spalart-Allmaras model was carefully validated without
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the latter amendments and has been proven to be sufficiently accurate (cfr. section
2.2).
The k-ω SST turbulence model [67] blends the Wilcox k-ω model near boundary
layers and free-shear layers with the standard k-ε model in a k-ω formulation to
resolve the main stream. The latter model has shown improved accuracy, particularly
in highly vortical flows and the prediction of heat transfer. This strategy has been
used for the vast majority of the simulations.
Spatial and Pseudo-Time Discretization. The pseudo-time integration is per-
formed using an explicit 4-stage Runge Kutta scheme to march the governing equa-
tions towards the steady state solutions. For all simulations, a second-order central
spatial discretization scheme was adopted, including the Jameson-Schmidt-Turkel
type dissipation, formulated as a blend of the second and fourth-order differences of
the conservative variables [71].
Fluid Model. All working fluids are simulated as ‘real gases’, or more accurate,
as thermally perfect gases. This includes the heat capacities and γ to be dependent
on the temperature, essential for simulations at engine conditions where typically
large (absolute) temperature drops are created. The dynamic viscosity is computed
through the Sutherland law.
In true (aircraft) engine environments, the combustion gases entering the turbine
stage contain additional components related with the full/partial combustion reaction.
The mixtures of combustible and inert gases with a variety of compositions can cover
a wide range of heating values and densities, therefore altering the overall operation of
the turbine stage. The combustible components can contain methane and other low
molecular weight hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, hydrogen. The most important
inert elements are nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water vapor [72, 73]. However, for
simplicity and consistency throughout this dissertation, only dry air was considered
as the working medium.
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Simulations in the Rotating Frame and Rotor-Stator Connections. The
stationary vane and the rotating blade are each simulated in their own frame of
reference. The governing equations are solved for the relative velocity components
and additional source terms are introduced to account for the contribution of the
coriolis and centrifugal forces in the case of rotating frames.
The connection between stationary and rotating domains was for this thesis always
calculated through the commonly adopted ‘mixing plane approach’, exchanging the
circumferentially averaged flow quantities across the different domains, guaranteeing
the conservation of mass flow, momentum and energy through a flux-based algorithm.
Multigrid. In order to promote fast convergence, a multigrid strategy (3 or 4) was
adopted for all simulations. The coarser structured grids are obtained through a
drop of nodes in every direction while the unstructured meshes use an agglomeration
strategy to create the different coarser discretizations.
Boundary Conditions. In the majority of the simulations throughout the thesis,
total pressure and temperatures as well as relative flow angles are imposed at the
inlet. The turbulent quantities for both the one and two-equation models are derived
from the combination of the expected or measured turbulent intensity and length
scales. At the outlet, the static pressure is assumed to be uniform in the tangential
direction and is allowed to vary in the radial direction following the radial equilibrium
equation imposing a specified pressure value at midspan.
Near Wall Modeling. All simulations were performed using a low-Reynolds ap-
proach. Therefore, the first cell size was chosen to give rise to y+ values (uτy
ν
) well
below unity (generally below 0.5) to ensure a proper resolving of the aerothermal
boundary layer.
Computational Power. For the CFD simulations performed throughout this the-
sis dissertation, high performance computing clusters at the von Karman Institute
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and Purdue University were used. Typical 3D CFD computations of the turbine stage
(e.g. 5M-9M cells) were run on 10-16 cores (depending on the cluster architecture) and
take about 10-16 hours to converge. The 2D simulations were performed on a single
core. The 3D optimizations were typically run using 100 - 350 cores simultaneously
for 2 to 8 weeks per optimization.
2.1.3 Processing
The majority of the CFD postprocessing and extraction of the relevant flow and
surface quantities has been performed with Numeca CFViewTM. Further advanced
analysis of the data was done through MatlabTM or TecplotTM.
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2.2 Solver Validation
The CFD solvers (Numeca FINE/Open and FINE/Turbo) have been validated
through a high-speed cascade experiment of a cooled turbine blade tip (section 2.2.1),
as well as in a fully rotating environment (section 2.2.2), based on tests in the com-
pression tube facilities of the von Karman Institute. Eventually, both the Spalart
Allmaras model and the SST prove to perform particularly well in the estimation of
the aerothermal signatures on the different turbine components. Therefore, the SST
model, known for its strengths in the prediction of highly vortical flows, will be chosen
for the majority of the simulations in this dissertation.
2.2.1 Validation through a High-Speed Cooled Turbine Tip
A detailed validation was performed on a stationary, cooled, highly loaded, high-
pressure turbine with a squealer tip design. Both the blade and casing pressure
distributions and heat transfer were measured by Hofer et al. in a transient wind
tunnel at the von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics and reported by Naik et
al. [74–76].
The simulated test article contains a central coolant plenum, feeding 16 pressure
side cooling holes and 4 dust holes ejecting through the cavity floor [77], Fig. 2.1(a).
An unstructured hexahedral grid of 17 million cells was generated using Numeca Hex-
press (Fig. 2.1(b)), adopting a similar topology as used throughout the dissertation.
The experimentally measured radial profiles of the upstream total pressure (∼0.99
bar) and temperature (∼402K), including the boundary layer, were applied at the
inlet [78] together with fixed values for the turbulent quantities representing the mea-
sured 0.8% of turbulent intensity [75]. At the exit of the computational domain, an
average downstream static pressure is imposed, resulting in an overall total-to-static
pressure ratio of 2.14. All walls were set isothermal and the coolant injection is speci-
fied through the massflow (∼0.25% of the mainstream flow) and a static temperature
at ambient conditions.
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The cases were solved with Numeca FINE/Open, using a second order central
discretization scheme adopting both the SST and Spalart Allmaras (SA) turbulence
model.
The resulting conditions targeted a high Reynolds number of 9 · 105 and main-
stream Mach numbers up to 1.4 with overtip flow velocities exceeding Mach 1.6.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Cooled turbine tip geometry for the solver validation (a) and hexahedral mesh
(b).
Fig. 2.2 illustrates the comparison of the pressure measurements on the blade and
the overtip casing for the SST (a) and SA (b) turbulence model. Fig. 2.2-top presents
the isentropic Mach number distribution at 96.77% of the blade span (right above
the pressure side coolant holes) and Fig. 2.2-bottom shows the Mach number along
6 distinct positions A to F on the casing surface. The estimated blade loading and
shroud pressure distribution are in particularly good agreement with the experiments
for both the subsonic and supersonic regions and even the high Mach numbers in the
after portion of the blade (reaching values up to 1.6) are well predicted. Note that
the small wiggles on the pressure side are due to the local coolant ejection right below
the CFD extraction line.
A comparison of the Nusselt numbers on the blade tip cavity floor and overtip
shroud is reported in Fig. 2.3 for the SST (a) and SA (b) turbulence model. All
Nusselt numbers are calculated adopting the same reference values as the experiments




























































































Figure 2.2: Aerodynamic validation of the Numeca solver through high-speed experiments
of a cooled turbine tip with two turbulence models.
gauges with a sensing length of about 4mm [76], both the area-average Nusselt number
(symbols) as well as the minimum and maximum levels along the thin film surface
(vertical lines) are presented. One can observe that the trends and distribution of
heat transfer are well captured by both models, considering the complexity of the
heat load signature imposed by the transonic leakage flow pattern combined with the














































































Figure 2.3: Heat transfer validation of the Numeca solver through high-speed experiments
of a cooled turbine tip with two turbulence models.
2.2.2 Validation in a Rotating High-Pressure Turbine Environment
Additional validations of the solver have been performed using pressure and heat
transfer data from different experimental campaigns in the rotating high-pressure
turbine facility at the von Karman Institute [79].
Stator Vane. A first case adopts the pressure data on an uncooled, restaggered
version (2 deg.) of the cylindrical vane originally studied by Denos et al. [80] and
Sieverding et al. [81]. This configuration allowed the investigation of strong left and
right running shocks originating from the stator trailing edge and serves hereby to
validate the solver’s capability to capture the supersonic flow topology as well as the
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shock reflections on the aft suction side. The eventual CFD results were compared
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Figure 2.4: Solver validation using a restaggered stator vane with strong shocks [82].
The simulations of the stator vane were performed using a fine, structured grid
(∼4 million cells and over 110 radial divisions), created with Numeca AutoGrid5. All
boundary conditions (i.e. upstream total quantities and downstream static pressure)
were imposed as measured during the experimental campaign and the structured
solver Numeca Fine/TURBO was used with two different turbulence models: SA and
SST. From the isentropic Mach number at mid-span as presented in Fig. 2.4, one can
notice that both the SA and SST turbulence models are capable of predicting the
overall blade loading as well as the strength and positioning of the TE shock.
Rotating Blade. A second validation case is based on the pressure and heat trans-
fer data on the rotating turbine blade measured by Didier et al. in the same com-
pression tube facility [83].
For this validation, a structured grid was created for the entire stage using Nu-
meca AutoGrid5, containing a total of 9.3 million cells of which 5.8 contained in the
rotor domain. The case was solved with both FINE/Turbo as well as FINE/Open.
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Figure 2.5: Aerothermal solver validation on a rotating turbine blade.
However, as the results for the two solvers showed to be quasi-identical, only the
values for the structured solver (FINE/Turbo) are presented hereunder.
Fig. 2.5 depicts the measured isentropic Mach and Nusselt number distributions
at 50% of the rotor blade span, together with the numerical predictions using two tur-
bulence models, Spalart Allmaras and the k-ω shear-stress transport. The simulations
show a good agreement with the experimental isentropic Mach number distribution.
The heat transfer trends are also well captured over both suction and PS. The compu-
tational fluid dynamics predictions with fully turbulent boundary layer overestimate
the front-mid SS where the boundary layer is expected to be laminar or transitional.
A better match is observed on the aft suction surface, where the boundary layer is
expected to be turbulent.
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2.2.3 Validation Conclusion
The Numeca FINE RANS-solvers have proven to be capable of predicting the
aerodynamic phenomena and heat transfer signatures in a high speed environment.
Both stationary and rotating, as well as in the main passage and the tip region.
As the SST turbulence model demonstrated slightly better results overall, and due
to its known strengths in the presence of highly vortical flows and the prediction of
heat transfer, this two-equation model will be the preferred method throughout the
dissertation. However, for some cases (mostly due to numerical stability issues), also
the one-equation SA model will be adopted for its enhanced robustness (still used by
other research groups on the topic; e.g. Zhang et al. [40] or Wheeler et al. [46]).
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2.3 Optimization Strategies
The optimization routines which are used for the different projects within this
dissertation are part of an in-house code developed at the von Karman Institute for
Fluid Dynamics called ‘CADO’ (Computer Aided Design and Optimization) [84,85].
This tool is specifically designed for the enhancement of turbomachinery compo-
nents and has been proven successful for the multi-disciplinary optimization of radial
compressors [86, 87], turbochargers [61], fan blades [60] and even internal cooling
channels [88] or liquid-metal pumps [89].
The implemented optimization strategies all use the concept of Evolutionary al-
gorithms (EA), created in the 1960s by Holland [90] and Rechenberg [91]. These
algorithms are based on the theory of Darwinian evolution where populations of indi-
viduals evolve inside a design space and adapt to the imposed environment through
the use of several mechanisms such as selection, crossover and mutation. Individuals
with an enhanced ‘fitness’ will have a larger probability to survive, get reproduced,
and to be part of the final set of optimal solutions.
These ‘zero-order’ evolutionary algorithms have several advantages over higher
order methods such as gradient-based techniques. They are capable of finding global
optima in a discontinuous or noisy design space and don’t have the risk of getting
trapped into a local optimum. However, often at the cost of a larger eventual number
of required high-fidelity evaluations.
While in the past decades many different evolutionary strategies were developed
(e.g. particle swarm optimization [92], ant colony optimization [93], etc...), through-
out this dissertation, only two widely used types of Evolutionary Algorithms are
adopted: Differential Evolution (DE) and Genetic Algorithms (GA). Additionally,
for the quasi-3D optimization (Chapter 4), a ‘2-level’ optimization strategy was em-
ployed including an artificial neural network (ANN) surrogate model.
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2.3.1 Genetic Algorithms, Differential Evolution and NSGA-II
The optimization strategies attempt to find a solution for the (multi-objective)
minimization problem:
min(fi(x)) i = 1..l (2.1)
subject to
gj(x) ≤ 0 j = 1..m (2.2)
hk(x) = 0 k = 1..n (2.3)
where x indicates the vector containing the bounded design variables of the specific
parametrization.
The optimization starts with the creation of an initial database of geometries, each
characterized through their own design vector x. Subsequently, fi(x) is evaluated for
every single ‘individual’, which can be a CFD simulation, FEM , etc.... The way
this first ‘population’ evolves throughout the generations, by means of crossover and
mutation, is precisely what is determined by the Differential Evolution technique
(originally developed by Price and Storn [94,95]) or the Genetic Algorithm.
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Figure 2.6: Differential Evolution, Genetic Algorithm and NSGA-II optimization strategy.
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Genetic Algorithms. In the case of the genetic algorithms, the design vector
comprises a string of binary elements. Two ‘parents’ are selected from the current
population which are recombined using one or multiple crossover locations. Addition-
ally, the mutation parameter controls an extra random swapping of distinct binary
elements (e.g. 1 out of 200). The eventual combination of the crossover and mutation
process generates the eventual ‘children’.
Differential Evolution. While the GAs use binary strings to characterize each
individual, DE adopts a vector of real numbers bounded by a lower and an upper limit.
In order to create the next population, the DE selects three additional parameter
vectors (a, b and c) for every original individual x (whereby a 6= b 6= c 6= x). A trial
vector y is created:
y = a + F · (b− c) (2.4)
where F (∈ [0,2]) is a defined constant which controls the differential variation
added to the vector a. The latter process is often referred to as the ‘mutation’ step.
Eventually, the final candidate vectors z (i.e. ‘children’) are created as a component-
wise combination of the original individual x and the trial vector y:
zi =
 yi if ri ≤ Cxi if ri > C (2.5)
where ri (∈ [0,1]) is a uniformly distributed random variable and C (∈ [0,1]) is the
user-defined crossover constant.
Additionally, the current implementation of CADO does not take a random se-
lection of the vectors a, b and c as is commonly done in GA’s [96, 97]. Instead,
the selection of parents is based on their distance in the objective space and favors
the selection of a, b and c close to the individual x. This technique was originally
introduced by Rai [98] and avoids that in the final stages of the optimization, the dif-
ferential variation (b−c) and the eventually created trial vector y could still give rise
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to large variations in the design space in the case of a multi-objective optimization.
Opting for the closer individuals, the behaviour of a single-objective optimization
is mimicked where the differential variation reduces in magnitude throughout the
process.
NSGA-II. The new individuals, created either through the GA or DE, are subse-
quently added to the current population which results in a new population size twice
as large. In order to reduce the population back to its original dimensions, CADO
adopts the Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II) proposed by
Deb et al. [99] (Fig 2.6-right). This algorithm first ranks the entire population by
consecutive identifications of the Pareto front and maintains the individuals with the
lowest rank (Fig. 2.6). The selection of the eventual individuals from the last rank
(which fills up the populations size) is based on the crowding distance, selecting the
design vectors that maximize the spread along the objective space. This technique
eventually allows to bring the population back to its original size from which the
creation crossover/mutation process can be re-initiated.
2.3.2 Surrogate Models
A way to reduce the eventual amount of time-consuming high-fidelity evaluations
is the use of surrogate models. Such techniques are often referred to as ‘Metamodel
Assisted Evolutionary Algorithms’ [100–103]. The basic idea behind this strategy is
an optimization in two-levels, illustrated in Fig. 2.7a. During the first level (the
‘Generation Loop’), only a surrogate model is used to evaluate the performance of
a large number of individuals generated by the DE. This metamodel is in essence
a mathematical interpolator and thus provides fast but less accurate estimations of
the performance. This model is trained, based on the performance of the individuals
that have already been evaluated by the high fidelity tool (e.g. CFD evaluation,
etc...). The training consists of the determination of the internal parameters of the
metamodel to achieve a minimum error for its performance prediction. After a specific
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number of generations of the DE, the performance of the prime individuals, estimated
through the surrogate model, is verified through the accurate evaluation method.
These performances are consequently added to the database and the metamodel can
be trained again (the ‘Iteration Loop’). This results in a self-learning system which







































Figure 2.7: Overview of the metamodel assisted differential evolution strategy (a) and
structure of an artificial neural network (b).
For the work in this dissertation, only an Artificial Neural Network is used as
metamodel [104, 105]. However, many other variations of ANN (e.g. Radial Basis
Function Networks,...) and different types of surrogate models have been created and
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successfully applied in optimization frameworks over the past decades (e.g. Kriging
[106,107],...).
An overview of the internal structure of such Artificial Neural Network is pre-
sented in Fig. 2.7b. The input data (xi) passes through several elementary units
called ‘neurons’, to eventually predict the output quantities of interest yi. Both the
hidden layer as well as the output layer use a weighted recombination (w) of the
input variables combined with a bias b and a subsequent application of a non-linear
activation transfer function (here the sigmoidal function) to create the output for
each neuron. All model constants are trained using a separate Differential Evolution
optimization on its own.
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CHAPTER 3. EXPLOITATION OF TIGHT CLEARANCE FLOWS
3.1 Tight Clearance Flows
The inevitable clearance between stationary and rotating parts in any fluid ma-
chinery gives rise to leakage flows. In modern gas turbine engines, the existing gap
between the rotor airfoil tip and shroud is responsible for about one third of the total
aerodynamic losses [11]. Therefore, engine manufacturers attempt to curtail these
detrimental effects by targeting tight clearances throughout the entire operational
envelope using the recent advances in active clearance control [21]. However, such
tight nominal gaps can not only be found in future generation engines, but are al-
ready occurring during transient operation, mainly arising from the different thermal
characteristics of the rotating components compared to the stationary casing [20].
However, the meager number of publications on this topic presents an obstacle to the
understanding of such flow regimes and the exploitation of new design opportunities.
To the researcher’s knowledge, no publications exist in the open literature addressing
the altered physics of the overtip flows for such tight clearances, particularly below
0.5% of the turbine passage height.
Therefore, the current chapter aims to fill this void via 3D numerical simulations
over a wide range of clearances and describes the altered flow topology (section 3.3),
identifies the effect on the near-tip heat transfer (section 3.4) and gives an overview
of the aerothermal performance budget (section 3.5).
This Chapter is based on: C. De Maesschalck, S. Lavagnoli, G. Paniagua, and N. Vinha. Aerother-
modynamics of tight rotor tip clearance flows in high-speed unshrouded turbines. Applied Thermal
Engineering, 65(12):343 - 351, 2014. [1]
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3.2 Numerical Methodology
3.2.1 Computational Domain and Mesh
Figure 3.1a presents the cross section of the investigated turbine stage, containing
42 stator vanes and 64 rotor blades. This geometry was selected as to be representative
of modern gas turbine technology for aero-engines and power generation [108]. In
order to allow a sufficient development of the flow, the outlet of the computational
domain was placed 2 chord (denoted as C) lengths downstream of the trailing edge
of the rotor blade. The stationary stator passage and rotating rotor domain are
connected through a mixing plane. Only one periodic section of the turbine stage is
modeled (i.e. 1/42 of the stator annulus and 1/64 of the rotor annulus). A flat rotor
tip geometry was considered along with five different clearances (h) between the rotor
tip and the stationary shroud, ranging from 0.1% to 1.9% of the rotor channel height
(H). The relevant geometrical parameters are summarized in Table 3.1.
Figure 3.1 additionally displays the structured grids created with Numeca Auto-
Grid5, dividing the stator vane and rotor blade computational domain radially into
61 and 80 flow paths respectively. In order to be able to resolve the detailed gap
flow characteristics, the clearance height was further divided radially into 33 sections
(53 for the largest clearance). In the cascade plane, an O4H multiblock topology was
used, consisting of five blocks: an O-mesh block surrounding the blade and captured
inside four H-mesh blocks. The mesh inside the tip gap is generated using a butterfly
topology (an H-block surrounded by an O-block), as visualized in Figure 3.1c. The
final mesh contains 16 blocks and guarantees y+ values between 0.05 and 0.3 in the
tip region.
A grid sensitivity analysis was performed by doubling the amount of radial di-
visions inside the clearance and halving the first cell thickness inside the boundary
layer. Further refinement of the mesh did not alter the aerothermal results in the
overtip region, and hence, a final grid of approximately 2.7 - 3.1 million cells was






Stator-rotor interface Tip gap
Shroud
Hub
(a) Meridional view, grid at mid-span and detail of the tip gap mesh.
(b) Mesh of the casing
surface right above the
rotor tip.
(c) Rotor blade mesh.
Figure 3.1: Turbine stage geometry and computational mesh.
Table 3.1: Summary of the turbine geometry and mesh parameters.
GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS MESH PARAMETERS
Stator Rotor 0.1-0.2-0.4-0.9% 1.9%1
No. of blades 42 64 Stator divisions2 61 61
Inlet channel H [mm] 50.7 51.97 Rotor divisions 80 + 33 (gap) 80 + 53 (gap)
Aspect ratio (H/C) 0.704 1.053 No. of cells 2.68 x 106 3.1 x 106
3.2.2 Solver Parameters and Evaluated Cases
Steady RANS calculations were performed using the Numeca FINE/Turbo suite
8.9.2, adopting the k-ω SST turbulence model (cfr. section 2.1 and 2.2). The com-
1% of h/H
2In the radial direction
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putations simulate the actual turbine conditions in terms of Reynolds and Mach
numbers [108]. An axial airflow was assumed at the inlet of the turbine, imposing
the total pressure (P0,in) and temperature (T0,in) together with a turbulence intensity
of 5% [109]. At the outlet of the computational domain, the static pressure (Ps)
was set at mid-height of the channel (imposing radial equilibrium) to give rise to a
total-to-static pressure ratio of 2.93. The turbine rotor blade and its hub platform
are rotating at 6790 RPM. On the sidewalls, periodic boundary conditions ensure
that the simulation of one sector is representative of the whole annulus. To mimic
the heat transfer characteristics in a true turbine environment, the gas-to-wall tem-
perature ratio T0,in/Tw was set to 1.57 [110,111]. For each evaluated rotor clearance,
an adiabatic and an isothermal computation were performed. Table 3.2 summarizes
the turbine operating conditions.




Inlet turbulence intensity 5% -
Rotational speed 6790 RPM
Mtip peripheral Mach
3 0.78 -
Mid-gap Reynolds4 350-14000 -
3.3 Identification of a Novel Overtip Flow Topology
3.3.1 Aerodynamics of a Reversed Tip Flow
Fig. 3.2 shows the streamlines in the middle of the gap together with the tip
surface pressure contours for the different clearances, decreasing from left (h/H =
1.9%) to right (h/H = 0.1%). For the two largest clearances (i.e. 0.9% and 1.9% of the
blade span), the tip leakage flow shows a conventional flow pattern with streamlines
3Based on aexit
4Isothermal, based on W and h
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crossing the blade tip region from pressure to suction side, driven by the differential
blade loading across the tip gap. For such clearances, the flow angle across the gap can
be predicted using the strategy developed by Heyes and Hodson [112]. However, at
clearances lower than 0.9% a striking feature is observed: a part of the flow enters the
gap from the suction side and bends back to leave the gap again at the suction side.
For the two smallest clearances, the flow direction over the front part of the blade
profile is fully reversed, even though the driving pressure gradient is still directed in
the opposite direction, from the pressure to the suction side.
Figure 3.2: Representation of the streamlines entering the tip region in the middle of the
gap and static pressure distribution on the tip surface. View from the blade pressure side
(top) and suction side (bottom).
3.3.2 Relation with the Incoming Boundary Layer
This novel flow behavior is induced by the effect of the casing proximity which
becomes significant only at very tight clearances. The fluid near the casing has a
quasi-zero velocity in the absolute frame of reference due to the presence of the inlet
velocity boundary layer. In the rotating frame this corresponds to a relative velocity
nearly equal in magnitude to the rotor tip’s absolute peripheral velocity, but opposite
in direction, i.e. from the blade suction side to the pressure side. Fig. 3.3a shows the
tangentially (massflow) averaged aerodynamic and thermal boundary layer profiles
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close to the casing endwall, 10% Cax,rot upstream the rotor LE. These profiles were
hardly affected by the gap size; the maximum variation in temperature and velocity
between the lowest and highest clearance remains below 1% at the considered radial
positions. Therefore, only the radial profiles for the largest gap are displayed in the
figure. The flow exits the stator vane with a total absolute velocity V to which a
tangential component Vt corresponds. As the flow approaches the rotating blade, the
fluid heading towards the tip gap is subjected to a momentum component generated
by the relative movement of the casing endwall in the rotating from of reference,
causing the fluid to cross the overtip gap from the suction towards the pressure side.































Figure 3.3: (a) Aerodynamic and thermal boundary layer 10% Cax,rot upstream of the rotor
LE; (b) effect of clearance height on overtip flow topology.
Additionally, Fig. 3.3a shows that at a clearance of about h/H = 0.55%, the abso-
lute tangential velocity approaching the rotor leading edge is balancing the peripheral
velocity u. As the tip clearance grows beyond that, the tangential velocity of the fluid
entering the rotor gap becomes higher than the rotor peripheral speed. Hence, the
relative movement of the rotor casing is not sufficient to counteract the effect of the
blade loading which pushes fluid over the tip from the pressure side to the suction
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side. This case describes the physics of tip leakage flows at relatively ‘large’ tip gaps,
as commonly found in gas turbine engines and reported on in scientific publications.
However, when the local tangential flow momentum at the rotor tip gap inlet and
the blade tip peripheral speed are of comparable magnitude (the ratio Vt/u is close to
unity), parts of the overtip gap flow cannot travel across the entire airfoil thickness.
Hence, the fluid enters the gap suction side, moves along the channel and exits again
at the airfoil suction side further downstream. This scenario has been observed for
the investigated tip clearances smaller than 0.5% of the channel height, as shown in
Fig. 3.2. This flow pattern is particularly evident near the leading edge of the rotor
blade, where the pressure differential between the pressure and the suction side is
weak.
As the clearance is reduced further below 0.2%, the fluid above almost the whole
blade tip surface undergoes fully reversed flow (Vt/u < 1). An explanatory sketch
representing the three distinct overtip flow topologies is provided by Fig. 3.3b. The
momentum thickness θ of the airfoil inlet boundary layer (0.55% of the blade span)
can also be used to estimate the clearance size for which reverse flow starts to appear
on the tip surface. For large clearances (h/θ > 1), the fluid ingested by the rotating
gap has enough momentum to cross the tip channel. When the gap gets smaller (h/θ
< 1), reverse flow over the rotating tip surface is observed.
Wt [m/s]


































Figure 3.4: Radial distribution, within the tip gap, of the axial (left) and tangential (right)
components of the flow velocity in the rotor frame of reference for the investigated clearance
heights.
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In dry air (Pr ≈ 0.7) the thermal boundary layer has a comparable extent as
the aerodynamic boundary layer and hence, in the case of tight clearances, both
the velocity and the thermal field are heavily influenced by the characteristics of
the incoming boundary layer outside the gap. Fig. 3.4 displays the distribution
along the radial direction of the flow velocity in the rotor frame of reference within
the gap, extracted at a location ‘K’, taken at 40% of the distance from the suction
to pressure side. The velocity in the rotor frame of reference was decoupled into
a pressure driven component along the machine axis (Wax, Fig. 3.4-left), and a
component in the tangential direction (Wt, Fig. 3.4-right) which includes the effect
of the casing relative movement (u = -280 m/s). The smaller the clearance is, the
smaller the (signed) tangential component of the velocity vector becomes, and thus
the influence of the casing increases. Nevertheless, a significant portion of the flow
presents a negative tangential component along the radial direction, which moves
from the suction towards the pressure side of the blade (reverse flow).
3.4 Influence of the Clearance on the Near-Tip Heat Transfer
Fig. 3.5a presents the heat transfer over the rotor domain’s most relevant regions,
namely the tip, shroud and suction side as sketched in Fig. 3.5b, for all the investi-
gated clearances. The first and second column present respectively the heat transfer
to the tip and shroud for the isothermal cases. From a comparison of the aerody-
namic flow topology (Fig. 3.2) against the heat load contours, it can be concluded
that enhanced heat transfer levels are found in the regions where the fluid enters the
tip gap. For the largest clearances this happens in the proximity of the airfoil leading
edge and pressure side, while for tighter clearances zones of high heat transfer appear
on the near-tip suction side surface. Fig. 3.5c shows the heat transfer onto the blade
tip and shroud together with the Mach number isolines and density gradient contours
in the tip channel for the 1.9% case, at the cut section ‘A’ of Fig. 3.5b. Through the
turning of the flow around the entrance corner of the flat tip, a separation bubble
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is formed, which effectively creates a throat. At the reattachment point of the flow
on the tip surface a region of high heat transfer is found. In the region close to the
throat (characterized by Mrel ≈ 1), the heat transfer on the shroud is significantly
altered due to the sudden decrease in boundary layer thickness combined with the
acceleration of the flow. In the aft part of the blade for the two largest gap cases, a
sonic throat is created at the maximum bubble height and the flow is further acceler-
ated up to supersonic velocities with Mach numbers above 1.4. Consequently, at the
reattachment point, a shock originates and propagates back and forth between the
tip and casing (Fig. 3.5c). When the shock impinges on the shroud, the boundary
layer separates, creating a zone of lower heat transfer downstream.
The third column of Fig. 3.5a shows the heat load on the upper part of the blade
suction side (from 75% to 100% of the blade height). For the two largest clearances
(h/H > 0.5%), the suction side leakage vortex, indicated with an arrow, enhances
the heat transfer onto the blade surface. For the highest clearances, due to the faster
gap exit flow, the leakage vortex size is larger, with its core located further away
from the blade surface. As a consequence, the heat transfer levels for a clearance
of h/H = 1.9% are slightly lower (-2%) and the region of enhanced heat transfer
extends towards a lower radius compared to the case where h/H = 0.9%. For lower
clearances (h/H < 0.4%) the tip leakage vortex has almost fully vanished and no
large heat transfer levels are observed in the aft part. On the contrary, a zone of high
heat transfer emerges near the tip surface between 25% and 40% of the Cax,rot due to
the ‘scraping’ of the boundary layer and fluid ingestion into the suction side marked
as zone ‘C’ in the figure. The zones labeled ‘D’ exhibit low levels of heat flux and are
located at the inflection point of the streamlines that enter from the suction side and
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(c) Mach contours and density gradient at cut section ‘A’ to-
gether with tip and shroud heat flux
Figure 3.5: Heat transfer signatures for the 5 different clearances.
3.5 Aerothermal Performance Budget
3.5.1 Downstream Field and Overall Aerodynamic Performance
The clearance between the rotating blade and the stationary casing induces a
leakage flow traveling over the tip, resulting in a loss of the potential work that could
be extracted by the rotor and hence, a decrease in efficiency. Consequently, keeping
the rotor clearance as tight as possible is of utmost importance to limit the leakage
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massflow and the induced aerodynamic losses. The aerodynamic losses are shown
in Fig. 3.6a, where the relative total pressure contours are presented in a cutting
plane located at 95% of the rotor’s axial chord (Cax,rot). The clearance flow creates a
leakage vortex near the suction side which causes a considerable entropy rise. There
is a significant reduction of the leakage vortex size with decreasing clearance height.
This effect is also visible in the circumferentially averaged relative total pressure
values downstream of the rotor (Fig. 3.6b-left). The tip leakage flow governs the
pressure levels even down to about 60% of the blade height. While the vortex for the
largest clearance penetrates the passage up to 25% of the blade height and gives rise
to a spanwise-averaged pressure deficit of over 15%, the vortex in the h/H = 0.4%
case has almost vanished and its core barely affects the overall total pressure losses.
Moreover, the leakage vortex alters significantly the exit flow swirl (Fig. 3.6b-right)
which will be felt by the following turbine stage. Lowering the clearance from 1.9% to
0.4% of the blade span reduces the absolute outlet flow angle variations in the upper
half of the passage by more than a factor of two.
Fig. 3.6c displays the (total-to-total) efficiency of the turbine stage in function of
the clearance. The efficiency has been evaluated using different approaches. Conven-
tionally, in the absence of heat transfer, the aerodynamic efficiency is assessed through
the ratio of the extracted power (i.e. total temperature drop) to what would be isen-
tropically possible across the same total pressure ratio. This performance is further
on called the adiabatic efficiency ηAD. The adiabatic efficiency for the design point
is ηAD=91.1%, while the experimental adiabatic efficiency was 91.8%, with an esti-
mated bias error of 1.1% [113]. However, for investigations performed at isothermal
conditions (e.g. experiments in transient rigs [114–116] or design and optimization
studies) the heat dissipated to the endwalls must be considered, e.g. by subtracting
the energy lost through heat transfer from the actual drop in total enthalpy across
the stage (ηISO). Atkins and Ainsworth [117] recently proposed a comprehensive es-
timation (ηISO,corr.) of the adiabatic efficiency through a non-adiabatic simulation or
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Figure 3.6: Aerodynamic performance for different clearances: (a) contours of P0r at 95%
Cax,rot; (b) pitchwise-averaged P0r and absolute flow angle downstream of the rotor; (c)
losses, efficiency and pressure-side gap mass flow.
experiment by taking into account the temperature at which the heat transfer takes
















Where Ṗ represents the extracted power, Q̇ the heat flux levels onto the different parts
of the stage and ∆h0,is the istentropically possible enthalpy difference. In this case,
the modified approach of Atkins and Ainsworth allows one to predict the adiabatic
efficiency ηAD from isothermal evaluations with a difference below 0.17%, while the
conventional approach gives rise to an error of about 1.3%. Examining the efficiency
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for the adiabatic case (ηAD), an efficiency gain of 2% can be noticed for every 1%
decrease in clearance, consistent with what has been found in the literature [14].
Fig. 3.6c also shows the rotor (mass flow averaged) aerodynamic losses ω (defined
as the drop in relative total pressure across the rotor row normalized by the difference
between the total relative and static pressure downstream the rotor) and the amount
of leakage mass flow passing through the pressure side section. Both trends are
similar and illustrate the essentially mass flow-driven loss mechanism. Moreover,
for very tight clearances (e.g. 0.1% and 0.2% of the blade span), the mass flow
going through the gap becomes considerably small and even negative. This can be
explained through the reversed flow (cfr. Fig. 3.2), which (over)compensates for the
flow entering through the pressure side section of the gap.
3.5.2 Stage Heat Transfer Breakdown
Fig. 3.7a presents the distribution of the heat transfer onto the different turbine
parts for a tip clearance of h/H = 1.9%. The first bar considers the whole stage,
the second bar only the rotor domain and the third bar shows how the heat load
is distributed over the rotor blade. Even though the wetted surface of the stator is
similar to that of the rotor, the stator extracts 60% more heat than the rotor section
due to the higher driving temperature difference. Within the rotor section, the airfoil
contributes about 66% of the total heat transfer. Of this, 6% goes to the tip surface
while the rest is almost equally distributed amongst the different pressure and suction
side surfaces.
Fig. 3.7b illustrates the effect of the clearance on the rotor heat flux across the
surfaces of interest, namely the upper part of the rotor blade, the tip surface, and the
shroud. The heat load onto the other surfaces (PS and SS) showed almost no variation
with clearance (< 3%). One can observe a significant decrease in blade tip and shroud
heat transfer in the gap region (the same zones as presented in Fig. 3.5a), due to the
combined effect of the ingested low energy fluid and the low aspect ratio of the gap
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Figure 3.7: Turbine heat transfer budget: (a) breakdown for the entire stage; (b) heat
transfer levels on the rotor surfaces as a function of the tip clearance, normalized by the
heat transfer for the h=1.9% H case.
channel. Hence, for the largest clearance, the tip and shroud heat transfer is more
than twice the value for the lowest gap size. However, the overtip shroud component
shows a peak value at h/H = 0.9% while the tip heat load shows a monotonic increase
with the gap height. This is due to the reduced heat transfer on the shroud in the
case of the highest clearance, where a significant flow detachment takes place (cfr.
Fig. 3.5), resulting in lower heat transfer levels in the aft part of the blade. The heat
transfer to the pressure side remains practically unchanged (variations < 2%), while
the suction side reveals a minimum (-7%) for h/H = 0.4%. This is the clearance
size at which the leakage vortex is diminished significantly (which is the main reason
for the heat transfer at higher clearances) while the high heat transfer levels due to




This chapter presented an elaborate numerical investigation of a high-speed gas
turbine stage, operating in the as-yet uninvestigated tight running regime (tip clear-
ances less than 0.5% of the blade span).
At such narrow clearances, the streamlines in the tip gap reveal a reversed flow
(i.e. from the suction side to the pressure side) due to the low-momentum and -
energy fluid from the upstream boundary layer ingested through the gap suction side.
The precise reversed flow regime can be related to the momentum thickness of the
incoming boundary layer and the local tangential fluid velocity when compared to
the tip gap size and blade peripheral speed respectively.
Heat transfer distributions show enhanced levels on the shroud and tip where the
fluid enters the gap. In the suction side near-tip region, the influence of the leakage
vortex is predominant for clearances above 0.5%. However, for lower gap sizes, an
important zone of high heat transfer emerges at 25% Cax,rot due to the scraping of
the boundary layer. The dependency of the heat load on clearance size show different
trends for the suction side and tip surface, with a minimum at h/H = 0.4% in the
former and a maximum at h/H = 0.9% in the latter. The aerodynamic (adiabatic)
efficiency proved to be mainly driven by the leakage mass flow and was predicted
accurately from isothermal calculations with an error lower than 0.17% following the
correction approach of Atkins and Ainsworth.
The results of this numerical effort showed a novel change in the aerothermal
characteristics in the overtip region for tight clearances and provide new physical
insights, indispensable to design efficient rotating machines adopting small leakage
paths.
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CHAPTER 4. POTENTIAL QUANTIFICATION OF BLADE TIP
CONTOURING
The first section (4.1) will introduce the blade tip carving concept and its potential
to locally adapt the top profile to the changing overtip flow along the blade camber-
line. Subsequently, a quasi-3D optimization of the blade tip shape for 5 different flow
regimes will be presented in section 4.2. Eventually, the carving methodology is ver-
ified through the construction of fully three-dimensional contoured blades in section
4.3.
4.1 Blade Tip Shape Carving
4.1.1 Concept
Conventional blade tip designs usually adopt the same type of geometry along the
whole blade camberline. However, the flow conditions can differ significantly along
the rotor chord. While the front region is often less loaded and has a large blade
thickness, the aft sections are typically thin and heavily loaded. Consequently, a
potential performance gain can be expected when the separate blade tip sections are
adapted to the local flow topology.
This Chapter is based on:
C. De Maesschalck, S. Lavagnoli, and G. Paniagua. Blade tip shape optimization for enhanced
turbine aerothermal performance. ASME Turbo Expo 2013 Proceedings, GT2013-94754. [118]
C. De Maesschalck, S. Lavagnoli, and G. Paniagua. Blade tip shape optimization for enhanced
turbine aerothermal performance. Journal of Turbomachinery, 136(4):041016, October 2013. [2]
C. De Maesschalck, S. Lavagnoli, and G. Paniagua. Blade tip carving effects on the aero-
thermal performance of a transonic turbine. ASME 2013 Turbine Blade Tip Symposium Proceedings,
TBTS2013-2028. [119]
C. De Maesschalck, S. Lavagnoli, and G. Paniagua. Blade tip carving effects on the aero-thermal
performance of a transonic turbine. Journal of Turbomachinery, 137(2):021005, September 2014. [3]
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However, the design of a full 3D rotor tip section with an optimal aerothermal per-
formance might only be achieved through a complex and computationally expensive
optimization procedure (e.g. chapter 5). Furthermore, any successful optimization of
a 3D tip surface would require at least a preliminary knowledge of the optimal tip
contours at a number of tip flow regimes. The impact of numerous geometrical and
turbine parameters involved in the tip flow problem should be previously assessed to
limit the optimization design space and guarantee an efficient parametrization of the
tip contour [120]. Unfortunately, this information is a priori not available, and addi-
tional understanding of the flow physics and heat transfer mechanisms in the overtip
gap region is still needed.







Figure 4.1: Tip carving design methodology.
Therefore, a design methodology is proposed (and used in section 4.2) to study
the rotor tip leakage flow for contoured tip geometries, which greatly simplifies the
investigation of blade tip shape optimization. The design methodology, illustrated
in Fig. 4.1, assumes that the tip leakage flow is two-dimensional in the overtip gap
region. This approach allows us to represent the real three-dimensional overtip cross
flow as a composition of discrete 2D flow snapshots along the machine axis. In this
way, the complexity of the overtip leakage flow simulation is substantially reduced,
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an optimization procedure could efficiently be applied and an optimal flow topology
can be created at every section (e.g. 6) along the overtip streamlines.
In an early design stage, the required overtip flow characteristics could be pre-
dicted using theoretical models based on the tip gap pressure ratio along the rotor
chord using a known static pressure distribution around the blade. Additionally, for
conventional clearances, the flow direction can be estimated using simplified models
of the overtip flow direction, e.g. developed by Booth et al. [121] or Heyes and Hod-
son [112], and adapted to compressible flow and applied to the current turbine stage
by De Maesschalck [122].
As a consequence, once one knows the overtip flow topology, i.e. the blade load-
ing and width-to-gap ratio, the obtained set of superior 2D profiles can be blended
together into a, potentially optimal, fully carved 3D blade tip shape (see section 4.3).
4.1.2 Assumption of 2D Tip Gap Flow
The fundamental assumption behind this design approach is that the flow stream-
lines do not change direction in the overtip region. Therefore, the validity of this
2D flow hypothesis was assessed using a numerical simulation of a 3D high pressure
turbine stage. The results of the transonic HP turbine stage simulations of chapter 3
were used at a moderate clearance level of 0.9%. The full description of the numerical
setup can be found in section 3.2.
Fig. 4.2a displays a top view of the streamlines entering the overtip gap together
with contours of the relative flow angle β in the mid-gap section. The validity of the
two dimensional flow assumption was verified quantitatively inside the tip channel
at three axial locations along the tip camberline. At these locations, 2D cutting
planes are generated in such a way that they are parallel to the leakage flow at the
camberline. Fig. 4.2b presents the deviation (∆β) of the clearance flow from the
plane direction. Values equal to zero degrees represent the case when the idealized
2D overtip flow representation would actually reproduce the real 3D flow topology.
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Figure 4.2: Assessment of the 2D overtip flow assumption using 3D CFD.
Overall, it can be noticed that the largest portion of the fluid keeps parallel to the
cutting plane direction when it crosses the tip gap. Only a small portion of the flow
shows a deviation from the plane direction induced by the proximity of the tip and
casing endwalls. The smallest deviation from the 2D assumption (∆β < 5 deg.) is
found in the rear part of the blade profile (75% Cax,rot). In this part of the blade the
tip gap flow is driven by the largest pressure differences over a relatively short channel
(low thickness to gap ratios) and is likely to be choked for HP rotors with transonic
exit flow [47]. The flow variations from the imposed 2D plane direction become more
and more significant for planes closer to the blade leading edge. In reality, the flow
structure in the first half of the blade is intrinsically three-dimensional and the tip
gap flow is typically subsonic in the frontal region of the blade tip.
Therefore, the present design approach is not intended to be quantitatively accu-
rate but should still provide correct guidelines for the design of optimal tip shapes
over a wide range of tip flow regimes normally encountered in HP rotors.
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4.1.3 Tip Flow Regime Selection
The design approach employed here targets the optimization of blade tip profiles
using a 2D representation of the overtip gap flow. The physics of high-speed overtip
gap flows have shown to be dictated by the driving pressure difference between the
pressure and suction side on one hand and the tip channel geometry on the other
hand [46]. Every case can therefore be characterized by a certain pressure ratio
across the gap (noted as an equivalent isentropic Mach number, Mis) and a width to

















Figure 4.3: Illustration of the investigated tip gap flow regimes and corresponding applica-
tion to a 3D HP turbine blade.
In order to select relevant optimization cases, typical gap flow scenarios found
along the rotor blade tip surface are presented in Fig. 4.3. Fig. 4.3 shows the tip
leakage flow evolution from the leading to trailing edge of the evaluated 3D HP rotor
(empty marks) compared with the selected overtip flow regimes for the optimization
(filled marks). Eventually, three gap exit Mach numbers (Mis = 0.6, 1.0, 1.4) and
three width to gap size ratios (w/h = 5, 15, 25) were chosen. In a conventional turbine
design, the front part of the rotor has a low blade load and a thick transversal section
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(upper left part of the graph, Fig. 4.3), giving rise to a fully subsonic flow within the
tip gap. The aft part of the rotor is highly loaded and overtip flow velocities can reach
the supersonic regime over a small blade width (lower right part of the graph, Fig.
4.3). For the sake of simplicity, the five optimized cases will be labeled throughout the
dissertation according to their relative position in the plot of Fig. 4.3 (C=Central,
UL=Upper Left, UR=Upper Right, LR=Lower Right, LL=Lower Left).
All the simulations were performed at a fixed tip clearance of 1% of blade span
with the tip Reynolds number varying between 0.27·105 and 1.64·105, based on the
blade width and the gap exit velocity.
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4.2 Quasi-3D Optimization of Tip Contouring
4.2.1 Numerical Methodology
2D Tip Shape Parametrization
A proper parameterization of the tip gap geometry is of paramount importance for
the quality of the optimization output. Fig. 4.4 shows the adopted parameterization
of the blade tip shape that consists of two quadratic (left and right blue lines) and
one cubic Bezier curve (middle red line). Parametric Bezier curves use Bernstein
polynomials as a basis to model smooth curves with control points. Due to the
simplicity and strong coupling with the underlying polygon of control points, Bezier
curves are commonly used in computer graphics and shape definitions for optimization
routines [123]. In this case, the three Bezier curves are constructed through 8 control
points which are defined by 6 design parameters.
The profile can adapt within a design domain which is bounded by the blade
thickness, on the upper side by a minimum tip clearance tcmin and on the lower
side by a fixed maximum deformation length Ldef. The latter sets the maximum
extent of the profile deformation in the radial direction and was chosen to be two
times the minimum tip clearance. The range over which the different parameters can
span is defined by the maximum allowed deformation length. Moreover, additional
constraints are set to prevent the creation of unphysical geometries, ensure the tip
profile manufacturability and discard geometrical features that could undermine the
blade structural integrity. The control point B can move horizontally from 1% up
to 25% of the blade width, and vertically from Ldef up to the tcmin. Point A can
only move vertically, keeping the horizontal position of this point fixed to ensure
the continuity of the first derivative at the pressure side of the blade. Consequently,
control point C is constructed to provide continuity of the first derivative at point
B and to be close to a continuity of the second derivative there. Similarly, point E
can move horizontally from 75% up to 99% of the blade width, while the location of
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point D is defined according to the location of point E and F . The wide variety of
profiles that can be generated is illustrated in Fig. 4.4, bottom.
Figure 4.4: The parametrization of the blade tip geometry (top) and possible 2D tip shapes
in the design domain (bottom).
High-Fidelity Tip Flow Evaluation
Accurate tip flow simulations were performed using the computational domain
shown in Fig. 4.5. This domain consists of a rectangular inlet and a radiused outlet
plenum, connected by the tip channel. This geometry models the 2D representation
of the overtip leakage (OTL) flow along a streamline where the fluid flows from an
inlet plenum (PS) through the tip gap driven by the pressure differential with the
suction side. The width and height of the inlet plenum are 100 times the minimum
tip gap size (i.e. 1% of the blade span). The outlet plenum is sized as one third of
the inlet plenum dimensions. The latter criterion ensures no influence of the outlet
plenum size on the overtip flow characteristics. A fixed total temperature and total
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pressure were imposed at the inlet section. A static pressure boundary condition is
imposed at the domain exit. The lower boundary of the inlet plenum is an inviscid
wall while the other walls are set as viscous surfaces. An isothermal wall boundary
condition is employed on the tip and casing surfaces to retrieve the heat fluxes. The
wall temperature was set to 75% of the total inlet temperature.
A fully unstructured grid is created using Numeca Hexpress (Fig. 4.5). The
minimal amount of cells inside the gap in the streamwise direction is set to 100
and the minimum amount of cells in the vertical direction inside the gap before an
extra boundary layer refinement is done was fixed to 50. The final mesh features
approximately 70,000 cells with y+ values in the order of 0.1 in the tip channel to
accurately resolve the local flow structures and the heat transfer. Both the dimensions
of he computational domain as well as the mesh size are the result of a sensitivity
study [122].
The steady-state RANS equations are solved in Numeca FINE/Open using the
k-ω SST turbulence model [67] and a multigrid approach to accelerate convergence.
The numerical flow quantities are eventually extracted and visualized using Numeca
CfView.
Optimization Strategy
The adopted method is an in-house developed optimization code of the Von Kar-
man Institute (VKI) using ‘Differential Evolution’ (DE) ‘Evolutionary Algorithms’
(EA) [86, 88], described in section 2.3. The basic idea behind this routine is a two-
level optimization (section 2.3.2, Fig. 2.7) where in the first level (the ‘Generation
Loop’), only a metamodel is used to evaluate the performance of a large number of
individuals (in this case tip geometries) generated by the DE. In this research, an
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) metamodel is used which is trained, based on the
performance of the individuals that have already been evaluated by the high fidelity
tool (CFD). The training consists of the determination of the internal parameters of
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Figure 4.5: The computational domain (upper left) and grid (upper right) together with
two details of the mesh in the tip gap region (bottom).
the ANN to achieve a minimum error for its performance prediction. After a specific
number of generations of the DE, the performance of the prime tip profiles, estimated
through the metamodel, is verified through the accurate evaluation method. These
performances are consequently added to the database and the ANN metamodel can
be trained again (the ‘Iteration Loop’). This results in a self-learning system which
makes the metamodel predictions more accurate after each iteration. The use of such
metamodel requires an initial database which contains individuals who are already
evaluated with high fidelity. This performance database (Design of Experiments,
’DOE’) is created using a fractional factorial approach [124], maximizing the amount
of information contained in a limited number of designs.
For this project, a multi-objective optimization is performed, i.e. the tip profile
optimization targets both the increase of the aerodynamic performance and the re-
duction of the surface thermal loads. This means that the population evolves every
iteration towards a population where the individuals lay on a Pareto front (e.g. Fig.
4.7). The Pareto front contains individuals for which one of the performance parame-
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ters cannot be enhanced without deteriorating the other ones. Table 4.1 summarizes
the main settings used in the current optimization for the five flow cases defined in
Fig. 4.3.
Table 4.1: The optimizer settings.
Parameter
No. of DoE samples 65




No. of CFD Evaluations per iteration 5
LL LR Central UL UR
No. of iterations 92 82 79 90 100
Aerothermal Performance Assessment
The criteria to evaluate the performance of a certain tip design must represent
a measure of the heat load levels generated at the tip channel surfaces and of the
aerodynamic loss associated with the tip leakage flow.
The first performance parameter represents the heat load. Since the shroud and
the tip are vulnerable to failure due to the high thermal loads, both quantities need
to be taken into account (see Fig. 4.6). It is important to evaluate not only the mean
heat flux levels, but also the heat flux variations along the tip and casing surface. The
average thermal loads impose the amount of cooling air to guarantee acceptable metal
temperatures, while fierce unsteady heat transfer fluctuations may cause high-cycle
thermal fatigue issues and strong thermal stresses which can lead to early blade tip
failures.
The contribution of the mean heat transfer level to the heat load performance pa-
rameter is described by the total heat flux (QAVE), the magnitude of the heat transfer
variations is evaluated by the RMS of the heat flux field (QRMS). The combination
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Figure 4.6: Evaluation of the performance parameters.
of both terms for the tip and shroud walls yields the overall performance parameter


















The weight factors α and β indicate the relative importance of the heat load
generated on the shroud compared to the heat load experienced by the blade tip.
The factors A and B weight the influence of the average and fluctuating heat flux on
the global heat transfer parameter. It should be noted that since the computational
domain is in the rotating frame of reference, the predicted (steady) heat flux spatial
variations along the (stationary) casing correspond in reality to unsteady fluctuations
periodic with the blade passage events. In this investigation, the heat load on the
tip and shroud are assumed to be equally important. The tip section is generally
more sensitive to large heat flux variations, therefore large peaks in the heat transfer
should be reduced to a minimum. The selected weighting factors are summarized in
Table 4.2.
The aerodynamic parameter accounts for the loss generated by the tip leakage flow.
These losses can be quantified in terms of entropy production and are classified into
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Table 4.2: Weight factors for the heat transfer performance.
Parameter Tip Shroud Parameter
A 0.3 0.5 α 1
B 0.7 0.5 β 1
two main categories: losses that are produced inside the gap and the losses generated
by the mixing of the tip leakage flow with the mainstream. The contribution to the
aerodynamic performance parameter of the gap loss is calculated by evaluating the
entropy difference (∆sgap) between the domain inlet and the exit of the tip gap region
as defined in Fig. 4.6.
The rise in entropy produced by mixing of the leakage flow with the mainstream is
estimated using the simplified theory of Shapiro [125]. The mixing process is modeled
assuming the injection of a jet at a certain angle ϕ in a mainstream flow at a different
















The jet flow quantities are mass flow averaged at the gap exit plane (Fig. 4.6).
The mainstream flow values are taken to be the isentropic quantities calculated from
the boundary flow conditions imposed in the 2D case. Based on 3D CFD simulations
of the rotor stage, the injection angle ϕ generally varies between 50 deg and 90 deg.
For this investigation, an average fixed value of 70 deg was assumed.
The global loss parameter is computed as the combination of the losses inside the
gap (∆sgap) and the losses due to the mixing (∆smixing) and can be expressed in terms
of the total specific entropy rise ∆s:
Loss = ṁtip(∆sgap + ∆smixing) = ṁtip∆s (4.3)
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4.2.2 Results
For all five tip flow regimes the optimization process was successful and individuals
with superior aerothermal performances were found to lie on a Pareto front (Fig. 4.7).
Tip shapes that offer the best potential to minimize the loss parameter, the heat
transfer or offer a trade-off in terms of aerothermal performance were selected for each
tip gap regime from the database generated by the optimizer algorithm. The aerody-
namics and the heat transfer associated to these superior geometries are investigated
to explain the physics behind the enhancement of the tip gap flow.
The discussion will first focus on the results of the central case. Subsequently,
the low and high speed flow regimes are presented and the flow analysis is carried
out through visualization of the Mach number and turbulent production in the tip
channel. Emphasis on the potential gain offered by tip shaping is given by comparison
of the aerothermal performance budget of the best tip profiles against the flat tip
configuration.
Central Case
The objective space for the central case is shown in Fig. 4.7, including the per-
formance evaluation of a entirely flat tip. For ease of interpretion, both the loss
parameter as well as the heat transfer parameter are non-dimensionalized using their
respective flat-tip values. The geometries of the initial database (DOE) are char-
acterized by a large scatter of the aerothermal performance. As the optimization
proceeds, tip profiles are generated with both reduced loss and heat transfer parame-
ters. Eventually, the optimized tip geometry population converges towards a Pareto
front.
The Pareto front of Fig. 4.7 shows that a number of optimized tip geometries can
offer ameliorated aerodynamic and heat transfer performances compared to the con-
ventional flat tip case (blue square). The distribution of the tip profile performances
shows that a significant reduction of the heat transfer parameter can be achieved by
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Figure 4.7: 2D objective space for the optimization of the central case and zoom into the
relevant area.
tip shaping (∼40%), while only a little margin exists to decrease the losses associated
with the flat tip geometry.
In order to analyze the flow topology involved with the optimization of the central
case, a set of four tip shapes on the Pareto front was evaluated (Fig. 4.7): a nearly
flat tip shape for the lowest losses, two geometries with intermediate performance
and one case with the best heat transfer configuration. The gap flow structure on
the selected tip profiles can be seen in Fig. 4.8a. This figure displays contours of the
gap Mach number for the four geometries, together with the variation in turbulent
viscosity in the tip gap for the best aerodynamic and intermediate profiles. The tip
profiles are optimized for a Mis=1 and a blade width to height ratio of 15. At these
conditions the flow reaches the transonic regime within the tip gap as shown by the
middle-gap Mach number evolution of Fig. 4.8b-top.
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Superior aerodynamic performance can be achieved by reducing the mass flow
ingested by the tip channel and by concurrently minimizing the entropy production
associated to the gap flow (see eq. 4.3). During the optimization process the new
generations of tip profiles tend to adopt the smallest clearance necessary to minimize
the mass flow inside the tip channel. The most efficient way to decrease further the
gap mass flow is to create a throat at the channel entry through a sharp inlet corner.
The tip boundary layer separates in the gap entry region and a small recirculation
bubble is formed. This flow structure serves to lower the discharge coefficient by
limiting the effective area of the gap orifice (top profile in Fig. 4.8a). However,
the separation bubble gives rise to additional mixing losses induced by an increase
of turbulence production [126], Fig. 4.8a. Through radiusing of the pressure side
corner (e.g. the two intermediate cases), the bubble height reduces and a larger
mass flow enters the gap. However, the corner radiusing has a beneficial effect on
the aerodynamics since the specific entropy rise in the gap is attenuated. Fig. 4.8b-
bottom displays the performance budget associated with the best tip geometries (here
only the mid-bottom intermediate profile (diamond symbol) is considered) relative
to the performance of the flat tip. The bar plot shows that the loss parameter is
mostly controlled by the gap mass flow and to a less extent by the gap entropy
generation and mixing loss. The effect of the tip geometry on the relative (to the
flat tip case) variation of mass flow and entropy rise is illustrated in Fig. 4.9. The
flat tip configuration guarantees a low gap mass flow (large bubble height), but is
not optimal in terms of gap loss generation. The best aerodynamic performance is
achieved by the tip profile with a small pressure side corner radius which helps to
maintain a large bubble height (only 2% of mass flow more than the flat tip case)
while keeping a low gap loss level. However, any further reduction in tip gap loss
(through optimum radiusing) is overcompensated by the large increase in mass flow
which deteriorates the overall loss parameter. On the contrary, the mixing losses are
rather insensitive to the gap mass flow as the structure of the exit flow is largely
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Figure 4.8: Mach number and turbulent viscosity contours (a), mid-gap Mach number
evolution (b-top) and performance budget (b-bottom) of optimal tip profiles for the central
case.
The performance balance in Fig. 4.8b-bottom shows that significant improvement
in the heat transfer parameter can be achieved by tip contouring at the price of a
relatively small loss penalty. When the geometric throat is situated at the entry gap
section (flat tip or small radius pressure side corner), the flow undergoes a strong
acceleration over a short length around the tip separation bubble (Fig. 4.8b-top,
upper and mid-upper profiles). Downstream of the bubble, the flow speed variation
along the blade width is very moderate and sonic velocities are reached near the gap
exit. The low acceleration rates combined with high levels of turbulent mixing results
in large surface heat transfer as already observed by Wheeler et al. [46]. Based on
this consideration, it is not surprising that the flat tip geometry presents the largest
heat transfer parameter (see the Pareto front in Fig. 4.7). In order to minimize
the heat flux levels, the tip shape must be contoured such as to maximize the local
pressure gradients over the blade width. The management of the tip and shroud heat
transfer is achieved by moving the minimum channel area towards the suction side
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corner. This situation can be observed for the intermediate and the best heat transfer
tip geometries (Fig. 4.8a). In the upper intermediate case the separation bubble
is almost vanished, the sonic throat is located at the gap exit and the boundary
layer development along the channel ensures a continuous acceleration. However,
this gap configuration implies a detrimental effect on the aerodynamics since the exit
sonic throat cannot be exploited to reduce further the discharge coefficient. For the
lower intermediate case, the tip profile assumes the shape of a subsonic nozzle with
a large pressure side corner radius (convex curvature) which guarantees a smooth




















Figure 4.9: Specific entropy variation versus gap mass flow relative to the flat tip geometry.
The largest reduction in wall heat flux is obtained by a convergent nozzle with
a concave tip wall curvature and a sharp inlet corner (bottom profile of Fig. 4.8a).
This geometry generates a large flow recirculation in the front part of the channel
which helps to insulate the tip surface. Downstream of the reattachment point the
flow accelerates up to the exit section. The convergent nozzle tip shape (concave
curvature) offers a potential reduction of the average heat flux levels up to 43%
with respect to the flat tip profile. Additionally, the subsonic nature of the flow is
characterized by low heat transfer fluctuations within the gap, opposed to the larger
pressure gradients found in transonic tip flows with intense shock-boundary layer
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interactions (best aerodynamics case). The heat flux variations for the superior heat
transfer profile were observed to drop by 36% compared to the flat tip value, Fig.
4.8c.
Lower Left Case
This overtip flow regime simulates a thin rotor section subjected to a low blade
load. All the optimized tip shapes that lied on the final Pareto front were characterized
by a knife-edged profile. This tip geometry guarantees the concurrent betterment of
the aerodynamic and heat transfer parameters with respect to the flat tip case. The
Mach number contour plots in Fig. 4.10a display the flow structure of the flat tip (left
plot) and of the optimized knife-edged tip (right plot). Since no significant difference
was observed among the best individuals in terms of tip shape or flow structure, only





























Figure 4.10: Mach number contours for the flat tip geometry and intermediate optimum
shape (a). Performance budget of optimal tip profiles for the lower left case (b).
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The flow field remains fully subsonic within the gap for all tip shapes. Therefore,
the aerodynamic losses are mainly driven by the amount of ingested mass flow. As
shown by Booth [127] for an unshrouded blade configuration, a knife-shaped profile
provides an effective way to reduce the tip gap discharge coefficient. The performance
budget in Fig. 4.10b indicates that an additional 15% reduction in mass flow could
be attained using the knifed-edge geometry instead of the plain tip profile. On the
other hand, the results point out that there is little room for further aerodynamic
improvement through the reduction of the gap and mixing losses. Moreover, the knife-
edged geometry causes the flow to completely detach from the tip surface providing
a beneficial thermal insulation effect in this area, that causes a significant reduction
in the heat transfer parameter (between 30% and 40% of the flat tip value). This
configuration is also frequently used as a sealing mechanism in shrouded bladings
[128].
Upper Left Case
This situation is representative of a lowly loaded front section of a turbine blade.
Similarly to the previous cases, the Mach number and the turbulent contours plots are
presented in Fig. 4.11a for three superior tip shapes. The geometry which performs
the best in terms of losses presents a squealer-like configuration. A long separation
bubble is created by a sharp pressure side corner which also serves to increase the
bubble height, thus the gap discharge coefficient diminishes. Due to the relatively
large blade width, the flow eventually reattaches on the tip wall and smoothly reac-
celerates up to the suction side edge, driven by the gap pressure difference and the
convergent geometry in the aft part of the channel. This geometry can be regarded
as to be similar to a squealer-like tip treatment where the rim width is sufficiently
small to avoid the flow reattachment and provide a further reduction in mass flow.
On the other hand, this profile has very poor thermal performances, even worse than




































Figure 4.11: Mach number and turbulent viscosity contours (a) and the performance budget
(b) of three optimal tip profiles of the upper left case.
As already observed for the central tip flow regime, the most effective way of
reducing the overtip heat transfer is to shape the tip wall as a convergent nozzle with
concave curvature. This allows abating the total heat transfer levels by as much as
50% compared to the flat tip case.
Upper Right Case
This case is the first of two optimizations performed on a highly loaded tip sec-
tion (Mis = 1.4) characterized by supersonic flow velocities within the channel. The
Mach number contours, shroud heat transfer and budgeting of the performance are
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Figure 4.12: Mach number contours (a-top), shroud heat transfer evolution in the tip gap
(a-bottom) and the performance budget (b) for three optimal tip profiles of the upper right
case.
The results of this optimization case revealed that actually the flat tip geometry
offers superior aerodynamic performance even though the separation bubble size is
significantly reduced by the transonic flow speed and additional shock losses affect
the tip channel (Fig. 4.12a, top). The sonic throat is located near the pressure side
corner and the flow velocity keeps below Mach 1 in most part of the gap channel.
Only a slight reacceleration is observed in the gap exit region. The flat tip channel
flow results in a reduction in gap mass flow of 14% compared to the intermediate
profile with a convergent passage geometry. The tip shape with the lowest heat
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transfer parameter uses a sharp inlet curvature to generate a small separation bubble
in the pressure side corner. This sealing mechanism is more efficient than the one
adopted by the intermediate tip profile to reduce the mass flow ingestion. However,
the divergent passage causes an overexpansion of the fluid to supersonic speeds (M >
2) and the flow undergoes a recompression process along the duct to readapt to the
exit flow conditions. Consequently, the entropy production rises tremendously due to
the strong shock activity within the channel (Fig. 4.12b).
From a heat transfer point of view, the analysis of the optimized profiles indicates
that at high blade loads it is advantageous to steeply accelerate the flow to supersonic
speeds in the tip gap, rather than maintaining a subsonic flow in the channel with the
throat located near the suction side region (see the intermediate case). Expansion of
the gap flow to supersonic speed provides an additional drop of the heat transfer levels
by 16% with respect to the intermediate tip profile. The origin of the thermal benefit
is explained by presenting the heat transfer evolution on the shroud wall (Fig. 4.12a-
bottom). Both the flat tip and the optimized tip cases with divergent gap geometry
show a heat transfer reduction due to the steep flow acceleration downstream of
the corner separation bubble. Thanks to the strong flow acceleration to supersonic
velocities, the heat transfer in the rest of the channel remains significantly lower than
for the flat and convergent tip shapes.
Lower Right Case
This case is representative of a highly aft-loaded thin turbine blade. The large
pressure ratio set across the tip gap induces a supersonic flow regime within the
tip channel. Fig. 4.13a shows the predicted Mach number distribution of two tip
profiles with superior aerodynamic (left plot) and thermal performances (right plot)
respectively.
Excellent aerodynamic performances are achieved by adopting a tip profile with































Figure 4.13: The Mach number contour (a) and the budgeting compared to the flat tip (b)
for the lower right case.
vature. The budget of the aerothermal performance presented in Fig. 4.13b shows
that this tip profile ingests the same mass flow as the flat tip geometry. The sharp
pressure side edge generates a separation bubble whose height is of similar magnitude
to the one featured by the flat tip profile. Downstream of the reattachment point, the
flow expands along the diverging tip channel and eventually separates from the tip
surface. This mechanism allows the gap static pressure to adapt to the imposed back
pressure. Even though the separated region has a detrimental effect on the aerody-
namic performance, the total entropy production is reduced by 22% with respect to
the flat tip case, at the price of a slight increase (6%) in heat transfer parameter.
A tip profile with a rounded pressure side knife followed by an open tip channel
provides the best geometry for thermal performances. Downstream of the pressure
side rim, the flow separates and the bubble length covers almost the entire tip wall.
Due to the area increase along the tip gap, the flow accelerates to supersonic speeds
within the channel. For this profile both the tip and shroud average heat drop by
50% compared to the flat tip case. Furthermore, this tip shape allows for an effi-
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cient expansion process within the gap resulting in entropy generation levels similar
to the ones found for the best aerodynamic profile. However, since the minimum
clearance is not reached, the gap mass flow is considerably higher than for the opti-
mum aerodynamic profile. Therefore, a significant increase in aerodynamic penalty
is observed.
Tip Flow Regime Comparison
Fig. 4.14 presents a comparison of the aerodynamic and heat transfer perfor-
mances of the optimal tip shapes identified for each investigated flow regime. The
aerothermal parameters of the optimal profiles are normalized by the values predicted






















Figure 4.14: Aerodynamic and heat transfer parameters for each tip flow regime relative to
the flat tip case.
The right part of Fig. 4.14 clearly shows that a significant betterment of the
overtip heat transfer can be obtained through appropriate tip contouring at all tip
flow conditions. The optimization results suggest that a potential reduction of 40%
in total heat load can be targeted for every simulated flow regime. The abatement of
the heat transfer levels is generally achieved through continuous acceleration of the
flow within the tip channel and by application of contoured profiles.
For a relatively thin blade (case LL and LR), tip contouring can provide up to
20% loss reduction compared to a conventional flat tip. This aspect is of particular
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interest for the optimization of HP turbine rotors which are typically highly loaded
in the aft part of the profile. The optimization results showed that the aerodynamic
performance of relatively thick blades can potentially be enhanced by 1-2% through
a slight radiusing of the pressure side corner or by adopting a squealer-like geometry,
depending on the blade load. Although this might appear as a small change compared
to the heat transfer situation, it should be noted that the penalty associated to the
tip leakage flow usually accounts for about one third of the overall stage loss.
The results of the optimization process are used to investigate the effect of the
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Figure 4.15: Specific entropy rise versus gap mass flow, relative to the flat tip case for large
blade width (w/h = 25) at low (Mexit = 0.6) and high (Mexit = 1.4) speeds.
As shown in Equation (4.3), the specific entropy rise can be decoupled into the
losses generated inside the gap and losses due to the mixing with the mainstream.
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Both contributions (i.e. respectively ∆sgap and ∆smixing) for each of the simulated tip
profiles with the largest width to height ratio (w/h=25, case UL and UR) are plotted
against the gap massflow in Fig. 4.15. The different quantities are normalized by
the performance of the corresponding flat tip geometry. It is important to note that
similar trends as the ones displayed in Fig. 4.15 were also observed for the low
width-to-gap ratio cases which are therefore not reported.
In the subsonic regime (Fig. 4.15, left) both the loss contributions show a strong
correlation with the amount of mass flow ingested by the tip gap. On the contrary,
when the tip gap flow becomes transonic or supersonic, the specific entropy produc-
tion shows a larger scatter and the effect of the massflow rate has almost vanished.
Interestingly, the relative difference in loss generation between the best aerodynamic
profile and the one with best thermal performances in the high speed case is about
two to three times larger than the difference observed in the subsonic case.
The present comparison helps to emphasize the high potential of tip-shaping for
the high speed regimes. In contrast to the subsonic speed case where efficient tip
designs can be achieved through minimization of the effective throat size (i.e. reducing
the mass flow), high speed gap flows also demand for an efficient design of the tip
channel contour.
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4.3 3D Verification of Contouring Potential
In this section, the previously obtained optimal 2D profiles will be used to con-
struct a fully carved 3D profile in order to verify the quasi-3D optimization approach.
4.3.1 Creation of the Fully 3D Carved Blades
Computational Domain and Tip Geometries
The numerical study replicates the high-speed turbine rotor previously installed
at the von Karman Institute compression tube rig and studied in chapter 3. The
high-speed rotor operates at a Reynolds number of 550,000 with an exit relative
Mach number of 0.9. Relevant specifications of the meshed rotor blade are listed in
Table 4.3 and further details on the baseline rotor geometry are given in [108]. The
computational domain models a single airfoil with periodicity along the tangential
direction. The inlet is positioned about one rotor chord upstream of the rotor leading
edge (LE) and the outlet section extends 2 axial rotor chords downstream of the blade
trailing edge. A sketch of the computational domain is shown in Fig. 4.16.
Table 4.3: Main turbine specifications.
Parameter
Reynolds number based on rotor outlet - 5.5 x 105
Blade count - 64
Design rotational speed rpm 6790
Design tip clearance h (% of span) - 1%
Rotor pressure ratio (P0,in/Ps,out) - 2.91
Tip peripheral speed m/s 280
Tip absolute inlet Mach number, Min - 1
Tip relative outlet Mach number, Mr,out - 0.9
Rotor relative inlet flow angle deg. ∼32
Rotor relative exit flow angle deg. ∼-62
Tgas/Tw - ∼1.6
Four different tip shapes were analyzed. The performance of two conventional
blade tip shapes, a flat tip (FLAT ) and a squealer type geometry (SQ), are compared
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Figure 4.16: Detailed view of the computational domain.
with the two fully contoured designs (HT and AERO). All the investigated tip
designs were run at the same minimum clearance, i.e. 1% of the blade height (h). For
the carved geometries, the tip shape was only modified over a height equal to 2% of
the blade span (Fig. 4.16b), identical to what was allowed throughout the quasi-3D
optimization (section 4.2).
Fig. 4.17 displays a detailed view of the investigated tip geometries including the
successive cross sections sliced up along the rotor airfoil chord (a, b, c, ..., f). The
squealer type geometry is representative of commonly used industrial designs, a trade-
off between mechanical durability, machinability and aerodynamic performance. The
rim length and cavity depth are set as 1.2 and 2.4 times the minimum clearance
respectively.
A convergent section from pressure to suction side characterizes the front part of
the HT design. Close to the leading edge (profile ‘a’ in Fig. 4.17) the contraction
mainly takes place in the last 50% of the tip gap. A smooth convergent passage
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Figure 4.17: Geometrical cut sections for the evaluated tip shapes.
is chosen for the mid part of the blade; while in the aft section of the blade, a
convergent-divergent nozzle is created throughout the over tip passage.
By contrast, the AERO design presents in the front part a first throat near the
pressure side. This is followed by a divergent and slowly converging passage. The
blade’s mid section adopts a nearly flat shape, which then evolves towards a fully
divergent passage in the aft section. All the optimal tip profiles used to construct the
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two carved blade tip geometries assume the minimum tip clearance at least at one
point along the 2D section.
The prospective aero-thermal performances of the carved three-dimensional tip
geometries are summarized in Table 4.4. The table presents the relative variations
of the 2D optimal profiles relative to the flat tip, considering the losses (∆ω), tip
and shroud heat transfer (∆Qtip and ∆Qsh). The entire length of the pressure side
rim (PS rim length) was used to weight the contributions of the optimized 2D tip
profiles to the global performances of the reconstructed 3D geometry. Sections a,
b and c, are located in the 40% front part of the pressure side rim, therefore their
performance gains are weighted 40%. In turn, section f, occupies 26% of the rear
pressure side, therefore, the 2D loss and heat load contributes 26% to the overall
figure of merit listed in the row with the 3D blade data. The HT rotor is expected
to deliver a significant reduction in heat transfer (∆Qtip ∼-38%) compared to the
3D flat tip blade, at the price of poor aerodynamic performance (∆ω=+2.4%). The
performance budget anticipates that the AERO airfoil will perform similarly to the
FLAT tip with just a tiny gain in aerodynamic loss (∆ω=-0.5%) and almost no
variation in thermal loads.
Table 4.4: Performance breakdown for 2D optimal profiles from section 4.2 [2], and expected
output for the reconstructed 3D carved blades (bold).
HT AERO
Tip shape PS length1 ∆ω2 ∆Qtip ∆Qsh PS length
1 ∆ω2 ∆Qtip ∆Qsh
a+b+c 40% +1.3% -25.6% -55.0% 40% -0.1% +4.9% +2.7%
d+e 34% +2.5% -33.3% +13.7% 42% -0.2% -3.3% +1.7%
f 26% +4.1% -63.7% -30.4% 18% -2.2% -9.1% -1.7%
3D blade - +2.4% -38.0% -25.1% - -0.5% -1.1% +1.5%
1Percentage of the total PS rim length.
2Loss variation with respect to the FLAT tip design.
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Mesh and Solver Settings
Due to the complexity of the overtip geometry, the computational domain was
discretized with an unstructured hexahedral mesh using Numeca Hexpress. To ac-
curately retrieve the spatial distribution of the heat transfer, a total amount of cells
between 11.9 and 13.6 million was utilized. Over 100 span-wise divisions were made
along the rotor blade channel height. To sufficiently resolve the overtip flow, a min-
imum amount of about 40 cells was imposed in the gap radial direction. To ensure
an accurate prediction of the wall heat transfer, the first cell thickness was selected
to result in y+ values below 0.5.
Figure 4.18: Difference in heat transfer (∆Q) onto the tip, SS (upper 25%) and the shroud
between the medium and fine mesh solution.
To ensure grid insensitivity, 2 additional grids were created for the HT profile:
a ‘coarse’ (5.8 million cells) and ‘medium’ (7.8 million cells) grid besides the used
‘fine’ grid (12.4 million cells). Fig. 4.18 shows the difference in heat transfer (∆Q)
along the rotor axial chord between the medium and fine mesh solution (in % of the
fine grid prediction). These differences give rise to a total difference in heat load of
0.009%, 0.38% and -0.37% for the tip, shroud and upper 25% of the blade suction side
respectively. Table 4.5 presents the grid convergence index (GCI) and apparent order
(p), evaluated through the standard procedure reported by Celik et al. [129], for the
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relevant aerodynamic parameters. The approximate relative error ea is also reported
in Table 4.5, i.e. the difference between the medium and the fine grid solution in
percentage of the fine grid solution. Based on this analysis, the finest grids were
deemed to be sufficiently accurate and thus, these settings were adopted to construct
similar meshes for the AERO, FLAT and SQ profiles. Fig. 4.19 shows a detail of
the unstructured meshes employed for this investigation.
Table 4.5: Grid convergence study.
ω Massflow T0,50% P0r
p 3.39 0.55 12.43 0.43
GCI21fine (%) 5.32 0.13 0.002 2.83
e21a (%) 2.89 0.009 0.007 0.16
The total flow quantities (P0 and T0) and the flow angle were imposed at the
domain inlet together with the turbine static back pressure at the outlet plane. The
steady state RANS equations were solved using the Numeca FINE/Open suite, adopt-
ing the Spalart-Allmaras model for the turbulence closure (cfr. section 2.1). The
validation of the solver can be found in section 2.2. Additionally, the unsteady ef-
fects due to stator-rotor interactions [42] or non-uniform inlet flow fields [130] were
neglected in the current numerical experiments.
The inlet turbulent viscosity was set such that the inlet µt/µl was about 100. All
the simulations were performed with isothermal walls at a gas to wall temperature
ratio (T0,in/Tw) of 1.57. Data reduction of the numerical database was eventually
carried out with Numeca CFView and Tecplot.
4.3.2 Verification of the Quasi-3D Approach
The carved blade tip profiles were built optimizing the flat tip streamlines. The
three-dimensional blade tip shape was therefore reconstructed assuming that the over-







Figure 4.19: (a) Flat-tip rotor geometry and computational grid and (b) detail of the
unstructured overtip mesh for different tip designs.
overtip gap streamlines. Fig. 4.20 compares the flow direction (relative flow angle,
β) in the mid-gap plane for the investigated geometries. In particular, Fig. 4.20a
displays the flow angle evolution along the tip camberline. The optimized carved 3D
tip geometries (AERO and HT ) exhibit a flow angle distribution along the machine
axis very similar to the baseline flat tip design (FLAT ). For the AERO profile, the
flow direction appears to be offset by about 10 degrees in the front part of the blade,
while in the rear part the flow angle distributions are matched (from z/Cax,rot= 60%
onwards). For the HT shape, the angle deviates about 30 degrees from the flat tip
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case near the leading edge, but after 25% z/Cax,rot, a quasi constant shift around
15 degrees is maintained. The contour plots in the overtip mid-gap (Fig. 4.20b-left)
demonstrate that flow angle variations along streamlines that traverse the flat tip gap














Figure 4.20: Midgap flow angle for the four investigated tip geometries: (a) variation along
the midgap camberline and (b) contours of midgap flow angle for the flat and squealer blade
tip designs.
By contrast, the flow angle evolution in the squealer tip configuration manifests
a large discrepancy against the baseline flat tip case. Both the trends as well as
the flow angle levels differ significantly along the entire blade chord. The flow angle
immediately drops downstream of the blade leading edge and reaches a minimum
value of almost -60 degrees at 60% of the axial chord. In the aft part of the squealer
blade, between 70% of the axial chord and the trailing edge, the flow angle resembles
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the FLAT design and exhibits smaller angle variations. The mid-gap flow angle
contours for the squealer geometry (Fig. 4.20b-right) reveals the three-dimensional
nature of the overtip gap flow introduced by the cavity.
Fig. 4.20 demonstrates that the streamline paths are generally maintained with
respect to the plain blade tip geometry, which was used as baseline for the tip contour
optimization. However, when the baseline tip geometry features complex 3D effects
(e.g. squealer tip) associated to dominant 3D flow structures, the quasi-2D streamline
approach is not anymore appropriate to model and optimize the overtip flow passage.
4.3.3 Overtip Flow Field
Fig. 4.21 presents the flow velocity field in the mid gap section for the different in-
vestigated cases. The contours show the relative Mach number distribution combined
with Mach 1.0 and 1.2 isolines to highlight the supersonic regions. Additionally, the
streamlines of the particles entering the overtip region in the middle of the gap are
drawn to illustrate the leakage flow direction.
The overall flow pattern determined by the carved and flat tip geometries reveals
similar features to the ones previously observed in the overtip flow angle evolution
(Fig. 4.20). On the contrary, the streamlines for the squealer tip highlight a complex
three-dimensional flow topology [22], generated as the fluid is entrained into the
squealer cavity across the pressure side rim, while being accelerated. Due to the
relative casing motion, the flow jet bends downwards heading towards the cavity
floor, while a recirculating vortex develops attached to the pressure side rim. Due to
the suction side rim and the effect of the relative casing movement, the flow aligns
with the blade camberline before being compressed and ejected over the suction side
rim to generate the tip leakage vortex. From 75% of the Cax,rot, the cavity vortex
fills up the whole squealer bath. There, the tip leakage traverses the rotor blade
aligned with the axial direction driven by the gap pressure difference, producing a








Figure 4.21: Relative Mach number distribution in the midgap section with overtip flow
streamlines.
to explain the flow angle evolution in the front part of the squealer blade and the
sudden angle increase observed around 70% of the blade camberline, Fig. 4.20a. This
observation is in agreement with the flow velocity rise in the overtip channel of the
rear blade part, Fig. 4.21.
The front part of the AERO profile adopts a contoured rim at the pressure side
(Fig. 4.17, at sections a, b and c), which mimics a squealer tip section. Similar to the
SQ profile, the flow detaches as it enters the tip gap from the pressure side rim, and
is then pushed downwards by the relative casing motion. Lower relative flow angles
are therefore observed in the mid-gap compared to the flat tip design as illustrated
in Fig. 4.20a. The same conclusion can be drawn for the near leading edge region of
the HT case, where the flow is entrained at the suction side, where it encounters a
squealer-like rim.
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Just downstream the PS rim in the front section of the contoured AERO case,
the profile features a convergent channel from the PS to SS edge (squealer-like front-
central part). This geometry promotes a slight smooth flow acceleration within the
clearance over a larger portion of the front blade compared to the flat tip design. The
HT profile on the contrary adopts in the mid-chord region a fully convergent channel
from the PS to the SS. The flow only gets choked at the SS edge and therefore the
gas velocity at the tip gap inlet (subsonic) is reduced compared to the tip entry speed
found in the other tip profiles where the throat is located near the PS, Fig. 4.21.
Additionally, due to the absence of a separation bubble at the PS rim, the effective
overtip throat size is increased. Therefore, a larger mass flow crosses the overtip
channel and the leakage fluid jet exits the tip suction side at increased velocities.
The Mach number distribution in the middle of the clearance for the flat and
carved tip profiles shows that a considerable part of the aft overtip region operates in
the supersonic regime. Indeed, the flat-tip overtip flow is choked at about 60% Cax,rot,
revealing gas velocities beyond Mr=1.2 over large regions of the tip channel. For the
AERO case, a similar supersonic zone is present. However, due to the divergent
channel in the aft part, the flow accelerates even further resulting in an extended su-
personic flow region zone. The shaped geometry of the HT profile guarantees gradual
and controlled flow acceleration all over the axial chord, and the gap passage becomes
choked slightly upstream compared to the FLAT and AERO blades. Similarly, due
to the overexpansion around the SS edge and to the presence of the divergent channel
in the last section, the flow accelerates to Mach numbers above 1.2 as it exits the tip
region. For the SQ geometry on the contrary, sonic velocities are confined only to a
small region above the rear blade suction side where the flow is suddenly accelerated
by the abrupt contraction imposed by the rim seal. The gap outlet jet velocity is
significantly reduced with respect to the plain tip geometries.
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4.3.4 Heat Transfer Signature
Fig. 4.22 compares the averaged heat flux in the carved tip profiles against the
conventional flat and squealer tip geometries, onto the rotor tip (Fig. 4.22a), shroud
(Fig. 4.22b) and suction side (Fig. 4.22c). The numerical data reported in the graphs
are pitch-wise-averaged at discrete stations along the blade chord to yield values rep-
resentative of the heat transfer evolution along the machine axis, and normalized by
the total average heat load onto the flat tip. Additionally, the heat load distribution
to the blade tip, rotor shroud and upper 25% suction side are presented in Fig. 4.23
for the investigated tip profiles.
On the tip surface, Fig. 4.22a, the squealer design unveils the highest average
heat flux levels in the blade frontal part and over a limited region in the aft part.
High levels of heat flux in the front part of the blade are generated by impingement
of the vortical flow from the pressure side rim onto the tip cavity floor. In the rear
part of the blade, enhanced thermal loads are found on the suction side rim of the
squealer seal. Combined with a larger total wetted area (about 33% more than in a
plain tip in the upper 2% of the blade span), the squealer geometry is subjected to
significantly higher overall heat loads which demands for increased cooling rates.
The AERO tip design shows slightly larger heat transfer rates compared to the
flat tip in the front-central part of the blade between 15% and 40% Cax,rot (Fig. 4.22a).
A small recirculation bubble establishes downstream of the contoured pressure side
rim forcing the flow to impinge on the tip endwall (Fig. 4.23). In the mid section, the
AERO profile evolves towards a flat-like tip resulting in comparable heat load levels.
However, the tip heat transfer is reduced near the blade TE (75%-100% Cax,rot). In
this region, downstream of the PS separation bubble created by the sharp PS edge,
the fluid is accelerated along the divergent tip passage imposed by the carved profile
up to the SS exit.
Overall, the HT profile demonstrates an abatement of the heat transfer levels
over the entire rotor tip compared to a flat tip design, with reductions as large as
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Figure 4.22: Tip (a), shroud (b), and upper 25% SS (c) heat transfer along the machine
axis (fraction of flat tip average heat load (W/m2)).
10% along the rotor chord. Between 25% and 70% of the rotor axial chord the HT
design offers the best thermal performance compared to the other three investigated
tip geometries. Additionally, the HT profile also serves to reduce the heat flux peaks
observed in the LE region of the FLAT and AERO designs. However, the extent of
the ‘sweet’ spot region in the front part of the blade [18] is reduced for both carved

















Figure 4.23: Heat transfer distribution onto the blade tip, shroud and upper 25% of the
rotor SS.
HT blade presents tip heat transfer distributions similar to the AERO case, which
result from analogous diverging tip shape designs.
On the stationary casing endwall, the pitchwise averaged heat transfer diminishes
along the rotor chord by about 100%, Fig. 4.22b. This evolution is caused by the
absolute flow temperature drop across the turbine as work is being extracted from
the fluid. The squealer seal configuration (SQ) presents the lowest casing heat flux
levels, furthermore a decrease of about 15% compared to the other tip geometries
can be observed in the central region of the blade passage (25% < z/Cax,rot < 75%),
Fig. 4.23. The results suggest that the time-average casing heat transfer processes
are mainly dependent on the sealing mechanism design (i.e. plain or squealer cavity
geometry). Only minor differences in the casing thermal loads were detected when
comparing the AERO and FLAT tips. By contrast, the HT profile contributes to
a slight increase of the casing heat transfer in the mid-chord region (from 25% of
Cax,rot to 45% of Cax,rot) as enhanced heat flux levels are generated in the proximity
of the tip suction side (Fig. 4.23). However, the HT design proves to reduce the heat
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load slightly in the aft part, z/Cax,rot > 75% (Fig. 4.22b). More importantly, the
casing heat transfer contours in Fig. 4.23 show that the HT profile generates a more
uniform thermal field compared to the other investigated tip shapes. In particular,
the HT tip profile in the mid and rear part of the rotor chord helps to suppress the
large casing heat fluxes associated to the flow acceleration around the sharp PS edges
(AERO and FLAT tips) and to avoid the heat flux peaks at the SS rim observed
in the SQ case. Thus, the HT design is capable to damp significantly the unsteady
heat transfer peaks that the casing endwall undergoes at each blade passing event.
Fig. 4.22c presents the evolution along the machine axis, of the heat flux averaged
over the upper 25% of the blade suction side. In the first 30% of the axial chord, the
blade tip shape has a weak influence on the heat flux although the HT carved profile
helps to reduce the heat load levels up to 10% with respect to the squealer design
(see also contours in Fig. 4.23). Further downstream, the suction side heat transfer
becomes strongly dependant on the overtip shape, which affects the aerodynamics of
the tip leakage vortex and the development of the upper passage vortex. The heat
transfer variations exhibit very similar trends over the rotor axial length. The suction
side heat load decreases starting from the blade LE until the spillage flow, which has
crossed the overtip gap, penetrates into the suction side blade passage. The average
heat transfer then begins to rise up to the blade TE. For the HT profile the minimum
suction side heat transfer is found at z/Cax,rot=30%. The SQ tip geometry shows the
lowest heat transfer levels up to the blade TE, and the effect of the tip leakage vortex
on the SS heat transfer becomes significant only in the rear blade passage starting
from z/Cax,rot=65%. The AERO and FLAT tip shapes present an intermediate
situation where the minimum suction side heat transfer is found around mid-chord.
However, in the case of the AERO profile, the rise in heat transfer in the aft part is
not monotonous. The sudden drop in heat load at around z/Cax,rot=70% is due to
the abrupt variation in the tip shape profile occurring at around this axial position










Figure 4.24: Relative Mach number contours in four planes normal to the blade SS and
rotor heat transfer.
To further illustrate the coupling of the overtip flow and rotor passage aerody-
namics with the heat transfer, Fig. 4.24 presents the relative Mach number contours
in four planes perpendicular to the blade suction side, together with the blade surface
heat flux. The design of the front tip section is fundamental to control the develop-
ment of the passage vortex inside the rotor passage. The tip leakage flow generated in
the frontal part of the HT rotor has slightly the highest SS exit velocities. Thus, the
passage vortex that forms at the blade LE is pushed downwards and its size increases
more rapidly than for the other three tip shapes, which is related to the reduction in
the heat transfer displayed by the HT profile in the front SS, Fig. 4.22c.
Regions of enhanced heat transfer can be found where the tip leakage vortex
impinges on the suction side after rolling off from the overtip gap (Fig. 4.23 and Fig.
4.24). The rim-type design (SQ) reduces the overtip mass flow and suction side exit
velocities. Consequently, the tip leakage vortex core is weaker and closer to the blade
wall, leading eventually to a reduction of the suction side heat transfer of more than
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10% compared to the flat tip. The HT shape allows for higher spillage mass flows
compared to the other plain tip shapes due to the absence of a sharp edge separation
bubble at the minimum clearance tip section. A strong tip leakage vortex builds up
along the rotor passage and the resulting vortical flow structure impinges with higher
momentum onto the blade suction side. This consequently generates a wider region of
enhanced heat transfer compared to the other evaluated cases from about 30%Cax,rot
up to the blade TE, Fig. 4.23.
The squealer tip design offers the best sealing strategy to simultaneously limit the
momentum of the tip leakage fluid and reduce the heat loads in the aft part of the
rotor suction side.
4.3.5 Global Rotor Performance
Fig. 4.25 describes the rotor outlet flow field with contour plots of relative total
pressure and of vorticity magnitude for the upper 50% of the rotor span. The outlet
conditions are evaluated in a plane located 50%Cax,rot downstream of the rotor trailing
edge. To allow for a direct comparison amongst the different cases, two isolines are
drawn. The total pressure contours provide an estimate of the overall aerodynamic
losses, while the vorticity field represents the flow non-uniformity at the inlet of a
downstream turbine stage.
Distributions of the pitch-wise averaged relative total pressure and vorticity, nor-
malized by the flat tip average value are presented in Fig. 4.26. The radial profiles
depict the penetration of the tip leakage and highlight the difference in secondary
flow structures for the four tip designs. Overall, the results show that only minor
dissimilarities exist in the rotor exit flow field between the four simulated tip profiles
(Fig. 4.25) and that blade to blade variations are limited to the upper 50% of the
rotor span (Fig. 4.26). The overall outlet flow field is essentially unaffected by the













Figure 4.25: Total pressure and vorticity magnitude contours for the four tip geometries,
0.5Cax,rot downstream of the rotor trailing edge.
The squealer tip seal mechanism contributes to significantly reduce the intensity of
the downstream vortical structures: the tip leakage vortex and, to a lesser extent, the
upper passage vortex intensity are diminished in comparison to the flat and carved tip
rotors. The squealer geometry serves to reduce the jet flow speed at the suction side
rim outlet. As such the strength of the tip leakage vortex is weakened as it develops
along the rear blade suction side (Fig. 4.24, Fig. 4.25-right, Fig. 4.26-right) and also
the associated pressure deficit is significantly attenuated (Fig. 4.25-left,Fig. 4.26-
left). The total pressure contours in Fig. 4.25 show that the AERO tip shape offers a
slight aerodynamic benefit over the conventional FLAT tip configuration to control
the tip leakage vortex core intensity. On the other hand, the radial distributions of













Figure 4.26: Pitchwise-averaged radial distributions of relative total pressure and vorticity
magnitude (normalized by the flat tip average), 0.5Cax,rot downstream of the rotor trailing
edge.
geometry has little impact on the locus of the leakage vortex core (identified by the
total pressure drop around h/H=0.88 in Fig. 4.26a), while the effect on the upper
vortex position appear to be more pronounced depending on the tip shape. These
observations are confirmed by the evolutions of the secondary flow pattern along the
four rotor blades shown in Fig. 4.24, which also demonstrates the large influence
of the tip design in the front part of the airfoil where the vortical fluid structures
are originated. The shaped AERO profile exhibits pressure loss levels similar to the
FLAT tip design case. This is in agreement with the observation that the upper
passage structure is akin for the two blade tip designs, Fig. 4.24-left. Interestingly,
the largest pressure deficits associated to the upper passage vortex are generated
by the squealer and the HT rotor tip geometries. However, the main driver for the
aerodynamic loss parameter is the tip leakage vortex. The squealer design generates
the most uniform flow field at the turbine stage outlet (Fig. 4.26-right). The vorticity
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distributions prove the inadequacy of the HT blade tip shape to control the strength
of the secondary flow structures.
Fig. 4.27 summarizes the overall aero-thermal performance of the investigated
blade tip configurations with respect to the absolute values predicted for the FLAT
tip design. The bar plot reports the variation in relative total pressure loss ω (eval-
uated 50%Cax,rot behind the rotor trailing edge), the total tip heat transfer Qtip (in-
tegrated over the top 2% of the blade span), the total shroud heat transfer Qsh, and
the suction side heat transfer QSS (integrated over the upper 25% of the blade span).
Figure 4.27: Overall performance comparison against a flat tip configuration.
The squealer design presents the best aerodynamic performance (∆ω=-0.39%)
mainly due to the potential of the overtip gap cavity to significantly reduce the
strength and size of the tip leakage vortex with respect to the other investigated
tip designs. The AERO blade tip maintains a similar performance compared to
the flat tip geometry (∆ω=+0.13%). While the AERO contoured tip proved to be
superior to the flat tip design in controlling the overtip spillage flow, the FLAT
tip shape is advantageous in reducing the detrimental impact of the upper passage
vortex on the turbine aerodynamics. The HT tip profile presents high pressure losses
(∆ω=+0.91%). This result supports the consideration that the overtip aerodynamics
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required for enhanced tip thermal performance might not be compatible with rotor
tip designs for improved aerodynamic performance and a compromise needs to be
sought.
The squealer-type blade scores poorly in terms of total heat load budget along the
tip. The heat flux to the tip surface in the presence of a squealer cavity is increased by
over 35% considering now also the larger exposed surface. On the contrary, both the
HT as well as the AERO contoured tips are capable of reducing the thermal load onto
the blade tip wall. The HT design manages to lower the tip heat transfer by nearly
18%. The HT carved tip geometry features a plain tip profile (with no recessed
cavities) that relaxes the tip cooling requirements and limit the issues associated
to the coolability of complex small geometrical details (e.g. squealer rims). On the
contrary, the squealer design helps to decrease the average casing endwall heat transfer
(∆Qsh=-6.3%), while the use of carved tip shapes shows almost no change with the
respect to the reference flat tip geometry. Both the AERO and the HT tip profiles
expose higher levels of heat transfer on the rotor suction side compared to the flat
tip (respectively about +2% and +10%), in contrast with the reduced heat transfer
levels predicted for the squealer suction side (∆QSS=-5%).
In general, the actual aerothermal performances of the 3D carved airfoils are in
agreement with the prospective estimates based on the 2D tip optimization output
(Table 4.4). On the other hand, the expected reduction in tip and shroud heat
transfer for the HT blade was largely overestimated. The cause for this can be
attributed to the effect of the relative casing movement on the endwall heat transfer
(not considered in the precedent 2D numerical optimization), which counterbalances
the positive effect of tip contouring. The carved AERO geometry, designed for best
aerodynamics, exhibits a small increase in pressure losses with respect to the flat tip.
Such results can be justified first of all, by the rather small expected gain, few tenths,
therefore susceptible to be spoiled in the 3D profile reconstruction. Secondly, the
prediction of the mixing losses implemented in the 2D optimization procedure lacked
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A novel quasi-3D strategy to identify rotor tip profiles with optimal aerothermal
performances is presented in this chapter and verified in 3D.
The design methodology is based on the overtip gap flow analysis of 2D planes
along streamlines which reduces the complexity of the leakage flow simulations sig-
nificantly. A numerical multi-objective optimization of the tip shape was performed
using differential evolution algorithms combined with a surrogate model. The 2D tip
geometry was optimized for five gap flow regimes relevant to modern HP turbines
varying the blade load and the width-to-gap ratio.
The geometry of superior tip profiles was found to vary considerably among the
distinct tip flow conditions. Tip shapes which perform better at low speed are not
optimal for supersonic gap flows. Loss production in the subsonic regime is mainly
driven by the amount of gap mass flow and improvements rely on minimizing the
gap throat. At high speed, the specific entropy generation has a larger impact on
the overall gap losses, which are less mass flow dependent. Appropriate tip-shaping
can provide loss abatement up to 20% compared to conventional flat tip geometries.
On the heat transfer side, the flat tip profile performs very poorly and optimized tip
shapes offer a potential reduction of the thermal loads by 40% at all tip flow condi-
tions. Management of the wall heat fluxes is achieved through local flow acceleration
and control of the boundary layer status.
In order to verify the quasi-3D approach, the aerothermal performances of two
fully carved 3D turbine rotor tips were compared against two conventional geometries:
a flat and squealer tip geometry. Analysis of the flow direction in the middle of the
clearance reveals that the transonic flowpaths for the carved design are generally
maintained and only marginally modified compared to the flat tip. However, the
identified complex 3D flow structures for the squealer type illustrate the limits for
the applicability of the current quasi-3D streamline approach. The aerodynamic and
heat transfer parameters of the 3D carved blades were found in agreement with the
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expectations inferred from a weighted performance budget of the discrete 2D optimal
tip profiles.
Both of the carved profiles proved to reduce its tip heat load (even up to a decrease
of 18% with a smoother distribution), alas at the price of a slight increase (2-10%)
in thermal load on the, less critical, upper quarter of the blade SS. On the contrary,
a squealer type geometry, even though achieving a pressure loss abatement of 0.39%,
performs poorly from a thermal point of view and enhances the total integrated tip
heat transfer with 36%. The shroud heat flux does not reveal substantial changes
differentiating the simulated profiles and mainly depends on the driving temperature
potential. Investigation of the downstream aerodynamics shows a decreased leakage
and passage vortex strength for the squealer case. The effect of tip carving was shown
for one case to slightly reduce the leakage vortex strength while maintaining a similar
upper passage vortex signature.
This part of the dissertation served to quantify the influence of the blade tip con-
touring on the physics of the overtip rotor flow, the near-tip heat transfer processes
and the development and interactions of the rotor secondary flow structures. The
current chapter illustrated that a good potential lies in the design of enhanced carved
tip profiles exploiting further the three-dimensional nature of the overtip leakage flow
to reduce the heat transfer on the whole rotor airfoil while targeting aerodynamic per-
formance improvements by using a full 3D design optimization strategy (i.e. chapter
5).
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CHAPTER 5. FULL 3D OPTIMIZATION OF CARVED AND INDUSTRIAL
RUB-SAFE PROFILES
5.1 Three Dimensionality and a Holistic Approach
The previous chapter demonstrated the performance gain that could be achieved
through the use of carved blade tip profiles, constructed based on a simplified quasi-
3D approach. Therefore, a potential for further aerothermal enhancements exists
when using a fully three-dimensional optimization strategy, capable of capturing the
complex behaviour of the overtip leakage flow and its interaction with the mainstream
structures.
However, while the contoured geometries have proven to offer considerable reduc-
tions in heat transfer, it are the squealer geometries which are the widely adopted
sealing mechanism in the industry due to their enhanced aerodynamic performances.
These profiles have the extra advantage of reducing the chances of a catastrophic event
caused by any accidental rubbing of the blade against the casing. Unfortunately, many
of the currently implemented designs remain limited to relatively simple rim configu-
rations. A holistic approach has not been extended yet to the design of the turbine tip
section which leaves a whole design space of unexplored shapes with potentially (con-
siderably) enhanced aerothermal characteristics. In order to overcome the limitations
entailed with conventional optimization approaches (generally restricted to a single
specific type of geometry), a topology-like optimization strategy was implemented.
This Chapter is based on:
C. De Maesschalck, S. Lavagnoli, G. Paniagua, T. Verstraete, R. Olive, and P. Picot. Hetero-
geneous optimization strategies for carved and squealer-like turbine blade tips. ASME Turbo Expo
2015 Proceedings, GT2015-42983. [131]
C. De Maesschalck, S. Lavagnoli, G. Paniagua, T. Verstraete, R. Olive, and P. Picot. Hetero-
geneous optimization strategies for carved and squealer-like turbine blade tips. Journal of Turbo-
machinery, June 2016. [4]
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This technique, well established for treating structural design problems [132], enables
the generation of unconventional and non-intuitive designs.
This chapter presents the results of two novel, heterogeneous multi-objective op-
timization methodologies, exploring of a broad range of both carved and squealer-like
tip configurations.
5.2 Turbine Environment
The investigated rotor is part of a modern high pressure turbine stage, operating
at a Reynolds number of 2.4 x 105 and an exit relative Mach number (Mr,exit) of 0.73.
Relevant specifications of the rotor blade are given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Turbine specifications.
Parameter
Reynolds number (rotor outlet and Cax,rot) - 2.4 x 10
5
Exit relative Mach number (Mr,exit) - 0.73




Tip gap - design % of span 1.38%
Tip gap - tight % of span 0.85%
Rotor pressure ratio (P0,in/Ps,out) - 2.2
T0,gas/Tw - ∼1.47
T0r,gas/Tw - ∼1.33
A periodic section of the blade row is modeled while only the top 6% of the
rotor span is allowed to change shape (Fig. 5.1). The simulated geometry is divided
into 2 subdomains: one ‘downblock’ that does not change during the optimization
and an ‘upperblock’ that is meshed according to the requirements of the particular
tip design under consideration. For the current optimization, an uncooled geometry
was considered. However, the dimensions of the tip parameterized features were
constrained based on real-engine manufacturing capabilities, minimum requirements
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Figure 5.1: Computational domain.
A full hexahedral mesh is subsequently generated by means of Numeca Hexpress,
separately for the down- and upper-blocks. A thorough grid sensitivity analysis has
been conducted in order to assess the optimal mesh properties that were then applied
to all the geometries generated during the optimization. The simulations for the
sensitivity study were performed by increasing the mesh density isotropically for one of
the blocks while keeping the same grid resolution in the other one. Fig. 5.2a presents
the influence of the grid density on the efficiency for a single squealer configuration.
The lower and left axis of Fig. 5.2a and Fig. 5.2b refer to the down-block refinement
(blue curves with square labels), while the right and upper axis define the upperblock
mesh resolution (red curves with circular labels). One can observe that refining
the upperblock beyond 2 million cells does not improve the estimation. However,
grid refinement of the downblock reveals a clear asymptotic trend. It is important
to note that all the profiles are evaluated with the same downblock mesh in the
optimization loop. Hence, the same efficiency offset associated with the downblock
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grid will equally affect each tip configuration, ensuring a valid comparison among
different profiles. Fig. 5.2b illustrates the influence of the discretization levels for
both blocks on the tip heat transfer (compared to the finest grid solution) in the
case of three tip arrangements: a flat tip, a single squealer and a complex squealer
configuration. Refinement of the downblock (with a simple squealer) does not provide
significant variations in the tip heat transfer (∆Qtip < 1%). On the contrary, the tip
heat transfer is more sensitive to the upperblock mesh resolution as can be expected.
However, the error between the finest and the 2nd finest grids remains relatively small,
below 1.5% for every investigated tip shape.







(b) Effect on tip heat transfer.
Figure 5.2: Grid sensitivity analysis.
Based on the outcome of the grid-dependency study, the computational domain
was meshed using the grid settings of the 2nd finest grid: the downblock mesh counts
about 6 million cells while the upperblock can contain between 1.5 up to 3 million cells,
depending on the specific tip design. The main passage includes over 140 spanwise
divisions and a minimum of 40 grid points inside the tip gap. These mesh settings are
comparable to values used in previous numerical investigations where a satisfactory
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resolution of the tip flow region was obtained [29,46]. The first cell size was set such
that the y+ values remain below 0.2 along all solid surfaces to accurately resolve the
complete aerothermal boundary layer.
The steady-state simulations were performed by means of Numeca FINE/Open
using the k-ω SST model for the turbulence closure [67]. In order to simulate correctly
the tip flow problem [54], pitchwise-averaged radial profiles of relative total pressure,
total temperature, flow angles and turbulent quantities were extracted from the NGV
exit plane of a full stage calculation (see Fig. 5.1) and imposed at the rotor inlet. At
the domain exit, the static pressure was set to satisfy the radial equilibrium for a total
to static pressure ratio of 2.20. The solid walls were isothermal in order to retrieve
the heat flux at an engine representative gas to wall temperature ratio of about 1.5.
5.3 Parametrization and Geometry Generation
Two distinct parametrizations were developed during this investigation, each tar-
geting a different type of profiles. The first parametrization creates smoothly carved
blade tip surfaces using a shape optimization methodology, while the second parametriza-
tion encompasses squealer-like tip designs by means of a topology-like strategy.
5.3.1 Carved Tip Designs
The parametrization for the carved tip optimization aims to cover a wide range
of smoothly contoured tip profiles. The full procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5.3 and
consists of a general rectangular Bezier control surface [123], which is mapped onto
the tip profiles. The tip surface is discretized in 8 predefined sections along the
rotor camberline where the tip contouring can be adjusted separately by means of 6
control points, equally spaced from PS to SS (Fig. 5.3). In this way, a rectangular
Bezier surface is constructed through 48 control points (6 x 8) that set the radius
evolution over the complete tip surface. Each control point is a design variable for
the optimization and can take a value ranging from 0, when located at the maximum
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deformation depth, up to 1, when the point reaches the minimum tip clearance. To
reduce the amount of design variables and to ensure the tip manufacturability, the
profiles of the leading edge (LE) and trailing edge (TE) sections are forced to lie
on a straight line and their definition only requires 4 (2 x 2) design variables. In
this way, the shape parametrization counts a total of 40 design parameters. By
means of Matlab, the rectangular Bezier surface is subsequently mapped onto an
auxiliary surface that extends slightly beyond the tip contour (see Fig. 5.3, bottom
left). Eventually, the blade is cut with the generated surface resulting in the final
contoured tip shape (through Numeca IGG and Gambit). The maximum deformation
depth was set to 5.6% of the blade span (about four times the design tip clearance).
This range was judged sufficient to allow for a significant influence on the overtip flow
field with a minimum deformation of the overall blade profile. Moreover, the use of
such a Bezier surface guarantees that the final surface will not exceed the minimum
clearance nor deform the profile outside the prescribed deformation region.
Figure 5.3: Illustration of the carved tip parametrization.
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5.3.2 Squealer-like Tip Design
This type of tip parametrization is inspired by a topology-based optimization
rather than a pure shape optimization [133]. Although seldom applied to fluid ma-
chinery design, these topology optimization techniques have already shown promising
results in a number of alternative applications (e.g., cars [134], microfluidic mix-
ers [135], or complex duct flows [136]). The goal of the current parametrization is to
enable the creation of a very wide range of squealer-like designs, which shall consist
of an arbitrary amount of rims which separate one or multiple cavities. Hence, the
tip surface has been divided in about 200 different blocks (see Fig. 5.4a). Each block
can be either up (and so it becomes part of a rim) or down (which makes it part of
a cavity floor), Fig. 5.4b. The minimum dimensions of the blocks are set based on
real-engine manufacturing capabilities and requirements dictated by the mechanical
strength and coolability. The cavity depth was set to 4.5% of the blade span, about
three times the design tip clearance. The reference squealer design adopts one single
rim along the tip outer profile with a thickness of about 2% of the blade span. The
real blade tip corner radius was not modeled and all the rim blocks were defined with
sharp edges in the CFD geometry.
(a) Block discretization pattern. (b) Graphical example of the
block-up/block-down tip surface
generation.
Figure 5.4: Block discretization for the squealer-like optimization.
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In order to define whether a certain block is set up or down, two different ap-
proaches were used:
The Binary Approach. This strategy uses a binary string that defines the position
of every block separately (Fig. 5.5). Since the binary string contains about 200
elements there will be an equal amount of design variables.
The Level-Set Approach. In an attempt to reduce the number of optimization
parameters and exclude non-relevant configurations, a level-set approach [137] was
implemented. This methodology is illustrated in the top side of Fig. 5.5.
Similarly to what is done in the carved shape parametrization, the procedure starts
from a general Bezier surface which is mapped onto the tip. The surface is built based
on 12 sections disposed along the rotor camberline where the shape evolution from
PS to SS is defined through a maximum of 8 equally spaced design parameters (8 x
12 = 96 parameters varying from 0 to 1). To discriminate whether a block is up or
down, the mapped Bezier surface is evaluated at the center of every cell (Fig. 5.5,
blue dots). If this value is higher than a chosen threshold (in this case the threshold is
set at 0.5), the block is set to be ‘up’. In the case the value is below the threshold, the
considered block becomes part of the cavity floor. In general, 8 design parameters are
not always necessary to define the contour from PS to SS in all the tip sections along
the chord. For very thin sections of the rotor blade (e.g. the aft part of the blade),
some of the Bezier control points are combined together with one design variable. The
amount of design variables is reported in Fig. 5.5 next to each section. The strategy
used to combine the control points is demonstrated in the top-left side of Fig. 5.5.
For example, in the case the section is defined by only 5 design parameters (instead
of all 8 required for a 8 x 12 Bezier surface), one variable is attributed to each of the
two outer control points. The other control points are combined two-by-two, and the
height of each duo is set equally through one design parameter. In case for example
only 2 design variables describe the section (e.g. the last three sections near the TE),
the first four control points take the value of the first design variable while the last
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4 control points adopt the height set by a second design parameter. This approach
brings the total amount of required design variables for the level-set approach down
from 96 to 50.
Figure 5.5: Binary and level-set approach for the squealer-like optimization.
Once the position of each of the blocks is established, the upstanding blocks are
merged through a Matlab script and the edges of each of the rims are identified (Fig.
5.5). For each cell at the border of a rim, the middle point on its edge is exported
and a B-Spline interpolation generates the smoothed rim sides (performed through
Numeca IGG). Eventually, the rim volumes are created and merged with the rest of
the blade geometry to compose the solid domain which is consequently cut away from
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the upperblock to define the fluid domain (using the commercial softwares Gambit
and Numeca Hexpress).
5.4 Optimization Methodology
The current study comprises a multi-objective optimization that aims at the re-
duction of the rotor tip thermal loads and the concurrent improvement of the rotor
efficiency.
The heat transfer objective parameter is defined as the heat transfer integrated
over the entire rotor surface exposed to the tip deformation (red area in Fig. 5.4b).
Although the tip design also affects the heat transfer distribution on other relevant
regions of the rotor blade (pressure and suction side, shroud), only the tip heat load
was considered as the optimization objective being the tip the most critical area to
refrigerate in a turbine blade. In order to provide an accurate assessment of the
rotor heat transfer performances, the heat flux magnitude and distribution were also
determined on all the other rotor surfaces and results are discussed later in this
chapter.
The second objective parameter which lumps up the aerodynamic performances












Fig. 5.6 presents a general overview of the methodology for the three types of
optimizations that have been conducted: the carved tip optimization, the squealer-
like optimization with the Binary approach and finally with the Level-Set approach.
The in-house optimizer CADO (chapter 2.3, Fig. 5.6-top) is coupled to the evaluation
routine (Fig. 5.6-bottom) which handles the sequence from the CAD generation
through the meshing, the flow solving and the data post-treatment.
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Figure 5.6: Flowchart of the optimization methodology.
The optimization was kicked-off with an evaluation of the performance of the
profiles from an initial database, the DoE (‘Design of Experiments’). For the current
investigation, a fractional factorial approach [124] was used to select the subset of
the design space to be evaluated during the DoE. Subsequently the tip profiles are
ranked and the prime geometries constitute the first population. Based on the process
of crossover and mutation (controlled through user-defined constants), the ‘children’
are generated and their design parameters are passed on to the evaluation routine (in
the form of optimization parameters between 0 and 1 for the DE code and a binary
string for the GA routine). Once the performances are assessed, this information
is fed back to the optimizer that adds the newly evaluated children to the previous
population including the ‘parents’. Eventually this enlarged database is ranked and
the prime individuals compose the next population. From the latter population, new
children are created through the aforementioned recombination procedure and the
iterative loop continues until no significant improvements in the Pareto front can be
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noticed anymore. The latter Pareto front contains the individuals for which one of
the performance parameters cannot be enhanced without deteriorating the other.
For the GA optimization, the crossover likelihood was set to 0.8 and the mutation
probability to 0.005 (1 out of 200, resulting in about one mutated block per new
tip design). The population size was set to 20 individuals, fixing the amount of
new tip designs per iteration. This number was deemed to be sufficiently large in
order to capture the inherent variety contained in the final Pareto front. For the
optimization of the carved tip geometry and the squealer-like optimization with the
level-set approach, the DE algorithm provides the design parameters of the geometries
to be evaluated. For this optimization, the cross-over and mutation constants were
set respectively to 0.8 and 0.6. The population size for the carved design optimization
was fixed to 20. For the optimization of the squealer-like tip with a level-set approach,
a population size of 40 was imposed to allow for a larger spread in the Pareto front.
Carved Tip Optimization Sequence. The optimization of the contoured tip pro-
files was conducted for the two rotor tip clearances under investigation: 1.38% of the
blade span (design gap case) and 0.85% of the blade span (tight gap case). The design
sequence is presented in Fig. 5.7. Firstly, the DoE (129 designs) was constructed for
the tight clearance case from which the DE optimization was initiated (highest ranked
20 designs). After 14 iterations (about 270 extra evaluated designs), the Pareto front
was deemed to be converged and 9 optimal designs were selected and recalculated
at the design tip clearance. Combined with the DoE of the design clearance, this
pool of 138 tip shapes formed the basis for the 2nd DE optimization. Eventually,
the optimization of the rotor tip section at the design tip clearance converged after 8
iterations and about 300 designs were generated.
Squealer-Like Tip Optimization Strategy. The sequence for the squealer like
optimization is illustrated in Fig. 5.8. The DoE was created first with the Level-
Set approach from which the 40 best profiles were selected to initiate the population
for the DE optimization. After 11 populations of 40 individuals (∼540 designs), no
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Figure 5.7: Strategy sequence for the carved tip optimization.
significant improvement could be discerned. The prime designs along the Pareto front
were then combined with some additional conventional profiles. The optimization was
restarted with the Binary Approach up to a total of 17 iterations employing the GA
routine.
Figure 5.8: Strategy sequence for the squealer-like optimization.
5.5 Optimization Convergence and Pareto Fronts
5.5.1 Carved Tip Optimization
Fig. 5.9 presents the Pareto front for the carved tip optimization where each eval-
uated tip profile is identified by the two objective functions: aerodynamic efficiency
and tip heat transfer. For both the design and tight clearance optimizations, the tip
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heat load is normalized by the heat flux over the flat tip blade at the nominal gap.
For consistency, the aerothermal performance of this flat tip profile will be used as
the reference case throughout the rest of the chapter. Furthermore, the color code


























Figure 5.9: The Pareto front for the carved tip optimization at design and tight clearance.
In Fig. 5.9, the individuals generated during the DoE expose a large scatter of
the performance with differences in heat transfer higher than 40% and about 4% in
efficiency. As the optimization evolves, the new individuals move towards enhanced
efficiencies and reduced heat fluxes. Eventually, for both tip clearance levels, the
optimization was deemed converged when no significant improvements were obtained
in the last 2 populations. Additionally, the location of the flat tip performances at
the tight and design clearance is reported for each of the optimizations. A reduction
of the gap size by 0.5% of the blade span enhances the rotor efficiency by about 1%,
consistent with trends found in the literature (e.g. Yoon et al. [14]). The smaller
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gap size additionally helps to reduce the total heat transfer by 4% despite the larger
wetted surface. For both of the investigated clearances little to no improvement in
efficiency could be obtained considering 3D carved tip profiles. However, the Pareto
front indicates that the exchange rate between rotor efficiency and the tip heat load
is approximately 1:20. In other words, the use of the contoured tip design strategy
allows to trade a small reduction in efficiency (∆η ∼0.5%) with a reduction in tip
heat load of about 10%.
Fig. 5.10 shows the detailed convergence history of the optimization objectives as
a function of the number of evaluated tip designs. The evolution of the efficiency and
heat transfer parameters for the tight clearance case is displayed in Fig. 5.10a and
Fig. 5.10b. Since the DoE was performed with a fractional factorial design approach
employing 0.1 and 0.9 as the lowest and the highest level, the flat tip design at the
minimum clearance (design variables equal to unity) was additionally included in the
database prior to the optimization. The addition of the flat tip into the database
resulted in a faster convergence to the maximum efficiency (Fig. 5.10a) since the
conventional flat tip geometry turned out to offer superior performances. The Pareto
front in Fig. 5.9 shows that the scatter of the efficiency data is above 5% in the initial
population and it reduces to 1% as the optimization converges. On the contrary,
the minimization of the heat transfer (Fig. 5.10b) happens more gradually and the
dispersion of the individuals’ performance is around 10-12% after the evaluation of
400 tip geometries (15 populations).
Once the optimization of the carved tip design is completed, the DoE is conducted
at the design clearance. The lower and upper level for the tip gap size were set to 0
and 1 in order to enable the largest variability in blade tip shape. Nine designs along
the Pareto front of the tight clearance were selected and evaluated at the design gap
height in order to accelerate the convergence rate of the optimization. These profiles
are designated by green dots in Fig. 5.10c and Fig. 5.10d. In terms of efficiency, these
tip surfaces show high levels of performances and their introduction into the individual
pool effectively helps the optimization algorithm to reach convergence for the rotor
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Figure 5.10: Convergence evolution of the optimization objectives for the tight clearance
(red dots, (a) and (b)) and design clearance (blue dots, (c) and (d)). Colors are consistent
with legend of Fig. 5.9.
efficiency. However, due to a low score in the heat transfer objective parameter, these
evaluated profiles do not lay on the final Pareto front. Eventually, convergence in the
heat transfer parameter was reached after 8 populations.
Fig. 5.11a presents a zoom of the Pareto front for the fully carved tip shape
optimizations. Additionally, Fig. 5.11b shows the contoured surface of four optimized
tip geometries selected along the Pareto lines of the two investigated tip clearance
cases: profiles ‘A’ and ‘C’ represent the best compromise between aerodynamics and
thermal performances, while profiles ‘B’ and ‘D’ are tip designs tailored for heat
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transfer minimization. Eventually, a sketch of the tip cross section for two overtip
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Figure 5.11: Zoom on the carved optimization Pareto front (a) and a detailed view of four
optimal shapes (b).
The color bar in Fig. 5.11b ranges between 1, when the profile is at the minimum
clearance, and 0.75, when the tip surface is contoured for about 25% of the defor-
mation depth (Fig. 5.3). The results show that over most of the tip surface such
deformation depth span is sufficient to obtain significant reductions in heat transfer
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(Fig. 5.11b). The 25% deformation length corresponds approximately to the size of
the design clearance.
The designs located in the central part of the Pareto front for both clearances
(profile A and C) indicate that a divergent passage in the aft section of the blade
produces an immediate reduction of the overall heat transfer by 5%. In the front
section, the tight clearance profile (C) exposes a slightly larger absolute deformation
with respect to the optimal profile at the design clearance (A). From the tip geometries
in the lower region of the Pareto front (B and D) the low radius of the profile at the
suction side extends up to the rotor leading edge. These optimal design solutions
attempt to create a continuous converging-diverging flow path in the front section of
the rotor blade that is beneficial to alleviate the thermal loads. Remarkably, tighter
tip gaps demand more aggressive contouring (i.e., deeper blade radius variations) in
the front blade region to achieve reduction in heat transfer as high as 12%.
5.5.2 Squealer-Like Optimization
The Pareto front for the squealer-like optimization is depicted in Fig. 5.12 for
both the level-set optimization and the optimization based on the binary approach.
Additionally, the performances of two types of conventional designs, the flat and sin-
gle squealer tip geometry, are explicitly indicated in the graph. As it was done for Fig.
5.9, the performance of the flat tip design at the nominal clearance is used to nor-
malize the heat transfer of all the individuals. Similar to the carved tip optimization,
a fast advancement towards the lower right region in the objective space is obtained.
However, at the end of the optimization with the level-set method, the distribution
of the tip profiles along the Pareto line is characterized by discontinuities. The opti-
mization using the binary approach succeeded in making the Pareto front denser and
to generate additional tip profiles with enhanced efficiency. This improvement was
achieved by including every possible binary combination into the parametrization to


























Figure 5.12: The Pareto front for the squealer-like optimizations.
The outcome of these optimizations clearly points out that the proposed design
methodologies can generate a large number of tip geometries that outperform the
conventional squealer and flat tip design. For this particular state-of-the-art turbine
blade, there exist tip configurations that would allow a reduction in the tip heat load
by 10% compared to a flat tip and nearly by 30% in comparison with a squealer design,
while preserving the aerodynamic performance. Other superior tip geometries provide
an increase of the rotor efficiency by 0.3% in combination with a 10% drop in the total
heat transfer when compared to the squealer tip configuration. Fig. 5.12 additionally
displays the Pareto fronts for the two carved tip optimizations represented by dashed
lines. Overall, the squealer-like Pareto spans an efficiency range of 1%, similarly to
what was observed for the carved tip designs. On the contrary, the corresponding
tip thermal loads exhibit a much large scatter (∼40%) with respect to the Pareto
line predicted for the contoured tip optimization. The exchange rate between the
efficiency and the tip heat flux for the squealer-like optimal profiles (∆η=1% yields
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∆Q=40%) is twice the exchange rate associated with the carved tip design strategy
(∆η=1% yields ∆Q=20%). In other words, the squealer-like configuration is likely
to offer a stronger reduction in heat load at the price of smaller aerodynamic loss.
Similar to Fig. 5.10, Fig. 5.13 presents the convergence evolution for the squealer-
like optimization. Consistent with Fig. 5.12, the grey dots present the DoE, the or-
ange ones the created individuals adopting the level-set approach and the green/black
dots the tip profiles generated with the binary approach. In terms of efficiency (Fig.
5.13a), one can note that the binary approach realizes quite fast the last percent-
points of improvement by allowing every single block to vary independently. On the
heat transfer side (Fig. 5.13b) many profiles with reduced heat transfer levels were
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Figure 5.13: Convergence evolution of the objectives throughout the squealer-like optimiza-
tion: Efficiency (a) and Tip heat transfer (b).
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5.6 Aerodynamic Performance and Flow Field
Fig. 5.14 presents the blade torque as a function of the turbine massflow for
every evaluated tip design. On the bottom right of Fig. 5.14, the same plot has
been constructed, colored by the efficiency levels. The latter figure locates the high
performing individuals in the upper left region of the graph. Comparison among the
optimal individuals obtained with the carved tip optimization indicate little variations
in turbine power extraction for the same pressure loading across the rotor row. Re-
ducing the clearance on the other hand decreases the massflow almost by 1.5% while
preserving the blade torque. As a consequence, the total temperature drop across the
rotor slightly increases together with a higher flow turning. The Pareto front of the
squealer-like optimization shows a much larger scatter. Blade to blade variations of
about 4% in massflow and almost 3% in torque extraction can be observed, generally
exceeding the values for the carved rotor shapes. Moreover, on the efficiency plot, two
distinct zones of high efficiency are identified. The bottom ellipse generally encloses
designs with a closed aft part while the zone with a larger torque and massflow mainly
consists of profiles adopting an open configuration near the trailing edge.
The downstream flow vorticity of the upper 50% of the blade channel (massflow-
averaged in the plane 0.5Cax,rot downstream of the rotor trailing edge, Fig. 5.1) is
plotted in Fig. 5.15 against the efficiency objective. The distribution of the carved
tip profiles reveals a general trend where an increase of 1% in efficiency corresponds
to a decrease by 15% in vorticity. The scatter of the carved tip data suggests that
a contoured tip design offers limited control on the rotor outlet flow field once the
maximum efficiency is attained. This is the evidence that only one particular pattern
of tip surface shape provides the best aerodynamic performance.
Similarly as for the other aerodynamic quantities, the Pareto front of the squealer-
like designs shows a scattering about 3 times as large as for the carved optimization
at the same design clearance. The squealer design approach clearly provides vari-















Figure 5.14: Blade torque versus the massflow for every evaluated profile.
spillage fluid with the main stream flow without significant impact on the overall
rotor efficiency.
The three profiles (‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’) highlighted in Fig. 5.15 give an indication of
the wide variety of tip geometries and downstream flow structures that were achieved
throughout the optimization. The flat tip, denoted with ‘B’, shows an established
downstream vortex pattern consisting of the overtip leakage vortex (TLV) which is
clearly separated from the upper passage vortex (UPV). Tip geometry ‘A’ on the
contrary adopts a small suction side rim and a fully opened back end. This config-
uration imposes a large fraction of gap massflow to accelerate rapidly inside the tip
channel. As a consequence, the fluid exit velocity is increased and the tip leakage
vortex is bent further towards the direction of the rotational speed (compared to a
flat tip). Tip shape ‘C’ exposes one of the lowest vorticity magnitudes among the
optimal squealer-like designs. This profile features a version of a PS squealer. The

























Figure 5.15: Downstream vorticity in the upper 50% of the blade span against the efficiency.
and thus the overtip massflow. However, since only a small fraction of the SS edge is
protected by a rim, the rotor efficiency is reduced in comparison to the conventional
full squealer blade. The rotor exit flow field of blade ‘C’ experiences the merging
of the tip leakage vortex with the upper passage vortex. Because of the SS opened
rim, the interaction between the UPV and the TLV starts further upstream inside
the blade passage. At the rotor outlet, the merged vortical structure spreads over
a wider portion of the blade channel when compared to the vorticity field predicted
for blade tip ‘A’ and ‘B’. The increased size of the single vortex is due to the earlier
start of the UPV-TLV mixing process. As the two vortices are counter-rotating, the
resulting vorticity strength at the rotor outlet is however weakened.
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5.7 Heat Transfer Characteristics
Fig. 5.16 shows the relation between the total integrated heat transfer and the
heat load per unit of area. While the first one gives an indication of the total amount
of coolant required for refrigeration of the tip area, the second quantity represents
the actual thermal loads that drive the local metal temperature. In this view, the
current optimization strategy proves to be an effective tool to manage the tip thermal
gradients by offering extended control on the tip heat load distribution, a requisite
to design improved cooling schemes.
























Figure 5.16: Total tip heat transfer [W] versus the surface-averaged heat load [W/m2].
The carved tip optimizations for both clearance sizes show similar limits of their
Pareto front where the area averaged tip heat transfer varies less than 10%. The tip
heat flux of the optimal profiles at tight clearance is approximately 10% lower than
the levels found for blade tip shapes running at the design clearance. In general, this
can be explained by the variation in the average tip gap size rather than by a direct
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influence of the tip surface shape. On the contrary, the squealer-like profiles present
a large variety of thermal performances, with variations as high as 40% in tip heat
transfer and heat flux for similar aerodynamic performances (Fig. 5.16, bottom right).
The average heat load per unit area is generally lower in the case of rim-type designs
compared to the contoured ones, mainly because of the wider wetted area. Two
profiles ‘A’ and ‘B’ are shown in detail in Fig. 5.16. While both geometries present a
comparable tip heat transfer, the total heat load differs by almost 60% of the flat tip
heat flux. Such a large variation in tip thermal load discloses a drawback of complex
squealer configurations with multi-cavity arrangements where a much larger surface
is inevitably exposed to the hot spillage gas. Multi-cavity tip layouts (blade tip ‘A’)
also promote increased heterogeneity and interaction of the flow structures within
the squealer bath. The contour plots of blade tip heat transfer shown in Fig. 5.16
prove how the augmented cavity flow activity associated with tip profile ‘A’ results in
large heat transfer variations over the rotor tip surface. Less extreme squealer designs
such as blade tip ‘B’ alleviate the tip thermal loads by minimizing the generation of
separated regions and impinging jet flows in the tip channel. Areas of high thermal
exchange are confined in the proximity of the outer rim edges.
In this view, it is not sufficient to consider only the total heat measurement,
but the average heat transfer must also be taken into account to correctly identify
the actual thermal forcing. Another important aspect to assess is the occurrence of
potential ‘hot spots’ induced by a particular tip configuration. From a qualitative
point of view, one indication of the presence of large temperature gradients on the
tip surface can be given by the RMS of the heat transfer distribution. In Fig. 5.17
the total tip heat flux is plotted against the associated heat transfer RMS. A higher
RMS value is an indication that large thermal gradients are likely to be generated
into the metal blade if not appropriately compensated by effective cooling schemes.
The squealer-like tip geometries manifest again a broader scatter of the RMS
values compared to the carved tip geometries and a general trend cannot be distin-
guished. Fig. 5.17 shows the surface heat flux distribution for two profiles ‘A’ and
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Figure 5.17: Tip heat transfer [W] in function of the heat load RMS value.
‘B’ that have similar tip heat transfer levels, but differ significantly in terms of RMS
value (> 60% of the flat tip RMS value). Profile ‘A’ exposes a more uniform tip heat
flux distribution (low RMS) compared to profile ‘B’, and the highest heat flux peaks
remain confined on a small region in the proximity of the aft PS edge. On profile
‘B’ spread zones of high heat transfer are visible on the aft blade rims and cavity
floor, which makes this tip design more susceptible to thermal fatigue issues. Wide
apertures in the outer seal rims (profile ‘B’) are particularly detrimental for the heat
transfer performance. The tip leakage flow enters the open tip channel in the front
suction side and accelerates within the squealer cavity. A strong fluid interaction
takes place between the high-speed jet in the squealer bath and the spillage flow that
crosses the blade tip at the rotor mid-chord pressure side. The mixing of the two fluid
streams generates local hot spots on the mid-chord cavity floor and on the inner sur-
face of the SS rim. On the contrary, a continuous seal rim running along the external
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blade perimeter (blade tip ‘A’) prevents the creation and the consequent interaction
of high-momentum hot streams within the squealer channel.
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Figure 5.18: Heat transfer to the SS and PS for the upper 25%, upper 50% and the full
blade span.
In order to quantify up to what extent the tip design influences the rotor blade
thermal loads, Fig. 5.18 plots the tip heat transfer optimization objective (vertical
axis, ‘Tip HT’) against the heat transfer onto the rotor SS and PS surfaces (hori-
zontal axis). For comparison purposes, the same reference heat transfer value (‘Ref’)
normalize both the pressure and suction side heat transfer data. The graphs on the
upper part of Fig. 5.18 display on the horizontal axis the heat transfer on the upper
25% of the blade span. The middle and bottom plots report the heat transfer over the
upper 50% and the entire blade height respectively. On the upper 25% of the blade
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span, the suction side heat transfer varies up to 50% depending on the tip design. On
the contrary, the heat transfer on the upper 25% of the pressure side is less sensitive
to the specific tip geometry and the performance scatter is reduced to about 25%.
Most of the variability in suction and pressure side thermal loads can be attributed to
those profiles with large tip clearance that were simulated during the initial phases of
the optimization (e.g. the numerous DoE samples on the right side of Fig. 5.18-top).
A more intense tip leakage flow is associated with larger tip gaps which in turn plays
a role on the flow pattern in the near-tip blade pressure side. The profiles that lie on
the Pareto front (identified by the colored ellipses in Fig. 5.18) show less pronounced
variations in heat transfer on both the blade pressure side (∼10% for the squealer-like
geometries, ∼2-3% for the carved tip designs) and suction side (about 25% for the
for the squealer-like geometries, ∼10% for the carved tip profiles). As it can been
deduced from Fig. 5.18-bottom, the effect of the tip leakage flow structure on the
whole blade heat transfer is less strong and variations below 15% for the SS and below
8% for the PS can be attributed to the rotor tip configuration. Individuals with the
lowest tip heat transfer or superior aerodynamic performance showed large variability
in the SS and PS heat transfer levels. Overall, the near-tip heat transfer data did not
reveal any clear correlation with optimal blade tip geometries.
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5.8 Conclusions
This chapter introduced two novel optimization strategies for the design of the
blade tip section of unshrouded turbine rotors with enhanced aerothermal perfor-
mances. A first strategy evaluates fully three-dimensional contoured blade designs
based on a general Bezier surface (40 parameters) mapped onto the tip geometry.
The optimization was performed at two different tip clearances using a Differential
Evolution algorithm. The second methodology uses an approach similar to a topol-
ogy optimization strategy where the tip area was divided in about 200 distinct blocks
which can be either part of an upstanding rim or be set down to constitute the cavity
floor. This strategy allowed to generate almost every possible rim-cavity layout during
one single optimization. In total, around 700 carved tip profiles and 800 squealer-like
geometries were evaluated during 4 consecutive multi-objective optimizations which
targeted the simultaneous increase of the aerodynamic efficiency and the reduction
of the overtip heat load.
The results show that a flat tip represents a prime design choice in terms of
efficiency for the investigated turbine hardware when the optimization space is limited
to the carved tip shape approach. However, the Pareto front for these optimizations
revealed the possibility of an immediate heat transfer reduction of 5% through the
creation of a diverging passage in the aft part of the blade. Further heat transfer
reduction is accessible by reducing the suction side tip radius up to the blade leading
edge region. Interestingly, tip profiles running at a tight clearance require a more
aggressive tip contouring than what is demanded by geometries at the design clearance
to achieve the same heat transfer enhancement.
The final Pareto front for the squealer-like tip optimization showed additional
aerodynamic improvements and a reduced sensitivity of the efficiency compared to
the contoured blade design approach. The exchange rate between the aerodynamic
performance and the tip heat flux for the squealer-like optimal profiles was proven to
be twice as high as for the carved tip design strategy.
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Variability in massflow and power extraction remains fairly low for the contoured
profile optimization. On the contrary, the squealer-like designs along the Pareto front
show almost 4% scatter in massflow and 3% in torque, with significant variations in the
rotor exit flow field structure. Two distinct zones of high aerodynamic performance
were identified corresponding to blades with a closed and fully opened aft-section.
The comparison of the area averaged heat load and its RMS value showed that
while the heat flux in the case of the rim-type designs tends to be generally lower due
to the larger wetted area, the occurrence of hot spots is considerably increased. The
influence of the tip shape is most significant on the upper 25% of the blade span and
strongly depends on the tip leakage vortex physics. The tip design can account for
variations in heat transfer up to 50% on the near-tip suction side and up to 25% on
the near-tip pressure side.
One of the most important conclusions of this investigation was the demonstration
of the two novel optimization strategies to uncover unexplored types of turbine tip
geometries. The analysis of the generated tip profiles shows that the final tip geometry
selection should not only result from a trade-off between efficiency enhancement and
tip heat transfer reduction, but must take into account a combination of additional
aerodynamic parameters (e.g. the rotor outlet flow field) and thermal aspects (e.g.
presence of hot spots, coolability issues). The optimization results illustrated that a
significant number of new heterogeneous tip geometries exist that can offer increased
aerothermal performances, beyond the standards of prevalent conventional tip designs
adopted in modern gas turbine engines.
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CHAPTER 6. AEROTHERMAL FIELD OF SQUEALER-LIKE PROFILES AND
PERFORMANCE ROBUSTNESS
6.1 Operational and Manufacturing Variabilities
The actual tip profile in operation may differ significantly from the optimal de-
signed geometry. Manufacturing tolerances as well as engine operation effects (e.g.
transients, erosion, oxidation, creep, rubbing, foreign object damage) can lead to con-
siderable shape alterations [9, 139]. However, the influence of these uncertainties is
rarely the subject of academic studies and their actual impact on the aerodynamics
and heat transfer remains vague.
Lattime and Steinetz [21] quote that axisymmetric clearance changes of 0.03 in.
are not uncommon during take-off for large commercial engines (e.g. 1.5% of a typical
blade span) and can reach even larger values when flight-induced asymmetric loads
are included. Clearance measurements by Glezer [140] on the first stage of a mid-size
industrial turbine showed gap variations between 2.2% and 0.6% of the blade span
during engine transients. Hershey et al. [141] present a 20 mils change of the tip
gap during transients (e.g. about 1% of a representative rotor height). Additionally,
Bunker [142] quotes the variations of the aerodynamic profile shape and the thermal
barrier coating thickness due to manufacturing inaccuracies to be ±0.05 mm in the
case of a large heavy frame gas turbine.
Recently, non-intrusive probabilistic uncertainty methodologies such as polyno-
mial chaos expansion and stochastic collocation methods [143] have received an in-
creasing interest [144]. These methods allow to propagate large uncertainties through
This Chapter is based on:
C. De Maesschalck, C. Lacor, G. Paniagua, L. Lavagnoli, A. Remiot, and Bricteux L. Perfor-
mance robustness of turbine squealer tip designs due to manufacturing and engine operation. In
ISABE 2015 Conference Proceedings, number ISABE2015-20205. [138]
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complex models while requiring singlificantly less simulations compared to conven-
tional Monte Carlo methods. Considering the relatively high computational cost of
turbomachinery computational fluid dynamics, these efficient techniques offer oppor-
tunities to include a-priori known uncertainties already from an early design phase,
or test a-posteriori the robustness of the design outcome [145]. Such assessment, in-
dispensable for a proper reliability evaluation [142,146], could additionally be used to
justify discrepancies between numerical predictions and experimental data [147,148].
Nevertheless, these methods are not widely adopted (yet) in the gas turbine commu-
nity [149], except for rare examples [150]. Moreover, to the best of the researcher’s
knowledge, no rigorous study on the combined geometrical effects of a squealer tip
has been conducted using such non-intrusive uncertainty quantification methodology.
Therefore, the current chapter presents the results of an extensive numerical study,
investigating the robustness of a squealer tip design to manufacturing tolerances and
operational degradation, adopting the stochastic collocation method. This part of
the research provides a deeper insight into the distinct geometrical influences on
the aerothermal characteristics and reliability of the turbine rotor and quantifies
confidence intervals for the heat transfer signatures and aerodynamic flow properties.
6.2 Numerical Methodology
The simulated blade row subject of this robustness analysis is the same high
pressure turbine stage as adopted during the 3D optimization (cfr. Chapter 5). The
most important specifications are presented in Table 5.1. Additionally, the 2-block
strategy for the computational domain was employed (see Fig. 5.1), allowing the need
to only change the upperblock for every evaluated case.
A fully hexahedral mesh is generated through Numeca Hexpress, separately for
both subdomains. Fig. 6.1 shows the results of a grid sensitivity study, focusing on
the overtip heat transfer characteristics of interest. For this study, a general squealer
design with sharp rim edges was used, adopting gradual isotropic refinements (while
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maintaining the mesh density for the other domain constant). Fig. 6.1 presents
the variability of the heat transfer onto the tip (solid lines) and the overtip casing
(dashed lines) compared to the finest grid solution. The lower and left axis refer to the
influence of the down-block refinement (blue curves with square labels) and the upper
and right axis to the upperblock resolution (red curves with round markers). The
influence of the downblock resolution on the tip and shroud heat transfer is limited:
less than 0.4% between the two finest grids. The influence of the upperblock is more
pronounced but still limited to 1.5% between the two finest grids.
Figure 6.1: Mesh sensitivity analysis: effect on tip (solid lines) and shroud (dashed lines)
heat transfer.
Therefore, the computational grid settings were chosen to be identical to the
one during the optimization, i.e. the 2nd finest mesh (cfr. section 5.2, Fig. 5.2).
However, additional refinements were included here to capture accurately the rim
corner radii. This results in a significant increase of the average total amount of cells
for the upperblock mesh from about 2-3 million, up to 5-6 million. Together with
the downblock, containing 6 million grid points, final grid sizes of 11-12 million cells
are obtained. The blade span of the main passage is divided into roughly 140 radial
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divisions while the tip gap height has been discretized with about 40 cells. The first
cell size was fixed such that the y+ values remain below 0.2 along all solid surfaces to
accurately resolve the entire aerothermal boundary layer. A view of the final mesh




Figure 6.2: Full rotor mesh (a) and zoom of the tip gap region (b).
The simulations were performed with Numeca Fine/OPEN, adopting a 3-step
multigrid approach to accelerate convergence. Dry air was selected as the working
fluid, modeled as a thermally perfect gas. Specifically, temperature-dependent pro-
files for the heat capacity, thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity [151] were em-
ployed. The turbulence closure was obtained through the Spalart Allmaras model [66],
implemented including the improvements described by Ashford and Powell [68].
The same boundary conditions were adopted as for the 3D optimization (Table
5.1): at the rotor inlet the pitchwise averaged radial profiles of relative total pressure,
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temperature, flow angle and turbulent quantities, and a static pressure at the down-
stream end of the computational domain, satisfying the radial equilibrium condition.
6.3 Robustness Assessment
6.3.1 Geometrical Variability
Fig. 6.3a shows the investigated squealer tip geometry, widely used in the industry,
consisting of an upstanding rim all along the pressure and suction side which creates
a central cavity. Ideally, the turbine operates at a predefined design clearance (i.e.
the distance between the rotating blade and the stationary shroud) and the top edges
of the squealer rims are sharp. However, these rim edges are prone to wear due to
the extremely harsh pressure and temperature operating conditions, which results in
the radiusing of the top rims during engine service [55,152]. Moreover, unintentional
rubbing of the blade tip against the non-rotating casing may cause scraping of the
squealer rim and consequently give rise to a reduction of the cavity depth. Lastly,
during engine transients, the tip clearance undergoes large variations induced by the
different thermal dilatation rates of the rotating and stationary components.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.3: Squealer design (a) and investigated tip parameters (b).
The three distinct features of the squealer tip geometry (radius ‘R’, cavity depth
‘d’ and clearance height ‘h’) are presented in Fig. 6.3b. The baseline squealer geom-
etry adopts a design clearance of 1.38% of the blade span. The rim thickness and
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cavity depth are 1.23 and 2.5 times the design clearance respectively (i.e. 1.7% and
3.4% of the blade span), resulting in a cavity depth to rim thickness ratio of 2. The
baseline radius is 25% of the rim thickness. The parameter variabilities are consid-
ered representative of the profiles’ degradation during engine operation and typical
manufacturing errors [21,140–142]. The latter are summarized in Table 6.1, reported
as percentage of the blade span or rim thickness. All uncertainties are assumed to
have a normal distribution.
Table 6.1: Investigated parameter variations.
Parameter [%] Baseline (µ) σop. σman.
Tip clearance ‘h’ Blade span 1.38 0.45 0.17
Cavity depth ‘d’ Blade span 3.40 1.19 0.08
Corner radius ‘R’ Rim thickness 25 10 -
6.3.2 Stochastic Collocation
For this work, the Stochastic Collocation Method (SCM) has been used to as-
sess the eventual uncertainty on an output quantity y(x,ξ) due to a set of known
geometrical input variabilities.
In this case, the output quantity of interest (y) could be the heat flux at a certain
location x inside the domain where ξ are the independent standard random variables
(e.g. variations in the clearance height or cavity depth). The SCM [143] describes
the stochastic response y(x,ξ) by adopting a polynomial expansion based on the





Where the coefficients yj(x) are the simulation results at the interpolation points









In this case, combined effects of the multiple geometrical effects are considered
and the consequent multi-dimensional interpolation is performed based on a tensor
product approach, adopting all Np samples. In order to maximize the performance,
the collocation points defined from the optimal orthogonal polynomials were used.
In the case of a normal input distribution, the collocation points for a Lagrange
interpolation of order p are the roots of the Hermite polynomial of order p+1 [153].
For the SCM [143], the first two statistical moments of the output variable, the
mean µy and the variance σ
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y2j (x)wj(ξ)− µ2y (6.4)
where wj are the quadrature weights corresponding to a certain collocation point.
The open-source toolkit DAKOTA [154] from the Sandia National Labs has been used
to calculate the latter statistical moments from the CFD simulations. Specifically,
the spatial heat flux distributions and flow data extracted from the turbine domain
were fed into the Stochastic Collocation module of DAKOTA to retrieve the eventual
robustness intervals.
6.3.3 Investigated Cases
The simulated tip designs are summarized in Fig. 6.4. The three axes show
the three different geometrical effects: the clearance gap, the cavity depth and the
corner radius. The Baseline case is centered at the origin, further denoted as ‘BL’. In
order to evaluate the influence of the operational variabilities, 6 cases were computed,
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each located at the roots of a 3rd order Hermite polynomial (µ±
√
3σop., blue labels,
simulations h+/h−, d+/d− and R+/R−). Additionally, the combined effect of a change
in tip clearance and cavity depth was investigated (red labels, simulations 1-4). The
influence of the manufacturing tolerances was only assessed for the combined change
in tip gap and cavity depth (green labels, a-h).














Figure 6.4: Overview of the evaluated cases.
The investigated levels of tip clearance, cavity depth and rim corner radius are
summarized in Table 6.2.










Tip clearance ‘h’ 0.60 1.09 1.38 1.67 2.16
Cavity depth ‘d’ 1.34 3.26 3.40 3.54 5.46
Corner radius ‘R’ 7.68 - 25.0 - 42.3
1the same percentage conventions were adopted as in Table 6.1
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6.4 Results
First, the influence of the corner radius will be discussed (section 6.4.1) as well
as the rotor global performance (6.4.2). Then, the overall flow topology (6.4.3), heat
transfer (6.4.4) and loss production (6.4.5) will be analyzed more in detail, focusing
on the combined effect of clearance and cavity depth variations.
6.4.1 Influence of the Corner Radius
Fig. 6.5a presents the influence of the corner radius on four turbine performance
indicators: the turbine efficiency and the heat fluxes onto the blade tip, overtip shroud
and upper 50% of the suction side. Each quantity is compared to the baseline case
(‘BL’).
Larger radii of curvature lead to a decrease in size of the separation bubble created
at the pressure side of the rim where the leakage flow enters the overtip cavity. Hence,
a large amount of fluid is ingested into the tip gap [55] and the strength of the tip
leakage vortex (TLV) is enhanced. Consequently, the rotor efficiency reduces almost
linearly with the rim corner radius as more leakage mass flow is produced. The
numerical results indicate that the rotor efficiency decreases by roughly 0.15% per
20% of corner radius increase. Both the tip and the suction side heat transfer intensify
for larger rim corner radii, while the shroud heat transfer reduces.
Fig. 6.5b presents the tip heat flux for the baseline case as well as the results
of the simulations performed with a smaller (R−) and a larger (R+) radius. We
notice that the increase of total tip heat transfer is associated to the stronger vortical
structure impinging on the tip cavity bath in the aft part of the blade (Fig. 6.5b, ‘A’),
overcompensating the slight decrease in the strength of the hot spot near the leading
edge. The decrease in shroud heat transfer is mainly located at the PS entrance in
the downstream half of the turbine rotor.
Even though extreme cases for the corner radius were investigated (ranging from




























Figure 6.5: Influence of the corner radius on global performance (a) and tip heat flux (b).
relatively limited (in particular concerning the heat transfer) compared to the other
two geometrical effects: variations in tip clearance and cavity depth. For this reason,
only the combined effect of the latter two parameters was simulated and taken into
account for the total robustness quantification. However, where relevant, the influence
of the corner radius will be indicated.
6.4.2 Global Performance
Fig. 6.6 shows the influence of the gap size and cavity depth on the rotor perfor-
mance. The contour plots display the variation in efficiency and heat transfer onto
the tip, suction side and overtip shroud relative to the BL case. The results for all
the simulated cases with an adjusted clearance and/or cavity depth are included.
A cubic interpolation was adopted to generate the contours and reveals the general
trends associated over a wide range tip gap sizes and cavity depths.
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The efficiency is primarily dominated by changes of tip clearance and it increases
almost linearly, about 2% per 1% of gap size reduction, in accordance with previous
studies [14]. On the heat transfer side, tight clearances are generally associated with
lower thermal loads. The cavity depth has a higher impact on the rotor heat transfer
levels than on the rotor efficiency. On the tip, the surface averaged heat flux is
generally the highest for the baseline cavity depth. At large tip gaps, cavity depths
lower or higher than the baseline value reduce the tip heat transfer by more than
5%. For clearances close to the design value, the tip heat transfer is less affected by
variations of cavity depth. At tight clearances, larger depths are generally favorable
to reduce the tip heat transfer.
The heat transfer on the stationary rotor shroud is found insensitive to variations
of the cavity depth for tip gap sizes smaller than the design value. At increased
clearances, the analysis shows that an optimum cavity depth exists that minimizes
the shroud thermal load (for the present case in the range of the nominal cavity
depth). However, only a potential reduction of 2-4% of the shroud heat transfer is
possible through cavity depth variations.
The suction side heat transfer is primarily governed by the tip gap size and the
lowest suction side heat transfer is obtained with larger depths at low tip clearances.
6.4.3 Overtip Flow Topology
Fig. 6.7 illustrates the flow topology in the overtip region while Fig 6.8 presents a
broader view of the tip leakage and upper passage vortex structures together with the
suction side surface streamlines. Fig 6.7 and 6.8 were constructed using the baseline
case (BL).
In 6.7, the solid walls are colored by the heat flux levels while the relative Mach
number distributions with streamlines are displayed on several cutting planes along
the rotor camberline. Due to the size of the incoming boundary layer carrying low





















Figure 6.6: Global performance for clearance and cavity depth variations.
nel both at the pressure side (blue streamlines) as well as at the suction side (red
streamlines). The flow crossing the suction side rim rolls up in a large vortex that
creates a considerable zone of low heat transfer in the front section of the tip cavity.
The fluid ingested inside the squealer bath turns along the blade camberline, gets
pushed towards the shroud and exits the overtip region by crossing the suction side
squealer (region ‘A’), contributing to the formation and energization of the TLV. The
distribution and the levels of suction side heat transfer are determined by the location
of the initiation point of the TLV (indicated with ‘B’) and the location where all the
fluid that entered the tip region from the suction side has exited the squealer cavity
(‘C’). The flow entering through the pressure side rim in the front part of the blade
rolls up into a vortex, remains entrained close to the pressure side squealer and leaves


















Figure 6.8: Illustration of the tip leakage and upper passage vortex structures.
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switch-point ‘C’), the fluid coming from the PS does not enter the cavity anymore
but gets directly accelerated and ejected towards the suction side into the TLV which
gathers strength as it progresses downstream towards the rotor outlet.
Fig. 6.9 illustrates the relative Mach number distribution at mid-height for all
investigated cases. In the front and central part of the blade, the overtip Mach number
tends to increase for larger cavity depths (in particular near the SS) and increases
moderately when rising the tip clearance level. In the aft part of the blade, enlarged
tip gaps induce higher overtip velocities. Interestingly, a similar trend is observed
when reducing the cavity depth. The signature of the exit jet shows the propagation
of the TLV into the main passage (tracked by line ‘A’) and its characteristics are
mainly dictated by the tip gap size. The circles depict zones with a characteristic
drop in Mach number, corresponding to the beginning of the region in the overtip
gap where all the fluid that entered through the suction side rim has left the squealer
cavity (cfr. Fig. 6.7, point ‘C’). This is particularly visible for the cases where a
significant amount of fluid is ingested in the overtip region, i.e. at large clearances
and large cavity depths.
6.4.4 Heat Transfer Analysis
Tip
Fig. 6.10 presents the surface averaged tip heat transfer along the machine axis
normalized by the heat flux of the BL case. To highlight the influences of the distinct
geometrical variabilities, the simulations in which only one type of (operational) ge-
ometrical parameter was modified have been included in the plot, i.e. clearance size
(h−/h+), cavity depth (d−/d+) and corner radius (R−/R+). Additionally, the ±2σ
uncertainty bands have been colored in light and dark grey to show respectively the
operational and manufacturing variabilities. In order to explain the observed differ-
ences and trends in more detail, Fig. 6.11 displays the tip heat transfer distribution


























Figure 6.9: Mid-gap relative Mach number in the overtip region.
The general trend in Fig. 6.10 reveals an initial decrease followed by an increase in
tip heat transfer along the rotor chord. Near the LE, the flow travels over the first part
of the SS tip rim and impinges immediately onto the cavity floor (Fig. 6.11, region
‘A’). This results in an enhanced heat transfer in the blade front part. Downstream
the separation line with the flow coming from the pressure side (Fig. 6.11, ‘B’), the
overall surface heat flux decreases due to the large (slow) recirculation zone (cfr. Fig.
6.7). Eventually, the flow accelerates inside the cavity and a significant part of the
heat transfer can be attributed to the impingement line of the pressure side vortex
(Fig. 6.11, ‘C’). Fig. 6.10 indicates that the tip clearance size is the main driver
for tip heat transfer variations, accounting for fluctuations as high as ±25%. The
changes due to the cavity depth are mainly located in the very front part (caused by
the impingement strength of the vortex near the LE) and in the aft part. In the rear
half of the blade chord, a decrease in depth lowers the absolute magnitudes of the
















Figure 6.10: Tip heat transfer along machine axis.
to a similar level as the BL (Fig. 6.10). Increasing the depth similarly lowers the
peaks by 10% in the aft part. Lastly, as indicated in Fig. 6.5, the overall sensitivity
to the radius variations remains limited. However, in the central part of the blade,
variations in heat transfer caused by changes in corner radius are of similar magnitude
as variations induced by cavity depth modifications.
Shroud
Fig. 6.12 shows the casing heat transfer from 10% Cax,rot upstream of the rotor LE
up to 10% Cax,rot downstream of the blade TE. For consistency, the same labels and


























Figure 6.11: Tip heat transfer contours for clearance and cavity depth variations.
the thermal load variations remain below ±10%, mainly caused by local changes in
the heat flux levels right above the rim top surfaces. However, in the blade aft part
and further along the machine axis, the shroud heat transfer becomes very sensitive
to tip geometry variations. In particular, the shroud heat flux exposes a distinct
distribution for the tight clearance case compared to the cases operating at design
and large clearances.
Fig. 6.13a illustrates the overtip shroud heat transfer for the large cavity depth
at small (Case 1), baseline (Case d+) and large (Case 2) clearances. For the tightest
clearance, there is only one line of high heat transfer near the SS. However, for the
two other clearances, two parallel stripes of large heat transfer emerge, aligned with
the SS edge. Fig. 6.13b shows a detailed view of the overtip shroud heat transfer,
together with several cuts of the relative Mach number that picture the TLV location
and strength. In the case of the tighter clearance (Case 1), the TLV size is rather


















Figure 6.12: Shroud heat transfer along machine axis.
the overtip region across the SS rim bends immediately downwards and rolls up into
the tip leakage vortex. For larger clearances, the vortex size is considerably more
voluminous and its center is displaced further away from the SS. Therefore, the flow
is contracted a first time when crossing the SS rim (first line of high heat transfer,
‘A’), remains close to the shroud surface, and then is accelerated a second time (‘B’)
when passing the vortex centerline before rolling up into the TLV.
Suction Side
Fig. 6.14a shows the surface averaged heat load onto the suction side for the















Figure 6.13: Overtip shroud heat flux for clearance variations (a) and driving vortex struc-
tures (b).
to Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.12. The heat transfer drops downstream of the leading edge
and increases in the aft part (z/Cax,rot >50-65%). Interestingly, the heat transfer on
the blade suction side is significantly affected by tip geometry variations over a large
fraction of the blade length, with heat transfer variations as high as ±20%.
Fig. 6.14b presents the detailed heat transfer signature in the upper half of the
blade suction side for the simulated case at a smaller clearance (h−), the baseline
case (BL) and a large clearance (h+). The dashed line indicates the separation line
between the emerging vortex structures and the main passage flow. These vortex
structures include the upper passage vortex and the tip leakage vortex as illustrated
in Fig. 6.8. The upper zone is divided into two parts, separated by another region of
































Figure 6.14: Suction side heat transfer along the rotor axial chord.
initiation point of the tip leakage vortex (i.e. point ‘B’ in Fig. 6.7). Consequently, the
upstream region (labeled ‘1’) is characterized by flow entering the cavity from the SS,
while the downstream zones (marked ‘2’ and ‘3’) are characterized by fluid streams
that exit the overtip region. The enhanced heat transfer in region 1 is the result of the
‘scraping’ of the boundary layer through the relative movement of the casing. Fluid
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near the stationary shroud that does not enter the overtip gap gets pushed downwards,
rolls up and merges eventually with the upper passage vortex (cfr. Fig. 6.8, blue
streamlines). In the rear part of the blade, the heat transfer signature is determined
by the TLV characteristics. A first region (2) can be identified, characterized by
the initial development of the tip leakage vortex. A second region (3) starting at
about 80% Cax,rot shows considerably enhanced levels of heat transfer. This hot spot
is generated by the large overtip velocities reached by the flow that enters the PS,
and is immediately accelerated towards the SS (Fig. 6.7, region ‘D’). This leads to
a sudden increase of the vortex size and strength and consequently produces a large
thermal load on the suction side surface. Generally, the main driving parameter for
the SS heat transfer is the clearance, where lower heat loads levels are associated with
tighter gaps.
6.4.5 Loss Development and Downstream Field
In order to quantify the loss development throughout the turbine, Fig. 6.15
presents the vorticity and relative total pressure drop along the rotor axial direc-
tion (compared to the inlet and normalized by the downstream dynamic pressure
measured in the BL case). For the sake of clarity, only the two cases with clearance
variations are compared against the baseline simulation. The other investigated cases
showed only very small differences with the BL case and are not reported. The ∆P0r
gives a direct indication of the loss generation across the stage. The tighter clear-
ance induces slightly larger pressure losses in the first half of the blade. However, in
the aft part, the larger size of the TLV (cfr. also the enhanced vorticity) combined
with the downstream mixing overcompensates the initial trend, resulting in about 5%
additional pressure losses compared to the baseline.
To investigate the effect of the tip geometry on the quality of the flow received by
a downstream stator, Fig. 6.16a shows the relative total pressure drop and the flow




















Figure 6.15: Total relative pressure losses and vorticity along Cax,rot.
are included. The predictions indicate that the influence of tip clearance and cavity
depth remains limited to the upper 50% of the blade span. Gap size variations can
lead to a maximum change in flow angle of 40 degrees. The peak loss associated
with the tip leakage core increases with the gap size, whereas the opposite trend is
observed for the pressure loss associated with the center of the upper passage vortex.
The effect of the tip clearance on the physics of the UPV and TLV is illustrated in
Fig. 6.16b which shows contours of relative total pressure and the isolines help to























Figure 6.16: P0r loss and absolute flow angle deviation 50% Cax,rot downstream of the rotor
TE (a), P0r loss for clearance variations (b).
6.5 Conclusions
Because of multiple factors the squealer tip rim corner, cavity depth and running
tip clearance may vary from one rotor blade to another, during the life, and from
engine to engine. This part of the research characterized the aerothermal performance
of high pressure turbines under operational variability and manufacturing tolerances
using advanced numerical tools. In particular, the stochastic collocation method was
used to assess the robustness of the squealer tip design. Of all the different geometrical
parameters considered, the corner radius has the smallest effect. The change of 40%
in the corner radius caused only a change of 2% in the heat transfer and 0.15% in the
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efficiency. The efficiency is primarily influenced by the clearance, a 1% variation in
the tip gap results in a 2% variation in the turbine efficiency. Cavity depth variations
alter the tip heat flux by more than 5% while the shroud heat flux increases by 2-4%.
Beyond the overall aerothermal performance parameters, this chapter presented a
detailed characterization of the flow topology. Interestingly, a portion of the leakage
flow enters the overtip region from the suction side, generating a large recirculation
zone of low heat transfer in the front part of the blade. Along the suction side
three distinct regions were identified: a first zone acts as an inlet whereas the two
downstream zones let fluid leave the gap region. In between the latter downstream
outlet zones we could observe a significant decay in the jet exit Mach number.
The detailed flow characterization was then related to the local heat flux values
in function of the explored geometrical variability. The tip heat transfer distribution
experiences variations of ±25%, caused by the tip clearance change. The shroud
thermal load shows considerable fluctuations in the last 30% of the rotor blade. Re-
markably, the front part of the suction side is significantly altered by the geometrical
changes. The downstream field is generally affected in the upper 50% of the blade
height, giving rise up to 40 deg. angle deviations. Interestingly, low clearances slightly
increase the upper passage vortex strength.
The present study yields insight into the robustness of squealer tip designs and
points out the importance of integrating the effects of these inevitable geometry
changes within the optimization strategies of future turbines.
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CHAPTER 7. TIP FLOW CONTROL THROUGH CASING PURGE COOLING
This chapter first explains the additional potential of the upstream shroud purge
(7.1) to enhance the overtip aerothermal characteristics. In order to have a repre-
sentative case, a modern high-pressure turbine stage was scaled from lab conditions
towards a real engine environment matching a business jet engine flying at cruising
altitude (7.2). Section 7.3 introduces the computational model of the shroud purge
flow and the overall optimization methodology is outlined. Eventually, the results
and underlying flow physics are described in the last section (7.4).
7.1 The Potential of the Upstream Shroud Purge
The injection of coolant flow from the casing is implemented in the vast majority
of the engines nowadays. This shroud purge flow, introduced right upstream the
rotor blade leading edge, serves to prevent the ingestion of the hot gases towards
the less durable components of the engine and provides additional cooling for the
turbine blade tip section (Fig. 7.1a). Furthermore, the created axial gap allows the
application of active clearance control strategies, permitting the modification of the
shroud radius independently from the upstream and downstream components.
However, this purge flow enlarges artificially the incoming boundary layer to the
rotor row. In the tip region the effect can be beneficial due to the creation of ‘reversed’
flow in the front part of the blade and the reduced overall amount of required coolant
to lower the metal temperature of the tip features. In the main passage on the
contrary, this increased low momentum fluid can give rise to an enlarged upper passage
vortex, decreasing significantly the overall efficiency (Fig. 7.1b).
The work of Zlatinov et al. [155,156] identified the beneficial effect of suppressing













Figure 7.1: Purge flow injection location (a), a schematic of the downstream influence of
the coolant flow (b) and a non-uniform ejection profile (c).
try. The additional losses were attributed to the viscous effects inside the shear layer,
the interaction with the passage vortex and a change in the reaction of the turbine
stage. Several other recent works by Bloxham and Bons [157], Collins et al. [158]
and Tamunobere and Acharya [159] experimented with the flow injection through
discrete holes on the overtip shroud to cool and additionally control the tip leakage
and passage vortex.
This part of the doctoral research explores the possibility of maximizing the ben-
eficial aerodynamic effect of the purge flow on the vortex structures, while assessing
the coolant effect onto the blades tip section. This is achieved through a variation
and optimization of the geometrical purge slot characteristics as well as the (circum-
ferential) purge ejection profile (Fig. 7.1c), in a realistic engine environment.
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7.2 Scaling Towards a Real Engine Environment
7.2.1 Turbine Geometry and Scaling Comparison
The turbine stage adopted for this purge cooling investigation is representative of
a modern gas turbine for aero-engines and power generation and geometrically similar
to the uncooled stator and rotor used for the analysis of tight clearances (Chapter 3)
and the first investigation of the potential of tip shape carving (Chapter 4). The high
pressure turbine characteristics are described by Sieverding et al. [81], Denos [160]
and Paniagua et al [79], used for several numerical and experimental investigations.
In order to be able to perform this investigation in a relevant engine environment,
the high pressure turbine stage was scaled from the existing lab operating conditions
(i.e. ’cold’ testing at about 480K and 6790rpm [113, 161, 162]) up to real engine
conditions mimicking a medium-sized aircraft engine, powering a business jet (Fig.
7.2).
Scaling to Engine Conditions
 Cruise at 45000 ft.
 Engine PR: 40
 T01 1800K
 Ø 0.5m
1D & 3D CFD
Dassault Falcon
Turbine Facility – von Karman Institute
Engine Reynolds Testing
Safran Aircraft Engines - Silvercrest
Figure 7.2: Turbine stage scaling towards engine conditions (presented engine is illustrative).
First, a 1D code was tailored based on the results of 3D CFD simulations of the
turbine stage under lab conditions. The 1D routine calculates the meanline charac-
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teristics of the turbine stator and rotor row based on the inlet total quantities and
Mach number, degree of reaction, stage pressure ratio and rotational speed. Together
with the blade and flow path measures, this code allows to generate fast and relatively
accurate estimates of the stage performance. Subsequently, this 1D solver was used
throughout the scaling to iterate on the optimal engine operating conditions in order
to maintain the relevant non-dimensional parameters.
As a medium-size business jet engine was targeted, the stage was scaled down
with a factor 1.5, resulting in a mean turbine diameter of about 0.5m. The target
cruising altitude of 45,000 ft. and an overall engine pressure ratio of 40 gives rise
to an upstream total pressure of 5.8 bar. Additionally, a turbine inlet temperature
of 1800K [110] was assumed together with realistic turbulence levels arising from
the upstream combustor. In particular, a large turbulence intensity of 25% and a
length scale of the turbulent structures of 15% of the blade span were adopted [163]
significantly larger than what is typically measured in ‘cold’ test facilities without
the upstream devices (e.g. 5% turbulence intensity [109, 113]). The engine’s wall
temperature was set to 1200K, at a similar gas-to-wall temperature ratio of 1.5.
Eventually, in order to obtain the aerodynamically similar stage, the same inlet Mach
number, degree of reaction and pressure ratio were imposed. An estimate for the




The final results for the 1D and 3D simulations (details on the numerical method
are given in the next section) are presented in table 7.1 for both the ‘Cold Test’
as well as the ‘Engine’ conditions. All quantities extracted from the 3D CFD are
massflow averaged values and the downstream plane is located at 0.5 Cax,rot away
from the rotor trailing edge. Firstly, one can notice the good accuracy of the 1D
meanline solver to predict the eventual 3D stage characteristics. Additionally, all
Mach numbers (within 0.03) and angles (within 0.5 deg. except β2, most likely due
to the small difference in non-dimensional speed) are matched closely as well as the
non-dimensional parameters. However, only the Reynolds was chosen not to be kept
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and dropped with about almost a factor 3. The lab testing occurs at higher Reynolds,
e.g. for larger aircraft engines or land-based turbines for power generation. As an
illustration, in order to match the Reynolds Number of such engine in the von Karman
Institute rotating turbine facility, one would have to operate the rig with a sub-
atmospheric inlet total pressure of 0.83 bar.
Table 7.1: Comparison of the ‘Cold Test’ and ‘Engine’ turbine characteristics.
Cold Test Engine
1D 3D CFD 1D 3D CFD
Overall Mean Diameter [m] 0.74 0.49
P01 [bar] 2.25 5.8
T01 [K] 480 1800
Twall [K] 300 1200
RPM [rpm] 6790 20000
Pressure Ratio (P01/P3) 2.92 2.92
Flow Coefficient φ 0.486 0.487 0.486 0.481
Stage Loading ψ 1.537 1.510 1.536 1.475




Absolute Stator Reynolds [x103] 739 764 276 271
Relative Rotor Reynolds [x103] 449 463 162 162
Massflow [kg/s] 13.51 13.44 7.75 7.71
Power [MW] 1.44 1.40 3.17 3.03
Plane 01 M1 [-] 0.163 0.162 0.163 0.163
Plane 02 M2 [-] 0.982 0.992 1.009 0.994
M2,r [-] 0.403 0.407 0.410 0.395
Absolute Angle α2 [deg.] 73.1 73.4 73.3 73.4
Relative Angle β2 [deg.] 44.9 44.6 45.0 42.4
Plane 03 M3 [-] 0.378 0.393 0.388 0.401
M3,r [-] 0.847 0.843 0.869 0.866
Absolute Angle α3 [deg.] -11.8 -8.3 -12.2 -8.8
Relative Angle β3 [deg.] -64.1 -63.1 -64.2 -63.3
7.2.2 Stage Grid Sensitivity
Before modeling the purge flow itself, 3D simulations were performed of the entire
high-pressure turbine stage. These stage calculations were used to decide the spatial
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discretization of the main passage regions for the eventual purge flow computations
as well as to scale the turbine up to engine conditions.
Steady-state Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations were performed
(Numeca FINE/Turbo), adopting the k-ω SST model for the turbulence closure and
a multigrid (3) solving approach to accelerate the convergence. The computational
domain (Fig. 7.3) extends 2 axial chords downstream of the rotor blade to allow for a
sufficient development of the downstream flow structures and the stationary/rotating
interface is modeled through a mixing plane. At the inlet of the turbine stage, the
total pressure and temperature, flow direction as well as the required values for the
turbulent quantities (k and ε) are imposed while a static pressure is applied at the
back end of the stage (satisfying the radial equilibrium). All walls are set to be
isothermal.
Figure 7.3: Computational domain and adopted mesh for the turbine stage calculations.
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All structured meshes were created using Numeca AutoGrid 5 and adopt a multi-
block strategy, i.e. without the purge flow, the grid contains 16 different blocks (Fig.
7.3). The first cell size was chosen to give rise to a y+ well below 1 to ensure a proper
resolving of the aerothermal characteristics inside the boundary layer and heat trans-
fer signatures. For the grid sensitivity study, a total of 5 different grids were created,
ranging from 2.1 (v00 - coarse) to 11.8 (v04 - fine) million cells. Every time, the cell
size was refined isotropically and the amount of radial divisions for the stator and
rotor varied from 77 to 133 and from 93 to 169 respectively. The coarsest grid adopts
25 cells along the tip gap height while the finest mesh divides the clearance into 45
points. Table 7.2 presents the characteristics for all generated computational grids.
Table 7.2: Grid sizes (in million cells).
Stator Rotor Total
v00 0.708 1.440 2.149
v01 1.404 2.764 4.168
v02 2.148 4.229 6.377
v03 2.658 5.448 8.106
v04 3.816 7.965 11.782
The evaluation of the pitchwise averaged (relative) total pressure losses along the
blade radius are summarized in Fig. 7.4 across the stator (left) and rotor (right)
for all simulated meshes. One can observe only very small differences between the
finest (v04) and second finest (v03) mesh, resulting in a stage efficiency difference
of less than 0.06%. While here only the losses are presented, the same trend could
be observed for all other aerodynamic quantities (e.g. Mach numbers, angles, etc...).
Also the differences in heat transfer between v03 and v04 remain well below 2% on the
casing and tip along the entire axial chord. Therefore, the v03 mesh characteristics
(Fig. 7.3 and indicated in blue in Table 7.2) are eventually chosen for the purge flow




































Figure 7.4: Grid sensitivity results based on the stator and rotor loss distribution.
7.3 Purge Cooling Optimization Methodology
7.3.1 Computational Model of the Shroud Purge Flow
In order to reduce the overall computational cost, the purge flow simulations
only model the rotor domain, extending upstream to the axial location of the stator
trailing edge and 1.5 axial chord lengths downstream of the rotor blade (Fig. 7.5a).
Additionally, the commonly implemented squealer rim is adopted as the tip sealing
mechanism. The tip clearance, cavity depth and rim thickness are fixed respectively at
1%, 3.4% and about 1.85% of the blade span, in accordance with industrial practice.
A detailed view of the mesh can be found in Fig. 7.5b. The rotor has a total
of 169 radial divisions of which 41 inside the tip gap and 33 in the squealer bath.
Additionally, the insertion of the purge slot is connected to the main passage using
a matching connection with 33 cells along the axial direction adopting a hyperbolic
tangent stretching function. The additional clustering of the structured grid due to
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.5: The computational domain (a) and mesh (b) for the purge flow simulations.
the purge slot as well as around the tip region increases the final amount of cells from
5.4 up to 9.7 million cells.
The inlet boundary conditions for the rotor domain are extracted from the stage
calculations. Specifically, the radial pitchwise averaged distributions of the relative
flow angles, total temperature and pressure as well as the turbulent quantities were
extracted 25% Cax,rot downstream the stator TE and radially rescaled to be imposed at
rotor inlet. The purge inlet conditions are specified through a fixed static temperature
of 830K together with the absolute velocity components. The rotational speed was set
to 20,000 rpm and the same static back pressure was imposed as adopted throughout
the stage calculations.
The cases were solved with Numeca FINE/Turbo using the k-ω SST turbulence
model, a second order central discretization and a real gas as working fluid with
temperature dependent properties (cfr. section 2.1).
7.3.2 Parametrization of the Purge Flow Characteristics
The detailed parametrization of the purge flow injection is illustrated in Fig. 7.6.
The purge slot is characterized by a certain axial width, denoted as a fraction of the
blade span (the ‘gap fraction’ gp) and a certain axial position between the stator
trailing edge and rotor leading edge (ap). The purge injection is angled radially using
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γ and a fixed (absolute) inlet tangential swirl along the slot direction is generated
(φ). Eventually, the pitchwise distribution of the actual injected purge massflow is
parametrized in function of the azimuthal angle θ using 5 points, interpolated using











Figure 7.6: Parametrization of the purge flow injection.
The adopted limits for all variables are specified in table 7.3 and cover a wide range
of purge slot geometries and flow conditions. The gap fraction gf goes from 2.5 to 9
percent of the blade span [155] and the radial injection angle γ can vary from 90 deg.
(fully perpendicular), down to 10 deg., almost parallel to the mainstream. The axial
position ap varies from 20 to 70 percent of the stator-rotor gap, mainly limited on the
downstream end to ensure a proper meshing near the rotor LE and avoid excessive
cell clustering. A swirl angle φ is imposed which sets the angle of the injected flow
with the tangential direction, going from 0 deg. (no swirl in the absolute frame) to
70 deg., close to the maximum amount that upstream miniature stator vanes in the
shroud assembly would be able to provide. Eventually, the massflow of each point
of the injection distribution can be set to give rise up to 2.5% of the mainstream
massflow.
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Table 7.3: Purge flow parametrization characteristics.
Parameter Min. Max. Units
Gap Fraction gf 2.5 9 [% span]
Injection Angle γ 10 90 [deg.]
Axial Position ap 20 70 [% of row gap]
Swirl Angle φ 0 70 [deg.]
Massflow Injection (x5) 0 2.5 [% of mainflow]
7.3.3 Optimization Strategy and Objectives
Routine Overview
An overview of the optimization routine is presented in Fig. 7.7. Similarly to
the full 3D tip optimization strategy (cfr. Chapter 5), the differential evolution op-
timizer CADO is coupled to an evaluation routine, handling the sequence from the
initial CAD generation based on the design parameters, all the way up to the post-
processing to eventually feed the objectives back into the optimizer. First, a Matlab
routine generates the coordinates of the actual purge slot and calculates the tangen-
tial distributions of the velocity components based on the given massflow percentages,
actual geometry, swirl angle and the mainstream static pressure at the purge injection
location. Subsequently, Numeca AutoGrid and IGG create the fully structured grid,
using an identical ‘template’ file for all geometries. Eventually, the case is solved
through Numeca FINE/Turbo and processed in Numeca CFView. The total time for
the evaluation of a single individual is about 13 hours on 10 CPU’s.
Objectives
The performed multi-objective optimization targets a maximization of the aero-
dynamic efficiency and a simultaneous minimization of the tip heat load.
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Optimizer - CADO
Matlab AutoGrid+IGG Fine/TURBO CfView
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Figure 7.7: Overview of the purge optimization routines.
The efficiency definition uses the mechanical torque exerted on the blade and





















where the subscripts m and p respectively relate to the mainstream and purge
flow quantities. Additionally, averaged values between the inlet and outlet for the
heat capacity Cp and γ were used. The second, heat load objective is taken as the
integrated value of the heat transfer onto the top 5% of the blade.
Besides the latter two objectives, a variety of 81 other single-valued quantities
were extracted characterizing the simulated individual. Additionally, the pitchwise
averaged heat transfer on the blade and shroud surfaces, radial traces of the flow
quantities downstream of the turbine stage as well as the averaged aerodynamic flow
properties along the machine axis were retrieved.
Optimization Sequence
An overview of the entire optimization sequence is presented in Fig. 7.8. The
optimization started with the creation of an initial database (Design of Experiments,
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Figure 7.8: Overview of the purge optimization sequence.
‘DoE’), assuming a uniform purge flow distribution. Specifically, all massflow injection
coefficients were set identical, reducing the amount of design parameters from 9 to
5. The DoE in this case was created using a full factorial approach, simulating all
combinatorial possibilities where each of the design parameters are set to 10% or 90%
of their range (i.e. 25 = 32 simulations + a central case). From this database, the
uniform purge flow optimization is initiated, using the Differential Evolution optimizer
with a population size of 16 individuals with a crossover and mutation constant of 0.8
and 0.6 respectively (section 2.3). After 5 iterations and a total amount of about 90
converged purge flow simulations, the Pareto front was extracted. In order to kick-
off the non-uniform purge flow optimization, 9 designs along the Pareto front with
a uniform distribution were chosen, combined with 7 optimal designs where non-
uniformities were introduced as high as 40% of the range. Subsequently, a total of 10
iterations were run, allowing all 9 design variables to vary. Eventually 10 additional




7.4.1 Investigation of the Pareto Front
Fig. 7.9 presents the evolution of the Pareto front throughout the optimization
iterations. Each of the axes illustrates one of the objectives: the maximization of
the aerodynamic efficiency (horizontal) and the reduction of the tip heat load (verti-
cal). The heat transfer is non-dimensionalized with the result obtained without any
coolant injection, using a perpendicular purge slot in the middle of the stator-rotor

































Figure 7.9: Evolution of the Pareto front throughout the optimization.
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The first 33 evaluated individuals from the Design of Experiments are indicated in
gray (Fig. 7.9, top left). The roughly 60 individuals generated thereafter during the
differential evolution optimization adopting a uniform purge flow injection are colored
in green. The Pareto front moves directly towards the right, i.e. to a lower loss regime,
and a clustering of geometries can be observed on the top right. The latter region
contains profiles with a low injection flow rate, generally 0.5% of the mainstream
mass flow or less. The evaluated cases throughout the non-uniform optimization
are colored in blue and the final (region of) optimal profiles in red (Fig. 7.9, top
right). Eventually, the no-purge case is indicated with an orange diamond while four
distinct profiles along the Pareto front are labeled from ‘A’ to ‘D’. This coloring and
labeling will remain consistent throughout the following sections and serves to track
the optimal profiles inside the entire the design space.
The Pareto front reveals a large scattering up to 80% in heat flux, while the
variations in efficiency of the optimal region remain limited to 0.2%. On the whole,
negligible aerodynamic improvements are possible compared to the no-purge case and
the additional introduction of a non-uniform peripheral purge flow distribution does
not reveal significant opportunities. The front itself shows two distinct regions. The
upper region roughly trades a reduction of 20% in tip heat load with 0.2% in efficiency
(profile ‘A’ to ‘B’). The lower region on the contrary, shows to be rather insensitive in
terms of the aerodynamic performance and is able to drop the heat transfer further
with almost 60%, adopting increased purge flow rates. The three-dimensional plot in
Fig. 7.9 presents the most important purge flow characteristics for the entire design
space. Specifically, the bottom plane illustrates the variations of the axial position of
the purge slot as well as the radial injection angle while the eventual amount of purge
mass flow is indicated on the vertical axis. The upper right region in the Pareto front
is located in the regime of low purge mass flows, high injection angles and positioned
in the downstream half of the stator-rotor gap. The second region however uses larger
amounts of purge flow at very low injection angles (i.e. as parallel as possible to the
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mainstream) located closer to the mid-point in between the stator trailing edge and
rotor leading edge.
Fig. 7.10 presents the detailed purge flow characteristics of the four profiles in-
dicated from ‘A’ through ‘D’, while Fig. 7.11 depicts their heat transfer signatures
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Figure 7.10: Purge flow characteristics for four distinct profiles along the Pareto front.
The geometries show a gradual inclination towards the direction of the mainstream
flow for higher purge rates while maintaining a rather constant channel width (i.e.
the design parameter ‘gap fraction’ enlarges along with lower injection angles).
Important to point out are the obtained absolute values of the swirl factor (green
curves in Fig. 7.10). This factor indicates the ratio of the tangential component of the
purge flow compared to the tip speed. In this project, the purge flow is injected with a
constant swirl angle. This represents the real case of miniature stator vanes embedded
inside the purge channel around the rotor annulus which are turning the flow into
the direction of the peripheral speed. Therefore, as the mass flow distribution varies
along the tangential direction, so does the swirl factor. Note that, even though close
to the maximum amount of mass flow is injected for case ‘D’, with the highest swirl
angle possible (70 deg.), only an average swirl factor of 0.5 is obtained. This means
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that the flow will be picking up at about half of the tip peripheral speed and will
therefore have a significant momentum directed in the relative frame of reference from
the suction to pressure side.









Figure 7.11: Blade and shroud heat transfer signatures for the no-purge case (diamond)
and four profiles along the Pareto front (‘A’ through ‘D’).
The heat transfer contours on the tip of the blade (Fig. 7.11) illustrate the in-
creasing amount of coolant flow entering the cavity bath through the suction side,
creating a large zone of low heat transfer in the front region of the blade (cfr. black
arrows). The flow that doesn’t enter the overtip gap region bends downwards and
rolls up into the upper passage vortex (UPV, red arrow), cooling down the upper
25% of the blades suction side. The shroud heat transfer reveals an emerging zone
of low heat flux caused by the increased amount of purge flow captured inside the
cavity bath. The shroud purge serves additionally to cool down the casing surface
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and demonstrates reduced heat levels in the first part of the axial chord. In the
downstream half, all profiles show similar distributions both in the overtip region as
well as the main passage, indicating little to no effect of the upstream shroud purge.
7.4.2 Effect of the Design Parameters and Purge Flow
Fig. 7.12 illustrates the variation of the optimization parameters over the design
space. The upper left plot colors the Pareto front (cfr. Fig. 7.9) by the eventual
purge mass flow while the other four graphs indicate the changes of the different






















Figure 7.12: Illustration of the Pareto front colored by the different design parameters of
the optimization.
The individuals in the optimal region show monotonously increasing purge flow
rates when moving from the barely cooled (top right) to heavily cooled (bottom right)
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part of the Pareto front. The injection angle and gap fraction reveal two distinct zones,
corresponding with the previously identified regions (Fig. 7.9). The upper right region
(blue circles) adopts high injection angles combined with low gap fractions while the
lower region uses low injection angles with a large gap fraction (red circles). The swirl
on the Pareto front is maximized and the sub-optimal individuals feature lower levels
of peripheral angle. The injection location shows quite some scatter but generally
remains within 40% to 60% of the rotor-stator gap as previously observed in the 3D
plot of Fig. 7.9
In order to illustrate the detailed effect of the most important, driving characteris-
tic of the purge (i.e. the eventual mass flow), Fig. 7.13 presents the two optimization
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Figure 7.13: The effect of the purge mass flow on the optimization objectives.
The evolution of the efficiency with purge (Fig. 7.13-left) identifies the optimal
profiles on the top part of the design space, showing the lowest sensitivity to the
injected mass flow: ±0.07% of efficiency reduction per 1% of massflow (red curve).
However, if one does not use a proper injection geometry, losses as high as almost
0.4% of aerodynamic performance can be observed for each percent increase of the
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purge flow (blue curve). The heat transfer (Fig. 7.13-right) shows a reduction of
almost 30% in tip heat load per 1% of purge flow increase (red slope).
7.4.3 Blade and Shroud Heat Transfer
The relation of the tip heat load to the heat fluxes onto the other relevant turbine
surfaces is presented in Fig. 7.14. Specifically, the connection with the heat flux
onto the upper 25% of the pressure and suction side as well as the shroud thermal
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Figure 7.14: Relation of the tip heat load to the heat flux onto the upper 25% of the pressure
and suction side as well as the shroud.
Both the suction side and shroud show a reduction of heat transfer of ±15% per
20% of tip heat load. The pressure side fluctuations along the Pareto front are an
order of magnitude lower, i.e. about 1.5% per 20% change in tip heat transfer.
Interesting is to correlate the latter values through Fig. 7.13 to obtain the sensi-
tivities to the actual purge mass flow. This results in a response of the shroud and
suction side heat transfer of almost 23% for each percent of injected coolant massflow.
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7.4.4 Aerodynamic Trends
Fig 7.15 illustrates a variety of relevant aerodynamic quantities throughout the
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Figure 7.15: Aerodynamic trends across the entire design space.
The top left graph presents the tip heat load in function of the aerodynamic losses
evaluated through the total relative pressure deficit between the rotor leading edge
(downstream of the purge injection) and a plane 50% Cax,rot behind the rotor trailing
edge. As the optimal (red colored) region constitutes also here the prime configura-
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tions (i.e. low losses and low heat transfer), the efficiency and loss objective would
be quasi interchangeable. The lower left figure quantifies their exact relationship,
revealing a 1% increase of losses per 0.1% decrease in efficiency along the Pareto
front.
The upper right graph demonstrates an increase of non-uniformity in the down-
stream field through enhanced vorticity magnitudes of almost 4% per 1% of injected
purge mass flow.
The plot on the lower right eventually illustrates the effect on the operating point
of the turbine rotor. For the optimal profiles one can observe changes in the exit
mass flow of less than 0.2%. However, this results in a changing inlet flow rate,
depending on the injected purge (cfr. bottom right plot). Note that throughout
the optimization only the rotor was simulated adopting a constant pressure ratio
across the computational domain. If one would simulate the entire stage, the injected
purge creates a blockage which is going to alter the degree of reaction [155,156]. The
extracted torque reduces more than 2% between no-purge injection and the ‘D’ case
(adopting almost 2.4% of purge flow) due to the affected blade loading in the top
section (see following section).
7.4.5 Effect of Design Variations on an Optimal Profile
In order to quantify the separate effects of the design variables on a certain optimal
configuration, 10 additional simulations were performed. The starting case is the
configuration ‘C’, obtained through the non-uniform optimization. First, a quasi
identical geometry was evaluated using a uniform purge injection, giving rise to the
same final mass ejection as case ‘C’. This reference case is presented in the Pareto front
of Fig. 7.16 as a yellow square. The design features a slot with a gap fraction of 0.09
in the middle of the stator-rotor spacing and injects 1.75% of purge mass flow under
an angle of 10 deg. with the mainstream flow and 70 deg. of swirl. Subsequently, 9
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Figure 7.16: The effect of design alterations on an optimal purge injection.
Comparing the simulation ‘C’ and the reference case with a uniform distribution,
one can conclude that the additional introduction of the non-uniformity along the
purge inlet peripheral direction does not make a significant difference. A reduction
of the gap fraction (-17%) and axial injection location (-20%) gives rise to a similar
aerodynamic performance and shows to affect the heat transfer within ±5-10% (Fig.
7.16). Injection without any swirl significantly reduces the efficiency with 0.4%. In-
creasing the injection angle to 25 deg. and 45 deg. (maintaining the same channel
width) shows to move the designs to a region of lower efficiency and tip heat loads.
However, the main contributor is the eventual injected mass flow. Therefore, four
cases were evaluated with altered flow rates, specifically 0.5%, 1%, 1.4% and 2% of
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the mainstream value, resulting in a quasi vertical movement inside the Pareto front
(Fig. 7.16).
To investigate the mass flow effect more in detail, Fig. 7.17 illustrates the varia-
tions in heat transfer (left) and three aerodynamic performance characteristics (right)
for all purge flow rates compared to the ‘no-purge’ case. The evolution of the thermal
load shows an average sensitivity between 20% and 30% of heat transfer reduction
per 1% of purge increase. The suction side proves to be the least sensitive while the
tip heat flux reveals the largest slope. The losses as well as the vorticity demonstrate
an increasing trend, respectively with 1% and 6% for a 2% of coolant injection while
the power drops with almost 2%.
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Figure 7.17: Influence of the purge mass flow injection on the heat transfer (left) and
aerodynamic (right) characteristics.
Fig. 7.18 presents the evolution of the average heat flux onto the tip, shroud and
upper 25% of the blade suction side along the axial chord, non-dimensionalized with
the average value of the no-purge case. Additionally, the heat transfer contours for
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four injection rates are added to facilitate the understanding of the observed trends.
The bottom right graph illustrates the difference in static pressure (i.e. blade loading)
on the upper part of the suction side compared to the no-purge case.
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Figure 7.18: Axial evolution of the heat transfer onto the tip, shroud and suction side
together with the suction side pressure.
Both the tip and shroud heat transfer show large dependencies in the first 75%
of the blade axial chord and drop quasi monotonously with the injected coolant rate.
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In the last 25% of the rotor as well as downstream the trailing edge, the variations
are negligible. On the blade tip, the reductions are largely due to the additional
amount of cold fluid entrained in the cavity bath (cfr. also Fig. 7.11), while on the
shroud it is a combination of the lowered loads in both the overtip region as well as
the main passage. The heat transfer onto the blade suction side on the contrary, is
affected throughout the entire blade chord. In both the front part due to the early
development of the passage vortex with cold purge flow and the aft part, the contours
show reduced levels of heat flux.
The distribution of the static pressure along the suction side reveals an asymp-
totically increasing pressure in the first half of the axial chord up to about 3% while
the pressure in the aft part is reduced with almost 1%. However, as the detrimental
effect on the front part overcompensates the increase in loading on the downstream




This chapter explored the opportunity of maximizing the advantageous aerody-
namic effect of the upstream shroud coolant flow onto the vortex structures, while
assessing the capability of enhancing the blade tip coolability.
To generate an engine-relevant environment, a modern high-pressure turbine stage
was successfully scaled from the lab towards real engine conditions matching a busi-
ness jet flying at cruising altitude. First, through a 1D meanline approximation of
the turbine conditions and subsequently validated using full 3D CFD simulations.
The purge flow injection was parametrized using 4 geometrical characteristics, and
5 variables describing the peripheral distribution of the upstream shroud coolant flow.
A 2-stage multi-objective optimization was performed, simultaneously maximizing the
aerodynamic efficiency while minimizing the tip heat load. RANS simulations were
used on a 9.7 million cells grid to evaluate the performance of more than 240 different
designs.
The Pareto front reveals variations in heat transfer of 80% in heat flux while
efficiency variations remain limited to 0.2% among the optimal profiles. Negligible
aerodynamic improvements are observed compared to the no-purge case and the ad-
ditional introduction of a tangential distribution of the purge flow did not reveal
significant opportunities. The Pareto front showed two distinct regions. At low purge
flows, high injection angles combined with a low gap fraction are preferred, trading
a reduction of 20% in tip heat load with 0.2% in efficiency. The region of the Pareto
front operating at higher purge flow rates uses low injection angles with a large axial
slot width. This region allows to reduce the heat transfer with over 60% and demon-
strates to be rather insensitive in terms of aerodynamic performance. The efficiency
of the rotor drops roughly with 0.07% for each percent of injected mass flow. How-
ever, reductions as high as 0.4% per 1% of purge are possible if one uses a sub-optimal
injection geometry. The exchange rate between the tip heat load and purge flow is
30% per 1% injection, while the shroud and upper part of the suction side are less
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sensitive (±23%). Eventually, the relative total pressure deficit across the rotor is
quasi-interchangeable with the adopted efficiency definition and power variations of
2.5% are observed due the reduction of the blade loading in the front half of the rotor
blade.
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CHAPTER 8. DESIGN LAYOUT FOR ADVANCED EXPERIMENTAL TIP
FLOW RESEARCH
This chapter presents the redesign of a high-speed rotating turbine facility at the von
Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics to allow for simultaneous testing of multiple
distinct blade (tip) profiles.
In the first two sections, important considerations related with the balancing (8.1)
and precise clearance design (8.2) are highlighted, arising from the complexity of the
Rainbow Rotor approach. In the last three sections of the chapter, new methodologies
are described to integrate Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes simulations to estimate
the expected measurement ranges (8.3), optimize the spatial positioning of the sensors
(8.4) and a-priori predict the measurement errors induced by the inherent limited
sensor bandwidth (8.5).
8.1 A Rainbow Rotor Approach for the Turbine Rig at the von Karman
Institute
8.1.1 CT-3: a Transient Rotating High Pressure Turbine Rig
The turbine rig which has been remodeled is the compression tube facility of the
von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics [79], Fig. 8.1. This short-duration, rotating
This Chapter is partly based on:
S. Lavagnoli, C. De Maesschalck, and V. Andreoli. Design considerations for tip clearance
control and measurement on a turbine rainbow rotor with multiple blade tip geometries. In ASME
TurboExpo 2016 Conference Proceedings, GT2016-56544. [166]
S. Lavagnoli, C. De Maesschalck, and V. Andreoli. Design considerations for tip clearance
control and measurement on a turbine rainbow rotor with multiple blade tip geometries. In J. Eng.
Gas Turbines Power, 139(4), 042603. [167]
The processing of unsteady clearance traces described in the papers above is not my contribution
and their results are therefore not included into the PhD dissertation. However, the interested reader
is referred to the conference and journal manuscripts.
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facility contains a scaled up stage of a high-pressure turbine (stator-rotor) and pre-
serves the relevant non-dimensional parameters for a correct aerothermal performance
assessment. Specifically, the Mach and Reynolds numbers established throughout the
turbine stage are representative of the operating conditions of a modern gas turbine
engine. The transient character of the test rig allows for accurate measurements of the





Figure 8.1: Turbine test rig layout and zoom of the flow path.
The wind tunnel consists of two volumes, initially separated by a fast-acting shut-
ter valve (Fig. 8.1). The upstream compression tube contains a free piston while the
downstream turbine stage is connected to the dump tank through a variable sonic
throat. Prior to the experiments, the initial pressure in the tube is set and the test
section (and dump tank) are evacuated to a pressure of about 30 mbar. During the
run-up, the rotor is accelerated by means of a small air turbine. Once the rotor nearly
reaches its nominal rotational speed, air from the high-pressure reservoirs is injected
at the back of the piston, which forces it to slide forward, compressing the fluid up-
stream quasi-isentropically. When the target pressure and temperature are achieved
inside the tube, the shutter valve opens. This allows the hot gas to be released into
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Figure 8.2: View of the turbine assembly (a) and the rainbow rotor configuration (b).
For the current experimental campaign, the test section has been refurbished to
hold a new high-pressure turbine stage for advanced tip flow research. Fig. 8.2a
presents a view of the turbine rig where the rotor and shroud assembly is mounted on
a sliding frame that moves inside a fixed stator section when the test section is sealed
using hydraulic clamps (Fig. 8.2a, bottom left). The rotor and the surrounding casing
ring are locked inside the same assembly to ensure that the mounting tip clearance
is maintained during the closure of the test section. The inner rotor casing endwall
is covered with a thin layer (2 mm) of abradable liner (Fig. 8.2a, bottom right).
The liner is a two-part flame retardant epoxy produced by 3MTM (Scotch-WeldTM
3524 B/A AF), commonly employed in aircraft engines for void filling or as an edge-
sealing compound. The abradable coating provides an effective safety measure against
unexpected blade-rubbing events.
More information about the specific operation of the turbine facility can be found
in [113,161,162,168]
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8.1.2 Rainbow Rotor Approach
The 48 installed rotor blades all adopt the same baseline geometry with an av-
erage span of about 59 mm. The operating rotational speed is 5900 rpm, resulting
in a blade passing frequency of 4720 Hz. The rotor disk is divided into 7 distinct
sectors. Each sector contains 6 or 7 rotor blades with an identical baseline geom-
etry but different blade tip seal design (Fig. 8.2b). This rainbow rotor approach
allows for the simultaneous testing of multiple turbine geometries, minimizes the to-
tal amount of experiments and reduces the time required to reassemble and balance
the rotating elements. The overall duration and cost of the experimental campaign
is considerably reduced. In the present case, the rotor tip geometries are a selection
of high-performance squealer-like and contoured blade tip shapes, selected from the
full 3D optimization (cfr. chapter 5 [4]).
Figure 8.3: Representation of the investigated rotor tip designs.
An illustrative example of the implemented tip design philosophies is given in Fig.
8.3. The rainbow test approach also permits to assess the aerothermal performance
of the rotor blades at multiple clearance levels. Here, five sectors mount blades with a
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nominal gap size of 1.38% of the blade span, while the blades composing the remaining
two sectors are designed to run at a tighter clearance of 0.85% h/H. The ‘squealer-like’
blade tips feature a cavity depth of 3.4% of the blade span while the rim thickness
is 2.0% of the blade span. The contoured blade tips have mild radius variations over
the entire tip surface, mostly less than 0.4% of the blade span.
8.1.3 Blade Positioning Optimization and Balancing
Blade Mass Distribution
Every blade was accurately weighted with an estimated error lower than±0.01% of
the total blade mass. The histograms in Fig. 8.4 represent the mass of each individual
blade compared to the sector average (left) and to the global average (right). The
blade-to-blade variations remain within ±0.5% for the same blade tip design. When
considering all the 48 rotor blades, the scattering is significantly larger and reaches
almost 4%. The individual masses range from -1.5% below the average blade mass
(e.g. squealer type geometries with few rims) to +2.5% above the mean level. The
‘heavy’ blades belong to the two sectors operating at a tighter clearance, thus carrying










A static unbalance, arising from an eccentricity of the center of gravity of the ro-
tating assembly, can generate significant vibrational forces. Avoiding such vibrations
is essential to prevent excessive loading on the bearings and thus to reduce fatigue
failures and ensure a safe operation at all times. Moreover, if not anticipated during
the installation phase, a severe unbalance condition might occur that cannot be cor-
rected using conventional methods that require the addition or removal of material
from the rotating parts. For the current turbine configuration, every sector of blades
feature a distinct blade tip shape. Additionally, within each sector, blade-to-blade
mass variations are observed due to the manufacturing tolerances. Therefore, a signif-
icant potential exists for the minimization of the residual unbalance through a proper
blade placement. In this view, an optimization strategy was developed to define the
ideal relative position of the sectors around the rotor annulus, as well as the position
of each single blade within every blade sector.
In the case of a static unbalance, the vibrations are governed by the centrifugal
force (Fcentr=mRω
2), acting on an existing residual unbalance of mass m located at
a radius R. This unbalance can be quantified as U=mR. For the turbine rotor, each
blade is equivalent to a mass mi concentrated at its center of gravity Ri, pointing in
the direction of the blade position θi. Consequently, in order to optimize the total
unbalance due to the blade mounting sequence, the vector-sum of the horizontal and










where the blade weights mi are measured and the characteristics of the center of
mass (Ri and θi) are calculated for each blade tip design from the blade CAD draw-
ings. The parameter Ri and θi were assumed to remain unaltered by manufacturing
variability. A different value of Ri and θi was considered for every sector. However,
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the maximum variation among the sectors remained limited to ±0.1% of the average
radius and ±0.08% of the blade pitch.
The total amount of possible configurations to permute the seven sectors is 6!
= 720. Additionally, every blade can be randomly positioned within its own sector,
generating additional 7!6·6! possibilities for a given sector distribution. Eventually,
48 different ways exist to mount the blade sequence onto the disc itself, resulting
in about 4·1029 distinct blade placement sequences. As it is impossible to evaluate
directly all options within a finite period of time, a strategy was developed to reduce











Figure 8.5: Blade positioning optimization strategy.
Fig. 8.5 presents an overview of the adopted methodology for optimum blade
placement of a sector-constrained blade set. The key here is not to consider every
potential blade sequence inside each sector (i.e. 7! or 6! possibilities), but rather
to evaluate only a small amount of ‘extreme’ configurations per sector. In this case,
the blades of each sector were ordered in four different ways according to their mass
rank (Fig. 8.5-left). A first ‘extreme’ configuration places the heaviest blades near
the center of the sector (‘circles’), a second configuration positions the lightest blades
around the sector center (‘diamonds’), and for the last two patterns, the mass distri-
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bution evolves monotonously, either increasing or decreasing (respectively identified
by the ‘triangles’ and the ‘squares’ symbols). These four configurations have been
chosen to provide a maximum variation in the corresponding rotor unbalance. In
particular, while the first two configurations feature a rather low sector unbalance
directed towards the center of the segment, the last two sequences would result in
a maximum unbalance directed respectively to the right side or to the left side of
the sector. This methodology reduces the amount of blade configurations down to








Min. including disk holes
Disk holes unbalance
Figure 8.6: Results of the unbalance optimization procedure.
Fig. 8.6 illustrates the results of the blade placement optimization. The po-
lar diagram presents the unbalance along the rotor annulus due to the insertion of
the individual blades (where the unbalance has been offset by the minimum unbal-
ance value) and the vectors indicate the resulting unbalance of the full arrangement.
The configuration marked with the squares (green) shows the blade placement that
provides the minimum possible unbalance (U=4,012 g·mm). The diamond symbols
indicate the worst-case scenario with a total unbalance of 15,093 g·mm. Such an
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unbalance would require a large balancing mass of almost 60 grams at a radius of
255 mm. In order to allow for a precise balancing, five holes were drilled at the front
and back side of the disk, Fig. 8.6-right. The additional holes on the disc creates a
specific unbalance of 6,290 g·mm in the opposite direction.
When the disc residual unbalance is included in the blade placement calculation,
an optimum blade sequence was found that minimizes the final rotor unbalance down
to 0.35 g·mm. This final configuration, indicated with circular labels (blue), was
chosen for the eventual rotor assembly.
Field Rotor Balancing
The required balance quality for rigid rotors is specified according to the Interna-
tional Standard ISO 1940/1 [170], also adopted in the American, British and German
Standards. For the current rotating turbine rig, the balance quality should satisfy
at least G2.5. Combined with the maximum expected rotational speed of the rotor
assembly and its total mass, an upper limit for the maximum vibration amplitude of
3.67 µm is demanded.
The vibrations of the rotating turbine are measured with two accelerometers
mounted close to the two shaft bearings (Fig. 8.7a). During the operation of the
facility, these signals are continuously monitored by means of a field balancing set
from Brüel Kjær. The results of the acquired vibration levels during the initial (‘un-
balanced’) run-up of the facility are shown in Fig. 8.7b. At a rotational speed of
about 4900 rpm, the vibration levels were judged too high for a long-duration safe
operation of the rotating system (vibration amplitudes larger than 5.7 µm), thus
in-situ balancing of the rotor assembly was required.
In order to compensate for the residual unbalance, an additional mass can be
added to the assembly. To determine the exact angular position and required weight
of the balance mass, the four-run methodology was adopted [171]. This strategy allows

































Figure 8.7: Location of the accelerometers (a), vibration results (c) and four-point balancing
methodology (c).
After the selection of a proper trial mass, the rotor is spun up sequentially four times
to the targeted rotational speed while the vibrational amplitudes are measured (i.e.
R0, R1, R2, R3). The first run the rotor is spun up to speed without any additional
balance weight, while in the following three runs the trial mass is attached at three
distinct locations along a constant radius around the circumference, ±120 degrees
apart (Rbalance = 275 mm).
The 4-run balance process is graphically explained in Fig. 8.7c. A circle of radius
R0 is drawn at the center and the angular positions of the three additional tests
are indicated with small circular labels. Then, an extra circle for each of the three
other tests can be drawn around the latter three marks with a radius equal to the
measured vibrations (i.e. R1, R2, R3). The final angular position of the unbalance can
be retrieved from the intersection of the last three circles. Additionally, the required






In order to maintain a safe operation, the four-run procedure was applied at about
4380 rpm. As the vibrations measured in the bearing the furthest away from the ro-
tor generally indicated lower vibrational levels, only the vibration readings from the
bearing closest to the disk were used to determine the balance mass characteristics.
The vibration levels measured at the end of the balancing procedure after the instal-
lation of a 19 g mass are presented in Fig. 8.7b. The maximum vibration amplitudes
are below the limit of 3.67 µm recommended for a balance quality level of G2.5, and
as low as 1.0 µm at the design speed for aerothermal turbine testing (5900 rpm).
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8.2 Tip Clearance Design and Verification
8.2.1 Tip Clearance Control Requirements
Since the turbine performance and the rotor aerodynamics strongly depend on the
tip clearance (e.g. the turbine efficiency drops by 2% for a tip gap variation of 1% of
the blade span [14]), it is fundamental to accurately set and control the tip gap size
during a turbine test.
Current engine manufacturers adopt many distinct strategies, typically catego-
rized by up to what extent touching between the stationary and rotating casing is
tolerated. ‘No-rub’ designs do not allow any contact throughout the whole operation
while the ‘Just-kiss’ and ‘Rub-in’ approach will permit respectively a slight and heavy
contact in which the abradable liner is machined inwards by the rotor tip [172].
In a turbine facility, two different strategies are typically adopted to establish a
certain tip clearance in rotation (active tip clearance control is not considered here
as a viable solution for transient turbine testing). For wind tunnel testing of tight
clearances (e.g. h/H < 0.5%, gaps smaller than 0.4 mm), the turbine is accelerated
above the design rotor speed. The blade with the highest tip radius will rub the
abradable and thus a constant clearance will be established over the rotor annulus. A
lower or higher gap size at nominal speed can be achieved by adjusting the maximum
overspeeding.
This procedure has been used successfully in previous turbine test programs where
very tight tip clearances could be achieved in rotation thanks to the planned blade-
abradable erosion procedure performed at the beginning of the experimental cam-
paign [108, 173]. As the target test running clearance becomes larger and larger, the
maximum speed to which the rotor wheel should be spun up (which ultimately sets
the radius of the worn abradable liner) is likely to exceed the limits imposed by the
mechanical constraints of the rotating assembly.
Therefore, in the case of rotors that operate at larger blade tip clearances (h/H >
0.5%), the rub-in procedure is not viable anymore. In the present test campaign, the
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running tip clearance had to be controlled through precise manufacturing and careful
mechanical design where the deformation of the components under test conditions is
taken into account. As a result, tight dimensional tolerances were imposed on the
components of the rotor assembly: the casing ring inner diameter is manufactured
with a precision of ±0.01 mm; the tolerance on the radial position of the blade
root attachment on the disc is ±0.012 mm and the tip surface shape is controlled
within ±0.025 mm. In total, the cumulated dimensional tolerance on the installed
tip clearance is ±0.05 mm, i.e. ±0.08% of the blade span.
Furthermore, the actual tip gap established under rotation has to be verified dur-
ing rig testing by means of accurate casing-to-tip distance measurements at different
axial and circumferential locations on the rotor casing ring. These measurements
serve to validate the quality of the rotor assembly design, construction and instal-
lation as well as to support the results of aerothermal measurements in the turbine
rig.
8.2.2 Hot-Cold Conversion
During the operation of the turbine facility, the blades and disk deform under
the aerodynamic and centrifugal loads as well as because of the thermal expansion
induced by the heating of the rotor surfaces exposed during the test to a blowdown of
hot gas. Thus, the difference between the manufactured geometry (‘Cold’ geometry)
and the rotor geometry acquired under rotation (‘Hot’ geometry) is not negligible.
The aerodynamic forces acting on the blade surfaces induce blade deformations
of a small magnitude, typically two orders of magnitude less than the deformation
due to centrifugal forces, oriented along the circumferential direction (blade untwist).
Coupled aero-elastic effects are also considered of very small intensity and they are
neglected in this analysis. An estimation of the thermal dilatation driven by the
heat transfer occurring during the short-duration test predicts radial deformations
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less than 1 µm. The centrifugal force is therefore the main contributor to the rotor
deformation under test conditions.
As a means to quantify accurately the resulting deformation of the blades prior
to the manufacturing, a detailed Finite Element (FE) analysis was carried out on
the rotating assembly (disk, blades and labyrinth seals), Fig. 8.8a. A simple flat tip
was adopted for the study and results indicate an average radial deformation (∆R)
in rotation of about 0.25 mm. Moreover, depending on the location in the overtip
region, the local deformation can vary from 0.21 mm on the front suction side of the
















Figure 8.8: Hot-cold blade conversion: Blade FE analysis (a), inverse compensation (b),
eventual radial deformation (c).
The maximum radial deformation corresponds to about 40% of the nominal tip
clearance and 65% of the tight tip clearance. The deformations in the axial and
tangential direction are one order of magnitude smaller than deformations in the
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radial direction and their effect on the tip gap geometry and flow characteristics
can be disregarded. However, the radial displacement of the tip surface must be
compensated during the mechanical design phase to achieve the targeted clearances
during the tests and guarantee a safe operation of the facility. Furthermore, the
cold-to-hot geometry transformation is needed to compensate for the non-uniform
radial deformation of the tip surface. In this particular case, the differential radial
deformation of the tip radius can vary as much as 0.25% of the blade span. The final
goal of the tip control procedure is to obtain a constant tip radius all over the tip
area under rotation, Fig. 8.8b. In fact, not only the height, but also the shape of the
tip gap channel plays a key role in the aerodynamics and heat transfer processes in
the overtip region [51]. Therefore, the capability to control the tip radius distribution
is fundamental to ensure the establishment of engine-representative tip leakage flows
in the turbine experiment.
The radius variations shown in the contour plot of Fig. 8.8a suggest that the
spatial variations of the tip surface radius are a linear function of the tangential (θ)
and axial direction (z):
∆R(θ, z) = R0 + αθ + βz (8.3)
where the unknown R0, α and β can be retrieved using a least-square fit on all the
node-data on the tip surface. The analytical model approximates the radius evolution
predicted by the FE simulation within 1.5 µm over the whole tip area. Assuming that
small changes (i.e., dimensional tolerances) in the blade geometry will not modify the
radial deformation field due to centrifugal load, the ‘Cold’ geometry can be retrieved
from the target ‘Hot’ geometry by applying the reverse deformation and subsequently
trimming the blade top surfaces (both rim and cavity surfaces) by the local radial
deformation value (Fig. 8.8b).
To verify the inverse deformation methodology, an FE analysis was performed on
the ‘Cold’ geometry of a complex squealer design that underwent blade tip radius
compensation based on the deformation data of the flat tip geometry. The results
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for the radial deformation are presented in Fig. 8.8c. In this plot, the height of the
bars are proportional to the surface area exhibiting the radius deviation (on abscissa)
compared to the targeted design value. At rest (‘Cold’ state), the blades radius is
on average about 0.25 mm smaller than the target value, and the tip radius shows
variations up to 150 µm over the tip area. When put in rotation (‘Hot’ state), the tip
surface moves towards the design radius within 18 µm. Moreover, the area-average
radius is matched within 1 µm, well within the manufacturing tolerances.
This analysis demonstrates the validity of the followed reverse-deformation ap-
proach and shows that the deformation field predicted from a flat-tip blade can be
reasonably used for the compensation of more complex squealer designs. The radial
deformation of the tip is not a function of the tip configuration as long as the blade
tip geometry change remains limited to a relatively small portion of the blade span
(e.g. < 4.5% of the blade span).
8.2.3 Clearance Instrumentation
Fig. 8.9 presents an overview of the tip clearance instrumentation used in the cur-
rent turbine experimental campaign. The distance between the rotating airfoils and
the stationary casing is measured by a combination of wear gauges and capacitance-
based probes. The rotor casing measurements are performed at three equally spaced
circumferential positions. These locations will be further denoted as T , L and R (Fig.
8.2b). Inserts are fit inside these three circumferential slots on the rotor shroud ring
and are flush mounted with the abradable liner (Fig. 8.9a). This configuration allows
direct access of the sensor head to the rotor casing and blade tips.
Each insert contains five wear gauges, Fig. 8.9b, essentially cylinders of abradable
material (the same type as applied on the rotor casing ring) attached to a Monel tube
of diameter 1.0 mm and length 15 mm, and mounted on a drilled screw DIN84 M5x10.
As the rotor speed is increased, the longest blade gradually machines the abradable
pin at the tip of the wear gauge. Before the aerothermal testing program begins, the
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rotor dynamics and the actual tip clearance levels are monitored through a controlled
procedure where the rotor is spun up to increasing speeds. After each test, the height
of the pin extension from the casing endwall is measured by a dial gauge (with a
systematic error of ±0.01 mm) to provide the minimum clearance established at a
certain speed. This value can be used as a ‘zero’ reference to datum the capacitance
probe measurements. The purpose of the relatively large sensing area of the wear
gauge (tip diameter of 3 mm) is twofold: it reduces the measurement sensitivity to
loss of abradable material during spurious events (not related to a blade passage) and






















Figure 8.9: Turbine instrumentation location (a), probes and insert types (b,c) and eventual
blade coverage (d).
The high-frequency clearance measurements are performed by means of three
capacitance-based sensors. The proximity measurement system detects variations
of the capacitance between the probe and a moving conducting blade.
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Such probes allow high bandwidth measurements, capturing distance fluctuations
exceeding 60 kHz (i.e. 13 times higher than the blade passing frequency, 4720 Hz).
The sensors performance was demonstrated during prior test campaigns in the same
rotating turbine rig [108] and a detailed description of the technique, signal condi-
tioning and data reduction methodology can be found in [173].
The uncertainty in tip clearance is about ±25 µm at an operating distance of
25% of the probe sensing diameter (approximately 1 mm for a sensor diameter of 5.5
mm). The sensor resolution is approximately 10 µm. The instrument range depends
on the sensing head diameter and is roughly equal to the sensors radius. However,
the smaller the probe, the higher the spatial resolution as averaging occurs over a
reduced surface area. In this view, two probes adopt a sensor diameter of 5.5 mm
and the third one is manufactured with a smaller diameter of 2.5 mm. While the 5.5
mm diameter probes can capture the full range of tip clearance variations (about 0.7
mm), the 2.5 mm diameter probe is able to resolve the multiple small-size features
that distinguish the different squealer-like and contoured tip designs with an increased
accuracy and spatial resolution.
The three capacitive sensors are installed inside two types of inserts, labelled ‘1’
and ‘2’ in Fig. 8.9c, equipped respectively with three and two slots. The combination
of these two types of inserts allows placing the wear gauges and the capacitance probes
at the same five distinct axial locations distributed between 13% and 88% of the rotor
axial chord, Fig. 8.9d. When not equipped with a capacitance sensor, the insert’s
slots are sealed with special threaded caps to prevent air leakages from the turbine
test section. The location of the capacitance probes was selected according to the
following measurement requirements:
• Quantify the blade deformation along the rotor axial direction to verify the
correct tip gap establishment under rotation.
• Monitor the tip gap distribution along the rotor annulus.
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• Maximize the spatial resolution of the tip clearance measurements in blade
regions with a high density of tip design features (e.g. squealer with multiple
rims, highly ridged contoured surfaces).
Therefore, the single 2.5 mm capacitance probe was positioned at the rotor mid-
chord, station ‘C’ (on insert ‘T’), where the seven blade tip designs present the highest
variability of tip seal features. The two 5.5 mm probes were installed at two different
circumferential locations (insert locations ‘L’ and ‘R’) and two distinct axial positions,
‘B’ and ‘E’ respectively. The two probes provide discrete tip clearance measurements
around the rotor annulus and on blade tip areas where the airfoil radial deformation is
predicted to be either the smallest (rotor front suction side, station ‘B’) or the highest
(rotor trailing edge, station ‘E’). Table 8.1 summarizes the measurement locations of
the tip clearance instrumentation used for the current research.
Table 8.1: Sensor locations.
Slot A B C D E
z/Cax,rot 13% 32% 51% 69% 88%
Wear Gauges TLR1 TLR TLR TLR TLR
Capacitance sensors
Ø2.5mm - - T - -
Ø5.5mm - L - - R
8.2.4 Static Clearance Measurements
Before the first rotor run up takes place, the relative radius variation of all blades
was measured at several locations on the tip surface by means of a dial gauge installed
on the casing ring. These measurements quantify the manufacturing tolerances and
eventual changes in nominal tip radius originating from the blade-disk mounting. Fig.
8.10 illustrates the results of the radius measurements performed at three distinct
locations on the blade tip with the rotor at rest. All the measurements are offset
1T,L and R refer to the casing insert loacations around the rotor annulus (Fig. 8.2b)
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by the relative position of the first airfoil and the different segments characterize
the distinct tip shape sectors. The measurement error and repeatability is estimated
to be ±0.02 mm for measurements on a squealer rim or cavity. The measurement
error increases to ±0.04 mm on the smooth profile of the carved blade due to the
difficulty to accurately position the dial indicator head on the tip surface. The blade-
to-blade variations remain below 0.1 mm around the average blade radius at each
measured location. Moreover, the nominal radius difference expected between blades
with nominal and tight tip gap is matched. The last sector (blade 43 to 48) is
composed of airfoils with a carved tip profile, designed to run at tight clearance. Due
to the strong tip shaping, the pressure side radius is slightly reduced with respect to
the leading edge value, while the mid suction side is further decreased by about 0.4



































Figure 8.11: Deformation of the blade with increasing RPM.
8.2.5 Verification of Minimum Clearance in Rotation
During the first run-ups, the rotational speed is gradually increased up to the
design speed in steps of about 500 rpm. After reaching the speed target, the rotor
is brought down to rest again and the height of the consumed wear gauges is mea-
sured on the three inserts at each of the five axial locations. Fig. 8.11 presents the
deformation of the blade in function of the rotational speed. The three lines indicate
the average measured radial elongation for each inserts, while the grey shaded area
spans the minimum to maximum deformation observed at each rotational speed. The
measured variation of blade radius with rotor speed follow closely a quadratic trend
in agreement with the observation that the radial deformation is principally driven by
the centrifugal forces. Additionally, the deformation at the design rotational speed
(5900 rpm) is compared with the expected value as previously obtained from the
FE calculations. The experimental data are in good agreement with the predicted
minimum deformation (∆Rmin=0.26 mm), occurring at about 40% of the rotor axial
chord, and with the maximum deformation (∆Rmax=0.33 mm) localized near the tip
trailing edge.
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For the interested reader, while out of scope for this thesis dissertation, a detail
of the unsteady acquired tip clearance signatures can be found in [166] (where the
distinct type of profiles can be identified).
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8.3 Turbine Instrumentation and CFD Applicability
8.3.1 Aerothermal Instrumentation
The main goal of the future testing program is to detect with high accuracy
the variations in the rotor aerothermodynamics introduced by each particular blade
tip design. This aim requires the use of very high time and frequency response
instrumentation, able to resolve the blade-to-blade flow fluctuations happening at
(and far above) the rotor blade passing frequency (∼5kHz). Fig. 8.12 illustrates the
eventual instrumentation and measurement locations across the turbine stage.
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Figure 8.12: Overview of the envisioned aerothermal instrumentation.
The turbine inlet flow field is monitored by endwall static pressure taps and a
series of rakes that measure the radial profiles of total pressure (Pitot probes with
Kiel heads), total temperature (equipped with bare fast-response thermocouples) [174]
and turbulence intensity (hotwire anemometry [175]). The time-averaged and time-
resolved static pressure field is also measured at the NGV outlet and at the rotor outlet
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tip and hub endwalls using low-frequency response transducers (pneumatic taps) and
fast-response piezo-resistive Kulite sensors. The rotor outlet aerodynamic flow field
is characterized by a set of high-bandwidth total pressure sensors and directional
probes which contain miniaturized pressure sensors with a high frequency range.
Two pneumatic 5-hole probes are used to monitor the time-averaged flow direction,
speed and pressure. The thermal field is resolved using a combination of cold-wire
and thermocouple probes in rake arrangement [160,162,176].
The rotor casing is equipped with three capacitance-based tip clearance probes
that allow to resolve the blade-to-blade tip gap variations as well as the clearance
variations over the blade top section itself (cfr. section 8.2.3 [173]). Additionally, the
casing static pressure is sampled by 33 high-frequency pressure sensors (Kulite type
XCQ-062) and 33 pneumatic lines connected to a pressure scanner. The fast-response
pressure sensors are not flush mounted but recessed inside the metallic block by 0.2
mm to prevent possible damages due to the close proximity of the rotating blades pre-
serving a frequency response above 90 kHz. The sensor locations form a regular array
of 6 measurement points in the circumferential direction and 11 measurement points
along the axial direction. The number of measurement points allows to reconstruct
the casing pressure field with a large spatial resolution over one stator vane pitch and
between -5% and 105% of the rotor axial chord in the direction of the machine axis.
The endwall heat flux is measured by means of thin film gauges. These type of sen-
sors, first employed by Schultz and Jones [177], have been successfully used for many
turbomachinery applications in the form of MACOR substrates placed inside sockets
on the blade [83], a full MACOR block equipped with laser-etched sensors for shroud
measurements [178] or upon a thin Upilex sheet attached onto the blade surface [179].
For the current campaign, a Upilex sheet was glued on top of the aluminum casing
insert. The location of the heat transfer measurement points replicate the location
of the pressure instrumentation. Additionally, the heat transfer insert is equipped
with flexible heaters mounted on its rear surface. This heating system allows to vary
the initial temperature of the metallic support prior to a turbine test from ambi-
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ent temperature up to 360K to enable the measurement of the casing adiabatic wall
temperature and adiabatic convective heat transfer coefficient [161,179].
The design of the measurement setup focused on the development of new instru-
mentation, able to capture the highly unsteady flow features generated by the blade
passage in the rotor casing region and at the rotor outlet section.
8.3.2 CFD Data Extraction
In order to estimate the expected measurement ranges (8.3.3), optimize the spatial
positioning of the sensors (8.4) and a-priori predict the experimental errors induced
by the inherent limited sensor bandwidth (8.5), steady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-
Stokes simulations were employed. The adopted simulations are the ones obtained
through the 3D optimization routine (cfr. chapter 5) and the full description of the
computational domain, mesh specifications and numerical model can be found in
section 5.2.
For every one of the seven profiles mounted inside the facility, the relevant aerother-
mal characteristics were extracted at the main measurement planes of interest: the
rotor casing surface and the exit flow field 50% Cax,rot downstream of the blades
trailing edge (Fig. 8.13).
Specifically on the rotor shroud, 25 measurement traces of the heat transfer and
static pressure are extracted, each at a fixed axial location. These traces (as function
of the angular position) represent an estimate of the actual measurement signals in
time that the stationary probes in the overtip casing insert will be acquiring. Sim-
ilarly, 39 signals at a constant radius (uniformly distributed) were extracted in the
downstream plane, for all measured aerodynamic quantities (i.e. pressures, temper-
atures, Mach number and flow angle). Eventually, also the pitchwise-averaged (i.e.
the tangentially averaged) values on the casing and downstream plane were obtained,
respectively in function of the axial position and the radial location. These values
represent the response of the low-frequency instrumentation inside the facility. Ad-
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Casing
25 traces at fixed axial location: f(θ ~ t)
Pitchwise average: f(z)
39 traces at fixed radial location: f(θ ~ t)
Pitchwise average:  f(R)
Downstream
Figure 8.13: Overview of the CFD extraction locations.
ditionally, the minimum and maximum values are dissected for all traces which will
indicate the range that the high-frequency sensors are likely to experience.
8.3.3 Analysis of the Measurement Ranges
Casing Measurements
Fig. 8.14 presents the numerical results for the static pressure normalized by the
upstream stagnation pressure (a) and the shroud heat flux divided by the average of
the simple squealer case (b) for all the installed profiles. Additionally, the trends of 4
specific profiles are highlighted: 2 flat tip geometries running at the design clearance
(1.38% h/H - green squares) and tight clearance (0.85% h/H - orange triangles), a
simple squealer design (1.38% h/H - blue diamonds) and eventually a fully carved
tip shape at the reduced gap size (0.85% h/H - red circles). The graphs on the left
of Fig. 8.14 show the pitchwise averaged values of the static pressure and heat load
along the axial chord. The shaded area quantifies the observed maximum range over
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all investigated profile types. The detailed distributions on the overtip shroud are
presented in the contours on the right of Fig. 8.14.
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Figure 8.14: Ranges and expected variability of the casing measurements based on CFD.
The overall average trend of static pressure (Fig. 8.14a) reduces monotonously
throughout the rotor passage, accelerating the flow up to a drop in static pressure of
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almost 30% of the inlet total pressure. The most significant difference in pitchwise
averaged pressure can be observed for the carved profile (red circles) in the last
50% of the rotor blade which reveals considerably lower average values. This can
be explained by the supersonic acceleration induced in the highly loaded aft section
through a divergent channel (cfr. Fig. 8.14a-right).
The expected pressure variations over the pitchwise traces (i.e. representing un-
steady pressure measurements at a constant axial location) account for about 10%
of the total pressure in the front section and reach even 40% of the inlet stagnation
pressure at a position about 60% of the axial rotor chord.
Interestingly, the flat tip traces do not show a high dependency on the actual
clearance levels and mostly differ in the aft section where larger overtip velocities
are observed for the higher clearance level (cfr. chapter 3 [1]). As a consequence,
lower static pressures can be seen in the contours of Fig. 8.14a-right. The simple
squealer geometry on the other hand (blue diamonds), generates a large zone of a
rather constant intermediate pressure inside the cavity bath. This results in a reduced
static pressure field in the front part of the blade while giving rise to higher pressures
in the aft part compared to the other geometries.
The tangentially averaged heat load (Fig. 8.14b-left) shows a common increasing
trend for all profiles till about 70% of the blade chord, largely caused by the growing
levels of heat transfer observed at the pressure side rim where the flow accelerates
into the gap region. In the aft part, the average heat loads decreases again down
to 50% to 75% of the average heat flux. The overall profile-to-profile differences in
the pitchwise averaged heat transfer do not exceed 30%. The ranges of the heat load
fluctuations on the contrary vary considerably. At around 60% of the axial chord, the
heat flux can rise locally over 6 times the average value while even dropping below
zero in the test facility due to the reduced driving temperatures (i.e. transfer from
the casing to the fluid).
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Downstream Measurements
Fig. 8.15 presents the estimation of the measurement quantities downstream of
the turbine rotor. Consistent with Fig. 8.14, the 4 additional profiles (2 flat ones, a
fully carved shape and the simple squealer) are highlighted. On the bottom of Fig.
8.15, a view of the actual distributions of the different flow quantities is provided
to emphasize the complexity of the encountered flow structures downstream of the
turbine stage.
Based on the pitchwise averaged profiles along the radius, one can observe mainly
the upper 50% of the blade span is affected by the altered tip designs. The most
significant changes are present in the flow angles, e.g. comparing the two flat tip
designs where a difference as high as 40 deg. can be observed at about 90% of
the blade span. This is mostly due to the different size and location of the tip
leakage vortex which generates either a stronger or weaker local under/overturning.
The static and total pressure averages do not show large blade-to-blade variations.
However, looking at the downstream structures (Fig. 8.15-bottom), one can see that
the pressure is highly tailored by the vortices (particularly P0). Therefore, the high
frequency response sensors downstream of the stage will reveal the clear distinct flow
characteristics, indicated by the ranges in total pressure (±3%) and localized static
pressure drops of more than 4% in the region of the leakage vortex core. The covered
range of angles spans almost 120 deg. over the entire blade height. Therefore, it is
essential throughout the experimental campaign to rotate the downstream pressure
probes according to the expected average flow angle at the radius of the sensor head
to maximize the angle sensitivity. Eventually, significant variations can also be found
in the temperature. As a real combustor temperature profile was imposed upstream
of the stage, the considerable fluctuations are due to the cold flow which migrates
through the secondary vortex structures from the endwalls towards the middle of the
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Figure 8.15: Ranges and expected variability of the measurement quantities 50% Cax,rot downstream of the rotor blade.
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8.3.4 Sensor Limitations and Temporal/Spatial Resolution Requirements
Both the spatial as well as the temporal resolution are of major importance to
accurately resolve the specific flow features developing in small regions with a brief
residence time. An insufficient miniaturization of the adopted measurement technique
will result in a spatially averaged output signal and consequent inability to capture
the small flow features inside the overtip region or downstream vortex development.
Additionally, for intrusive measurement techniques, large probes can create a consid-
erable blockage effect, altering the upstream flow field through its potential field. In
a similar way, a low cut-off frequency of the sensor will act as a physical low-pass
filter onto the acquired traces. It is important to note that both measurement con-
siderations modulate and filter the signal in an analogous way, though in a different
dimension, i.e. time and space.
In the following two sections these two aspects are addressed and methodologies
are proposed to mitigate and/or a-priori estimate the errors associated with both the
spatial (8.4) as well as the temporal (8.5) measurement resolution. The strategies will
be illustrated in this dissertation using the data for the commonly adopted squealer
geometry, but can however be applied to any type of blade profile.
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8.4 Spatial Averaging: Optimization of Sensor Locations
In this section, the effect of the spatial averaging will be quantified and both a
single and global optimization strategy is proposed to optimize the probe positioning
of the downstream aerodynamic sensors.
First, the errors are quantified when one would use a conventional uniform distri-
bution of the sensor placement (8.4.1). Then, an iterative routine is explained which
optimizes the probe location, minimizing the induced error on a single measured
quantity (8.4.2). Eventually, in section 8.4.3 a global strategy is presented to obtain
an optimal probe positioning, reducing the error on the final efficiency and loss vari-
able, as the result of combined simultaneous measurements of multiple aerodynamic
quantities.
8.4.1 Uniformly Distributed Sensor Positioning
The top of Fig. 8.16 presents the error that would be generated along the blade
height when one would be measuring the quantity of interest using a uniform sensor
placement (or similarly, by performing multiple tests with equidistant probe tra-
verses). The results for 6 different amounts of sensors are illustrated, going from 50
points (blue lines) down to only 5 (red lines). The exact probe locations are addi-
tionally included on the left side of Fig. 8.16-top. The bottom of Fig. 8.16 presents
the integrated value of the error starting from 3 measurement points up to a total of
50 probe locations.
The ‘downsampling’ and interpolation procedure is illustrated on the left side of
Fig. 8.16-top. The blue line indicates the ‘true’ pitchwise averaged profile extracted
from the high-fidelity CFD simulations using 500 points from hub to shroud. Subse-
quently, a certain amount of uniformly distributed sensor locations is assumed and
the real data is ‘probed’ at those heights. To retrieve the eventual radial distribu-
tion based on the virtually measured points, a Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolating
Polynomial is used (indicated with ‘pchip’) [180]. Even though a conventional cubic
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spline interpolation would give smoother results (as its construction is based on a
continuity of the second derivative), such spline reconstruction often creates large
(nonphysical) overshoots. The pchip interpolation however, avoids these overshoots
and spurious oscillations. Moreover, throughout this analysis, the pchip method
demonstrated consistently to give rise to lower overall errors compared to the use of
a spline interpolation. Eventually, the illustrated errors along the blade span in Fig.
8.16-top are the point-wise differences between the pchip interpolated distribution
and the ‘true’ pitchwise averaged values.
The largest errors can be observed near the endwalls and at the locations of
the vortex structures, creating steep gradients which are not well captured in case
of a low amount of points. The integrated error levels in the lower part of Fig.
8.16 quantify the eventual expected discrepancy. These figures give an indication
of the measurement difficulty of a certain quantity, but can additionally provide the
experimentalist an idea of the minimum required amount of points satisfying a certain
error target. For example, comparing the two pressures, one can observe that after
10 measurement points, there is only few room for improvement in the case of the
static pressure. However, to accurately capture the trend in the total pressure, one
would need more than twice the amount of points to reach a comparable error level.
Similarly, a steeper drop in error with increasing measurement points is observed for
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Figure 8.16: Errors on the pitchwise averaged measurement traces with a uniform probe placement and the results of the error
improvement after the single optimization strategy.
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8.4.2 Radial Optimization of the Sensor Locations
Strategy
Fig. 8.17 presents a new methodology to reposition the probe locations, targeting
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Figure 8.17: Overview of the positioning optimization strategy for a single measurement
quantity.
The iterative procedure starts from a certain radial distribution of the probe lo-
cations, indicated with Ri for the current iterative step i. In this case, a uniform
positioning was chosen as the starting point. First, the error evolution is calculated
according to the difference between the interpolated profile (pchip) and the ‘true’
pitchwise distribution, in the same way as is explained in the previous section. Sub-
sequently, the absolute value of the error along the radius is retrieved (presented on
top of Fig. 8.17) from which a cumulative error distribution can be derived in func-
tion of the radius (middle of Fig. 8.17). The idea now is to reposition the probe
locations towards the regions where the error is the largest. Therefore, one can define
an ‘ideal’ probe location based on a transformation of uniform intervals through the
cumulative density function. This is illustrated by the dashed grey lines, uniformly
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distributed on the right axis, mapping to a non-uniform probe distribution on the
upper horizontal axis. One can observe that this transformation is clustering the
points at the locations of the largest errors, while reducing the amount of points in
the regions where the accuracy was high already.
However, this ‘ideal’ distribution (Ropt) is typically sub-optimal as the newly pro-
posed positioning will give rise to lower errors in the regions where the points are
clustered, but will generally enlarge the errors in the zones where a sparser sampling
is proposed. This observation leads to the need of an iterative procedure where this
new distribution (Ri+1) is re-evaluated, the errors are quantified and a new ‘optimal’
positioning is proposed. Additionally, as is often done in numerical codes, a relax-
ation factor α is applied which stabilizes the convergence. This factor controls the
differential displacement of each single point towards the current optimal location.
Throughout this study, a value for the relaxation factor of 1% (i.e. 0.01) showed to be
the best trade-off between ensuring convergence and required amount of iterations.
A typical convergence history of the overall error is presented on the bottom of Fig.
8.17. One can see that for this case, 300 iterations are sufficient to reach a stable
error.
However, as any conventional type of gradient-based methods, the obtained so-
lution is not a guaranteed global minimum and depends on the initial conditions.
Nevertheless, when starting from a simple uniform distribution, this process showed
significant and especially consistent improvements for all flow quantities and amount
of sensor locations.
Optimization Results
The resulting errors, adopting the optimization routine for each measured quantity
was added to the lower graphs in Fig. 8.16 (unfilled squares). The relative improve-
ment of the error compared to a conventional uniform distribution is presented in the
lower curves (blue circles).
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One can observe that, for every measured quantity and every possible amount
of probe locations (i.e. 3-50), the optimization manages to reduce the overall error.
Particularly for the total pressure and Mach number, the repositioning allows to
reduce the errors significantly when only a few amount of probe locations would be
possible: roughly 60% error reduction when using 10 points. The improvements for
the static pressure, angle and temperature become particularly apparent from 15 (to
20) measurement points.
8.4.3 Global Optimization for Efficiency and Loss Measurements
The optimization procedure for a single aerodynamic quantity has demonstrated
the capability of improving the error levels significantly. However, in a true experi-
mental campaign, most of these aerodynamic quantities are measured using a single
probe (e.g. three or five-hole probes which simultaneously retrieve the pressure, Mach
and flow angles), or the same measurement grid is used for both the pressure and tem-
perature measurements.
Therefore, this section proposes a global optimization strategy for loss measure-
ments where the distribution is optimized, considering combined acquisitions of mul-
tiple aerodynamic quantities.
Measurement of Efficiency and Losses
Accurate measurements of the efficiency are essential to validate new technologies
inside experimental rigs. However, several difficulties arise as many formulations
require a precise measurement of the mechanical torque as well as massflow [113,181].
Particularly in short duration rigs this is not trivial and complex correction methods
are applied to compensate for the occurrence of heat transfer, mechanical losses and
injected coolant flows [114,117].
Therefore, a common way to quantify the aerodynamic losses downstream the
turbine stage is via an indirect measurement of the total relative pressure drop across
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the rotor (i.e. P02r−P03r), non dimensionalized by the downstream dynamic pressure
(P03r − P3). This last approach will be adopted to illustrate the global optimization





Where the relative downstream pressure (P03r) can be obtained from the measured
absolute Mach number, angle, pressure and temperature. In order to calculate the
sensitivity to each of the different measurement parameters, a straightforward Monte
Carlo approach was adopted which propagates the error through the subsequent equa-
tions. Specifically, to retrieve the sensitivity to each of the measured quantities, the
other variables were kept constant at their mean levels and 1 million, normally dis-
tributed, samples were calculated. The standard deviation was taken as 10% of the
expected average measurement range along the entire span.
Note that for simplicity, to retrieve the sensitivity coefficients, the radial com-
ponent of the velocity was neglected and therefore, retrieving the eventual relative
velocity was performed in the cascade plane at mid-span [182].
The resulting (relative) sensitivities of the loss coefficient to variations in the
Mach number is 0.717 (%Loss/% of M3), the temperature 1.010 (%Loss/% of T03),
the pressure 3.209 (%Loss/% of P3) and absolute angle 0.331 (%Loss/% of α).
Optimization Procedure
An overview of the global optimization procedure is presented in Fig. 8.18 and
builds upon the single optimization strategy as described in the previous section.
However, in this case, a combination of all relevant errors is incorporated simultane-
ously: Mabs, Ps, T0 and α.
Similar to the single optimization procedure, the error of the interpolated mea-
surement distribution along the radial direction is calculated (Fig. 8.18-left) and the
relative errors (compared to their mean value) can be derived (δMabs, δP s, δT 0 and
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δα). Subsequently, the root of sum of squares method [183] is applied to combine all






































The upper right graph in Fig. 8.18 illustrates the different error components mul-
tiplied with their respective sensitivities (blue, green, black and orange lines) as well
as the total estimated error on the loss coefficient along the radial direction (thick red
line). Next, based on the total loss evolution, the cumulative distribution function is
constructed and identical to the single optimization procedure, an ‘ideal’ reposition-
ing Ropt can be found (i.e. grey dashed lines). Eventually, the probe positions Ri are
altered towards the current optimal distribution using the relaxation factor α to find
the new distribution Ri+1 from which the next iteration starts.
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Figure 8.18: Overview of the global positioning optimization strategy for loss measurements.
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Global Optimized Positioning Results
Fig 8.19 presents the contribution of each of the measurement errors to the mis-
prediction of the total loss coefficient for 3 up to a total of 50 measurement points. On
the left, the integrated relative errors of the measured variables are shown in function
of the amount of probe locations after the global optimization. The right graph of Fig
8.19 illustrates the different weighted contributions together with the total integrated
error on the loss.
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Figure 8.19: Breakdown of the different error contributions to the total loss coefficient after
optimization.
Overall, one can observe very large error levels in the eventual loss coefficient,
as high as the actual value of the loss itself for a very low amount of measurement
points (e.g. < 7). This is due to the fact that all errors along the radius are squared
(or for the single optimization strategy the absolute value is taken). This results in
large absolute errors as in reality, local under and overpredictions along the blade
height would compensate each other. Therefore, the presented values should present
absolute maxima.
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One can see that the highest contribution to the losses is caused by discrepancies
in the flow angle measurements, followed by the correctness of the absolute Mach
number. The eventual contribution of the total temperature and static pressure seem
to be smaller, mainly due to the low absolute errors after the spatial interpolation on
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Figure 8.20: Total expected loss error after the global optimization (left) and relative im-
provement compared to a uniform sampling (right).
Fig 8.20-left eventually illustrates the total error on the losses (ω), compared with
what would be obtained via the single optimization strategy, only considering one
measurement quantity. The graph on the right presents the relative improvement
compared to a uniform spacing of the sensor locations. All optimization strategies,
whether it is performed for a single component or combining all quantities, prove
to reduce the error compared to a conventional uniform probe distribution. For
the majority of the cases, the global optimization strategy tends to generate the
largest improvements. However, due to the the fact that the global minimum is
not guaranteed, for some cases, the single optimization for either the absolute Mach
number or flow angle manages to give slight additional improvements.
The eventual globally optimized distribution of the sensor locations has been in-
cluded on the vertical axes on the top right of Fig. 8.16.
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8.5 Time Averaging: Influence of the Finite Sensor Bandwidth
An insufficient bandwidth of the sensor will result in an inability to capture the
small flow features inside the overtip region or downstream vortex development. The
measurement device essentially acts as a physical low-pass filter onto the acquired
traces and results in the loss of information about the aerothermal field. Techniques
to compensate for such insufficient frequency response have been successfully applied
(e.g. through the use of inverse transfer functions for hot/cold wires or pressure
probes [174]). However, this remains a cumbersome practice, requiring an accurate
characterization of the probe/sensors or heavily relies upon the underlying assump-
tions of the processing methodology. Therefore, it is vital to conduct an a-priori
assessment of the required temporal (and spatial) resolution, already during the ini-
tial design phase of the experimental campaign.
In this section, a strategy is illustrated which allows to estimate the loss of in-
formation due to the finite nature of the sensor frequency response based on RANS
simulations.
8.5.1 Procedure Overview
Fig. 8.21 presents the overview of the procedure to predict the captured informa-
tion by the sensor. From the simulated flow field (e.g. through low-cost steady-state
RANS CFD) the time-resolved traces of pressure, temperature or heat flux can be
extracted at the envisioned measurement locations during the experiments.
Subsequently, the signal is resampled (/oversampled) according to the finest grid
size in order to obtain a uniform spacing of all the virtual measurement points. In the
case of the mesh on the casing, the finest grid resolution in the tangential direction
is about 0.6 mrad. Taking the rotating frame into account, this spatial discretization
translates into a 1MHz frequency. Therefore, the signal was spatially oversampled
with a uniform spacing of 0.3 mrad, i.e. 2MHz. Afterwards, this periodic time-series
is repeated in order to obtain an accurate frequency resolution for the FFT of 5Hz
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(i.e. repetition up to a total length of 0.2s). Eventually, the entire signal is low-pass
filtered at 250kHz to remove all spurious (nonphysical) oscillations. Such anti-aliasing
filter at 250kHz is also used when acquiring the high-frequency components of the
signals inside coming from the experimental turbine facility.
Once the clean, uniform and periodic time-signal is obtained, a filter is applied
to mimic the limited sensor bandwidth. Specifically, a 5th order Butterworth filter is
applied [184] with a cut-off frequency going from 500Hz to 250kHz in steps of 500Hz.
An example of the gradually increased filtering of a static pressure signal is presented
on the top right of Fig. 8.21.
Then, a quantitative estimation of the lost portion of the signal can be obtained
by comparing the total RMS embedded in the original signal (blue area) with the
RMS contained in the difference of the CFD trace with the filtered signal (green
area). Eventually, the percentage of the information which is not captured due to the
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Figure 8.21: Procedure overview to estimate the loss of information due to a limited sensor bandwidth.
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8.5.2 Casing Measurements
Fig. 8.22 applies the described procedure for the envisioned measurements of
static pressure (top) and heat flux (bottom) on the overtip casing at three axial
locations: 20%, 50% and 90% Cax,rot. Consistent with Fig. 8.14, the trends of
all tip profiles are included and 4 conventional shapes are highlighted (2 flat tip
designs, a simple squealer one and a fully carved profile). The contourplots reveal the
distribution for a plain tip at the design clearance. Each graph presents the percentage
of captured information (i.e. the complement of the signal loss), in function of the
sensor bandwidth. Additionally, the FFT included on the bottom right of each figure
serves to illustrate the amplitudes in the frequency spectrum, i.e. at each harmonic.
The 3 graphs for the FFT of the pressure signals adopt identical scales which allows
a direct comparison of the peak amplitudes across the different axial locations. The
same holds for the three figures of the heat transfer spectrum.
From the analysis of the static pressure in the front part of the blade (Fig. 8.22-
top left), one can conclude that a sensor frequency response of 75 kHz is required to
capture a minimum of 90% of the information contained in all tip profiles. The flat tip
running at a tight clearance shows to be the most restrictive case (orange triangles).
From the FFT at this location, 20% Cax,rot downstream of the rotor leading edge,
the simple squealer shows the largest peak amplitudes. However, as the energy is
mostly contained in the lower harmonics, the captured information curve rises fast.
At mid-chord, the carved profile shows the slowest rising trend, confirmed by the
large amount of frequency content contained in the higher harmonics (cfr. FFT).
Additionally, based on the frequency spectrum, one can observe that the amplitudes
of the fluctuations are almost twice as high as in the front region. In the aft part
of the blade (Fig. 8.22-top right), the steep gradients over the thinnest part of the
airfoil gives rise to the requirement of a high frequency response. Specifically, the
bandwidth would need to exceed 100 kHz in order to sufficiently capture all the
embedded information. Furthermore, the spectrum shows reduced amplitudes which
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Figure 8.22: Percentage of captured information and FFT at three axial locations on the
casing for all tip profiles.
results in additional measurement difficulties. On the heat transfer side, the loss of
information can be limited to less than 10% over the entire blade chord when the
sensor is capable of monitoring unsteady variations up to 75 kHz. Additionally, from
the FFT’s, one can observe that the amplitudes of the heat flux fluctuations remain
high in the back part of the blade (as opposed to the static pressure trend).
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Fig. 8.23 shows a continuous representation of the bandwidth requirements over
the entire blade. The horizontal axis depicts the sensor bandwidth from 0 up to 25
times the blade passing frequency (BPF) while the vertical axis progresses from the
blade leading to trailing edge. The contours indicate the minimum percentage of
captured information over all profiles. Specifically, this means that each horizontal
line in Fig. 8.23, represents the minimum curve location from the graphs presented
in Fig. 8.22. In this case, the contour is constructed through a cubic interpolation
from the data at 21 axial locations (e.g. from which only three were presented in Fig.
8.22). The same procedure has been applied to both the static pressure on the casing
as well as the heat flux traces.
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Figure 8.23: Minimum captured information across all profiles due to the limited sensor
bandwidth on the casing.
The static pressure contours demonstrate that a bandwidth of 10-15 times the
blade passing frequency is more than sufficient over the majority of the blade chord.
As identified in Fig. 8.22 already, some distinct geometrical features in the highly
loaded thin aft part generate very steep and localized pressure fluctuation, requiring
additional bandwidth to fully capture the entire spectrum. A similar trend can be
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observed on the heat transfer side (Fig. 8.23-right) where also 10-15 times the BPF is
sufficient from the LE up to 80% of the rotor chord and a peak requirement is visible
at 90% Cax,rot.
8.5.3 Downstream Measurements
Fig. 8.24 illustrates the same methodology as Fig. 8.23, but this time for 5
quantities measured downstream of the turbine stage, i.e. at 50% Cax,rot behind the
rotor trailing edge. The horizontal axis represents again the sensor bandwidth while
the vertical axis shows the radial position along the blade span. In order to construct
the contours of the minimum captured information across all profiles, 39 tangential
‘virtual’ measurement traces were used with intervals of 2.5% of the blade span.
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Figure 8.24: Minimum captured information across all profiles due to the limited sensor
bandwidth downstream of the stage.
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As the flow downstream of the turbine stage mixes out and the variations are
mainly due to the remaining vortex structures, the eventual required sensor response
is significantly lower than what was shown to be essential on the overtip casing. For all
aerothermal measurements, a total bandwidth of 3-4 times the BPF (i.e. 15-20kHz)
is more than sufficient to catch the physics over the entire blade height. Interestingly,
distinct peaks can be observed in the sensor response around 60-70% of the blade
height. This is due to the tangential ‘overlapping’ of multiple vortex structures which
directly doubles the response requirement as illustrated for the Mach number and
total pressure on the bottom right of Fig. 8.24.
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8.6 Conclusion
This chapter presented the redesign of a high-speed rotating turbine facility at the
von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics to allow for simultaneous testing of multiple
distinct blade (tip) profiles. Important considerations related with the balancing and
precise clearance design are highlighted. Furthermore, methodologies were developed
to integrate RANS simulations to a priori estimate the measurement errors induced
by the finite spatial sampling and inherent limited sensor bandwidth.
The rainbow rotor is composed of seven sectors, each equipped with a distinct tip
shape. The weight of each blade was measured prior to the rig assembly, revealing
a 4% mass variation. Therefore, a numerical strategy was developed to select the
optimal blade and sector placement around the rotor annulus which minimizes the
unbalance. The fast procedure calculates the best blade order in a sector-constrained
rotor row, considering the measured weight distribution while accounting for any
residual disk unbalance. The predicted optimal blade arrangement (featuring a neg-
ligible unbalance of 0.35 g·mm) was balanced in situ using the four-run method to
achieve a quality grade of G2.5.
In order to guarantee a precise establishment of the gap size, the blade geome-
tries were constructed through an inverse-design methodology to counterbalance the
radial deformation caused by the centrifugal loads. The hot-to-cold transformation
procedure, validated for a squealer tip design, allows to control the running clearance
size and tip shape within a few micrometers and compensates for nonuniform tip
deformation fields as high as 0.36mm. Eventually, the rotor components were manu-
factured with very tight mechanical tolerances, leading to a propagated deviation on
the tip radius of ±0.08% of the blade span. Both the static gap height as well as the
clearance in rotation were verified using a combination of dial gauges, wear gauges
and high-frequency capacitance sensors embedded in the rotor casing ring.
High-fidelity RANS simulations were employed to design and position the aerother-
mal instrumentation around the rotor row. The expected measurement ranges are
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identified and methodologies are proposed to mitigate and estimate the errors asso-
ciated with the spatial as well as temporal measurement resolution. Specifically, a
novel iterative procedure has been developed which optimizes the probe positioning
to either reduce the expected errors on a single measured quantity or on the loss
variable, as the result of combined measurements of multiple aerodynamic quantities.
Furthermore, the effect of the finite nature of the frequency response of the sensors
has been simulated using CFD traces extracted on the envisioned measurement loca-
tions. After subsequent low-pass filtering, the loss of information can be quantified as
a result of the limited bandwidth. The instrumentation on the overtip casing requires
a temporal response of about 75 kHz to capture 90% of the unsteady fluctuations
across the majority of the blade chord. The downstream aerothermal measurements
of the mixing flow are however less demanding and need a proper resolving of only
3 to 4 times the blade passing frequency. Distinct peaks in this requirement were
observed at the radial locations where a tangential overlapping of multiple vortex
structures occurred.
This part of the research paved the way for a future, elaborate experimental




The present doctoral research aimed to reveal the additional potential within the
further modification and optimization of the turbine blade tip shape as a means to
control the tip leakage flow aerodynamics and manage the heat load distribution.
This work focused on the analysis of three main design strategies for unshrouded
turbine blades: tight running clearances, fully contoured tip shapes and squealer-like
profiles. Additionally, the use of unsteady upstream shroud coolant injection has been
studied and optimized, in an attempt to enhance the overtip flow characteristics in
an indirect way. Eventually, the rotating turbine facility at the von Karman Institute
has been redesigned to allow simultaneous testing of multiple distinct blade profiles
for advanced tip flow research.
The investigation of a turbine rotor operating in the as-yet uninvestigated tight
running clearance regime down to 0.1% of the blade span demonstrated:
• At tight clearances, the overtip streamlines feature a reversed flow topology
where the low-momentum and -energy fluid from the upstream boundary layer
is ingested through the gap suction side towards the pressure side. This reversed
flow regime was related to the momentum thickness of the incoming boundary
layer and the local tangential fluid velocity through comparison with the tip
gap size and blade tip peripheral speed respectively.
• An optimal clearance size was identified for the suction side heat load as a trade
off between the dominant effect of the tip leakage vortex at high clearances and
the scraping of the boundary layer at low gap sizes. Peak levels in the heat
transfer onto the tip and shroud are mainly located near the entrance regions
of the overtip flow.
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The potential of blade tip contouring was assessed through a combined sim-
plified quasi-3D strategy and full 3D verification:
• A new optimization strategy was developed, assuming a quasi-3D flow across
consecutive 2D planes along streamlines in the overtip region. A multi-objective
optimization is performed for five relevant tip flow regimes, targeting the simul-
taneous reduction of the losses and heat load.
• Tip shapes which perform better at low velocities are not beneficial in a high
speed environment. Loss production in the subsonic regime is mainly driven
by the gap mass flow while for supersonic channel flows, the specific entropy
generation shows a larger impact on the overall gap losses.
• Up to 40% heat load reduction could be achieved through tip-shaping, enhancing
a smooth flow acceleration and a proper boundary layer control. Loss reductions
were only observed for thin regions of the rotor blade through the creation of a
strongly diverging passage.
• A 3D verification of the tip carving strategy confirmed the applicability of the
quasi-3D approach for slight alterations of the blade top shape while remaining
inherently limited to account for complex 3D tip flows. Significant reductions
in heat transfer of 18% up to 36% could be achieved compared to conventional
designs.
The full 3D optimization of carved and industrial rub-safe profiles has demon-
strated the existence of unexplored geometries with aerothermal performances beyond
the conventionally employed strategies:
• Two novel optimization methodologies have been developed and implemented.
A first strategy creates fully three-dimensional contoured blade designs through
a mapping based on a general Bezier surface. The second methodology uses an
approach similar to a topology optimization strategy where the tip area was
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divided in about 200 distinct blocks, allowing to generate almost every possible
rim-cavity layout. In total, over 1500 distinct profiles were simulated during 4
consecutive multi-objective optimizations, targeting the simultaneous increase
of the aerodynamic efficiency and the reduction of the overtip heat load.
• In the family of the contoured blade tip geometries, the flat tip continues to
represent the prime design choice in terms of efficiency. However, an immediate
heat transfer reduction of 5% can be achieved through the creation of a diverging
passage in the aft part of the blade. Further heat transfer reduction is accessible
through additional carving in the front region. Interestingly, the tighter the
clearance, the more aggressive contouring is demanded to achieve the same
heat transfer improvements.
• The squealer-like tip optimization showed further aerodynamic improvements
and a Pareto front two times less sensitive compared to the carved tip design
strategy. Slight variabilities in the turbine operating point were observed and
two distinct zones of high aerodynamic performance were identified correspond-
ing to blades with a closed and fully opened aft-section.
• The altered tip designs account for variations in heat transfer up to 50% on the
near-tip suction side. The analysis of the RMS value demonstrates that, while
the heat flux in the case of the rim-type designs tends to be generally lower due
to the larger wetted area, the occurrence of hot spots is considerably increased.
The characterization of the performance robustness of the widely adopted
squealer-like profile under operational variability and manufacturing tolerances re-
vealed:
• Global performance indicators confirm that corner radius variations induce the
smallest effect (∼2% in heat transfer and 0.15% in efficiency). The aerodynamic
losses are primarily dominated by changes of tip clearance (i.e. 2% efficiency
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change for 1% gap height) and distinct optima for the cavity depth are found
whether one would target a reduction in tip, shroud or suction side heat transfer.
• A detailed characterization of the flow topology revealed the generation of a
large recirculation zone of low heat transfer in the front part of the blade.
Along the suction side, three distinct regions were identified: a first zone acts
as an inlet, whereas the two downstream zones allow the flow to leave the gap
region. This creates a clear heat transfer signature, separated by the initiation
point of the tip leakage vortex and a ‘switching point’ near the trailing edge.
• The tip heat transfer distribution experiences changes of ±25%, mainly caused
by tip clearance variations. The shroud thermal load revealed unexpected vari-
ations in the aft 30% of the rotor blade, due to the emerging of two parallel
stripes of large heat transfer aligned with the SS edge.
The exploration of an indirect control of the rotor aerothermal flow field through
the optimization of shroud purge cooling resulted in:
• A modern high-pressure turbine stage was successfully scaled from a lab en-
vironment towards real engine cruising conditions of a business jet, through a
combination of 1D meanline approximations and full 3D CFD simulations.
• A 2-stage multi-objective optimization was performed, simulating over 240 dif-
ferent individuals, parametrizing the purge flow characteristics using 9 design
variables.
• Negligible aerodynamic improvements are observed compared with the no-purge
case and the additional introduction of a tangential distribution of the purge
flow did not reveal significant opportunities. However, the Pareto front reveals
heat transfer reductions of 80% with a limited penalty in aerodynamic efficiency.
1% of purge flow reduces the efficiency with 0.07% while sub-optimal purge
configurations demonstrate variations as high as 0.4%.
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• An increase of 1% in purge flow results in an average reduction of ±30% in tip
heat load and ±23% on the shroud and upper quarter of the suction side.
A high-speed, rotating turbine facility has been redesigned, paving the way
for a future experimental campaign:
• The short-duration rotating turbine facility at the von Karman Institute has
been refurbished using a Rainbow Rotor approach, allowing simultaneous test-
ing of multiple distinct blade (tip) profiles mounted in separate sectors around
the rotor annulus. A fast numerical strategy was developed to identify the op-
timal positioning of the heterogeneous blades in the sector constrained rotor
row which minimizes the residual unbalance. Eventually, the turbine assembly
was balanced in situ using the four-run method, achieving the required quality
grade of G2.5.
• The manufactured blade geometries were constructed using an inverse method-
ology to counterbalance the radial deformation caused by the centrifugal loads.
The hot-to-cold transformation procedure allowed to reach the gap target within
a few micrometers and compensates for nonuniform tip deformation fields as
high as 0.36mm. The eventual static and rotating clearances were verified us-
ing a combination of dial gauges, wear gauges and high-frequency capacitance
sensors embedded in the rotor casing ring.
• RANS simulations of all installed rotor tip profiles were adopted to estimate
and mitigate the errors induced by the finite spatial sampling and conventional
uniform probe placement. A novel iterative procedure has been developed which
optimizes the sensor positioning to either reduce the expected errors on a single
measured quantity or on the loss variable, as the result of combined measure-
ments of multiple aerodynamic quantities.
• Based on low-pass filtered traces extracted from the CFD at the envisioned
measurement locations, the loss of information has been quantified due to the
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finite nature of the frequency response of the sensors. The results indicate a
bandwidth of the casing sensors of 75 kHz is required to capture 90% of the
unsteady fluctuations across the majority of the blade chord. Downstream the
stage, a proper resolving of the mixing vortex structures can be obtained already
with 3 to 4 times the blade passing frequency.
This doctoral research covered the entire span from the initial conception of mul-
tiple tip design strategies, through simplified simulation methodologies and more
computationally expensive fully three-dimensional multi-objective optimizations, all
the way up to the redesign of a high-speed rotating wind tunnel for the validation of
the discovered technologies at engine-matched conditions.
Throughout this project, the maximum potential to simultaneously increase the
aerodynamic efficiency while reducing the thermal loads was quantified using high-
fidelity CFD. New insights into the overtip flow topology and aerothermal charac-
teristics were revealed and analyzed. The complexity and interaction of the overtip
structures illustrated the importance and the multi-faceted nature of the tip design
problem, not only affecting the local aerodynamic and heat transfer characteristics,
but determining the overall performance and durability of the entire machine. Design
guidelines for future generation turbines were identified and new unshrouded tip de-
signs were discovered offering increased aerothermal performances beyond the current
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APPENDIX A. PATENT SEARCH
An extensive patent research was performed focusing on the worldwide patent publi-
cations of the last 15 years of unshrouded turbine tip designs.
Over 50 relevant patents were quickly found, often simultaneously filed in several
countries/regions (e.g. US, EP, CA, JP, etc.). The patents were sorted chronologically
(based on the publication date) from 1995 up to 2013 and separated per company.
The results can be found in Fig. A.1 and A.2, respectively for General Electric and
Rolls Royce together with the patents of the other cited companies.
General Electric
GE1 US8083484 B2, Dec. 27, 2011, Turbine rotor blade tips that discourage cross-flow
GE2 US8425183 B2, Apr. 23, 2013, Triforial tip cavity airfoil
GE3 US8186965 B2, May 29, 2012, Recovery tip turbine blade
GE4 EP1079072 B1, Jan. 20, 2010, Blade tip cooling
GE5 US6086328 A, Jul. 11, 2000, Tapered tip turbine blade
GE6 EP1013878 B1, Dec. 1, 2004, Twin rib turbine blade
GE7 EP0916811 B1, Feb. 9, 2005, Ribbed turbine blade
GE8 US5660523 A, Aug. 26, 1997, Turbine blade squealer tip peripheral end wall with cooling
passage arrangement
GE9 EP0718467 B1, Mar. 8, 2000, Cooling of turbine blade tip
GE10 US7607893 B2, Oct. 27, 2009, Counter tip baffle airfoil
GE11 US7290986 B2, Nov. 6, 2007, Turbine airfoil with curved squealer tip
GE12 US7281894 B2, Oct. 16, 2007, Turbine airfoil curved squealer tip with tip shelf
GE13 US6672829 B1, Jan. 6, 2004, Turbine blade having angled squealer tip
GE14 US6554575 B2, Apr. 29, 2003, Ramped tip shelf blade
GE15 US6527514 B2, Mar. 4, 2003, Turbine blade with rub tolerant cooling construction
GE16 US6224336 B1, May 1, 2001, Triple tip-rib airfoil
GE17 US6190129 B1, Feb. 20, 2001, Tapered tip-rib turbine blade
GE18 US20120282108 A1, Nov. 8, 2012, Turbine blade with chamfered squealer tip and convective
cooling holes
GE19 US7686578 B2, Mar. 30, 2010, Conformal tip baffle airfoil
GE20 US2008044289 A1, Feb. 21, 2008, Tip ramp turbine blade
GE21 US7287959 B2, Oct. 30, 2007, Blunt tip turbine blade
GE22 US2009324422 A1, Dec. 31, 2009, Cascade tip baffle airfoil
GE23 US20100221122 A1, Sep. 2, 2010, Flared tip turbine blade
GE24 US7922455 B2, Apr. 12, 2011, Steam-cooled gas turbine bucker for reduced tip leakage loss
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GE25 WO2011002570 A1, Jan. 6, 2011, Rotor blade and method for reducing tip rub loading
GE26 EP2586984 A2, May 1, 2013, Turbine rotor blade and corresponding turbomachine
GE27 US8414265 B2, Apr. 9, 2013, Turbines and turbine blade winglets
GE28 US8157504 B2, Apr. 17, 2012, Rotor blades for turbine engines
GE29 US6027306 A, Feb. 22, 2000, Turbine blade tip flow discouragers
GE30 US6422821 B1, Jul. 23, 2002, Method and apparatus for reducing turbine blade tip tempera-
tures
Rolls Royce
RR1 EP2444592 B1, May 1, 2013, Rotor assembly and corresponding gas turbine engine
RR2 EP2378075 A1, Oct. 19, 2011, Rotor blade and corresponding gas turbine engine
RR3 EP2378074 A1, Oct. 19, 2011, Rotor blade and corresponding gas turbine engine
RR4 EP2378076 A1, Oct. 19, 2011, Rotor blade and corresponding gas turbine engine
RR5 US8133032 B2, Mar. 13, 2012, Rotor blades
RR6 EP2161412 A2, Mar. 10, 2010, Cooling of a blade tip
RR7 US8246307 B2, Aug. 21, 2012, Blade for a rotor
RR8 US7641446 B2, Jan. 5, 2010, Turbine Blade
RR9 US7632062 B2, Dec. 15, 2009, Turbine rotor blades
RR10 US7118329 B2, Oct. 10, 2006, Tip sealing for a turbine rotor blade
RR11 EP0801209 B1, Jan. 8, 2003, Tip sealing for turbine rotor blade
Siemens
S1 US8313287 B2, Nov. 20, 2012, Turbine blade squealer tip rail with fence members
S2 EP1953344 B1, Apr. 11, 2012, Turbine blade
S3 US7513743 B2, Apr. 7, 2009, Turbine blade with wavy squealer tip rail
Safran Aircraft Engines
SN1 US7927072 B2, Apr. 19, 2011, Hollow rotor blade for the turbine of a gas turbine engine
SN2 US7351035 B2, Apr. 1, 2008, Hollow rotor blade for the turbine of a gas turbine engine, the
blade being fitted with a bathtub
Florida Turbine Technologies
FTT1 US7494319 B1, Feb. 24, 2009, Turbine blade tip cooling configuration
FTT2 US8469666 B1, Jun. 25, 2013, Turbine blade tip portion with trenched cooling holes
Mitsubishi
M1 US6039531 A, Mar. 21, 2000, Gas turbine blade
M2 US8414262 B2, Apr. 9, 2013, Turbine blade having squealer
Honeywell
H1 US8206108 B2, Jun. 26, 2012, Turbine blades and methods of manufacturing
Pratt and Whitney
PW1 US8092178 B2, Jan. 10, 2012, Turbine blade for a gas turbine engine
United Technologies Corp.
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Figure A.2: Overview of the tip design patents from other companies.
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APPENDIX B. FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS AND THEIR
RELEVANCE IN TURBOMACHINERY
Detailed derivations and descriptions of the stated equations below can be found in
the majority of the fundamental fluid dynamic textbooks, e.g. Fox and McDonald
[185], White [186] or Cengel and Cimbala [187]. For further details on compressible
aerodynamics as used throughout the dissertation, the reader is referred to Zucrow
and Hoffman [188], Anderson [189] and Shapiro [125]. All aspects regarding the
boundary layer can be found in Schlichting [190]. The basic heat transfer concepts
are well explained in Incropera et al. [191] and a more advanced, holistic description
is provided by Bejan and Kraus [192]. Similarly, essential thermodynamic aspects
can be found in Moran et al. [193] and more advanced in Bejan [194]. For specific
turbomachinery fundamentals, the reader is referred to Dixon and Hall [195], Cohen
et al. [196] and Lakshminarayana [197].
The basic laws of fluid motion and thermodynamics are conventionally described
using a Lagrangian approach (i.e. following an identifiable amount of mass throughout
space), using the substantial derivative D()/Dt (‘material’ or ‘particle derivative’)
denoting the differentiation along a particle path.
Of particular importance are the conservation of mass (in the absence of nu-




The conservation of linear momentum (i.e. Newton’s second law of motion),




= Fext = Fbody + Fsurf (B.2)
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The conservation of Energy (First Law of Thermodynamics) equating the
increase in the total energy of the system (E) to the net heat transfer added to the
system (Q) reduced with the net work done by the system (W ):
DE
Dt
= δQ̇− δẆ (B.3)






However, for many applications (including turbomachinery), the Euler approach
is more appropriate to study the effects of the flow through the fluid machinery. In
order to relate this control volume formulation, working on a fixed region in space,
to the aforementioned Lagrangian approach, the Reynolds Transport Theorem
is adopted. The latter connects the rate of change of an (intensive) property of a
system (n) to the combination of a change of the property inside the control volume
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The Energy Equation


































s(ρV · dA) (B.9)
It are the latter equations that are governing the flow through the turbomachinery
components and are used, either in their integral or differential form, to construct the
CFD codes.
One last conservation equation (though not written explicitly) is the conserva-
tion of angular momentum. This conservation equation is the rotational equiva-
lent of the linear momentum one and relates the changes in angular momentum to an
applied torque. This equation, in conjunction with the energy equation (for a steady,
adiabatic case) leads to the Euler Turbine equation, which gives an estimation of the
extracted work solely based on the tangential (absolute) velocity components and the
peripheral speed:
∆H = U2Vt,2 − U1Vt,1 (B.10)
While the reader is referred to the textbooks quoted above for a deeper under-
standing of the fundamental governing equations, some important aspects, specifically
related to turbomachinery research and high-pressure turbines in particular, are ad-
ditionally highlighted:
Mach and Reynolds Number. Throughout the operational envelope, the Reynolds
number of the turbine stages can vary significantly, e.g. at take-off versus cruising
altitudes. While the precise Reynolds number plays an important role in the loss gen-
eration and heat transfer [198], its impact on the overall flow topology in the high-
pressure turbine stages is limited (considering similar velocity triangles and Mach
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numbers). In the case of the low-pressure turbines however, this can give rise to
more important alterations arising from the thicker boundary layers, increased vis-
cous losses and risk of separation at higher altitude [199]. For the upstream stages
at higher Reynolds, the precise flow field is predominantly determined by the Mach
number (i.e. blade pressure loading) which is going to drive the velocity components,
blade incidences, possible shock structures at the blades trailing edge and therefore
determine the main features throughout the passages.
Isentropic Mach Number. A common way to present the static pressure or equiv-
alently the (blade) pressure loading, is through the use of the ‘Isentropic Mach Num-










Where the total pressure is taken as the upstream (relative) value. The Mis
therefore represents a Mach number that would be achieved for the given Ps in the
absence of losses and gives, more than the raw static pressure, an intuitive idea of the
local velocity.
Nusselt Number. For internal flows, the commonly used descriptor for the con-





where L is the relevant length scale (e.g. axial blade chord) and k the (local)
thermal conductivity of the fluid. The convective heat transfer coefficient h is con-
ventionally retrieved based on the Newton cooling law Q = h(T − Tref ). However,
more complex concepts are recently proposed, using increasing sophisticated defini-
tions to take the changing gas properties into account and adopt specific reference
temperatures (e.g. adiabatic temperature / heat transfer coefficient) in order to ul-
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timately decouple the effect of the local driving temperature and the aerodynamic
effects on the heat transfer [200–202].
Relative Quantities. In rotating applications, such as turbomachinery compo-
nents, it is common to use the ‘relative’ quantities, or equivalently, adopt the def-
inition of the flow characteristics in a rotating frame of reference. This allows to
use very similar calculation and interpretation techniques for the rotating parts (i.e.
blades) as are used for the stationary vanes. Specifically, the total relative enthalpy
(/temperature) and the total relative pressure are widely used, derived from the static
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